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~' PPL stacks 
Are budget cuts forcing 
scholarly services to 
compete with popular 
collections? Or is there a 
purloined agenda among 
the stacks at the Portland 
Public Library? 




clash over S.P. road 
• By Paul Karr 
When the South Port-
land City Council voted 
Feb. 3 to fund a widening 
of congested Broadway 
with $135,000 of city 
money, crOSs-town com-
muters rejoiced. 
But many other citizens 
were irate, because they'd 
already voted not to spend 
the money in a 1991 
referendum. And six public 
works employees, fired in 
January because of city 
budget cuts, won't appreci-
ate the spending spree 
either. 
"Voters voted down the 
expansion in November," 
said City Councilor Kevin J. 
Glynn. "fhen the City 
Council went and defied 
the will of the people." 
Continued on page 2 
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February 6, 1992 
Creater Portland's 
weekly journal 
of news, arts 
and opinion. 
Free 
Keep an ace 
in the Sholl 
''Pick A Card," Betsy Sholl's 
most recent book of poetry, won 
the 1991 Maine Arts Commission 
Chapbook competition. Plain-
spoken and unpretentious, Sholl 
dispenses with poetic artifice and 
digs straight down into the 
emotional core of her material-
proving that poetry need not be 
academic to be powerful. 
Seepage 27 
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FINAL SALE BOOKS ETC 
100% WOOL· PALM BEACH 
SUITS $199 $4~ 









A.H. BENOIT & CO. 
188 Midde St .. In 1he Old Port 
38 Excbange Street 
In tbe Old Port· 774-0626 
Mon. - Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5 
WE'LL PUT THE 
WORLD AT 
YOUR FEET ... 
... FROM OUR 
FREQUENT 
BUYING TRIPS 
Oriental Rugs from Turkey, Persia, 
India, Afghanistan, China. The Balkans 
Pakistan, Kashmir, Egypt and Russia ' 
From these far flung rug making 
regions, we comb the import 
markets for the best rugs 
and values ... and lay them 
at your feet. 
Discover. .. 
"The Maine Source 
of Oriental Rugs"e 
As always Oriental Rugs at 
unbeatable prices 
Since' '" ~ i)1974 
HARD CIDER 
FARM Oriental Rugs 
45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9 
Falmouth, Maine 04105 
Appointments: (207) 775-1600 
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS 
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617 
Hours: 10-5 Tues.-Sat. 
-') , 
A review of the top news stories affecting 
Greater Portland: Jan. 29 through ~b. 4, 1992. 
Widening streets, 
tightening .belts 
Continued from front page 
When city voters were asked last November to spend 
$180,000 and widen a short stretch of Broadway from three 
lanes to four, 4,500 residents - 54 percent of voters - chose not 
to do so. In City Hall chambers Feb. 3, four of South Portland's 
city councilors reversed that decision, narrowly voting to go 
forward with the widening. 
"This project will improve both intersections and expand the 
roadway," said South Portland Assistant City Manager Jeff 
Jordan after the council vote. "And it won't uS!'! any tax 
mon~y." He said that state highway grant money would merely 
be shifted around; to make up for the $210,000 in extra expendi-
tures, the city will delay purchases of a snowplow and a dump 
truck, and repair its street sweepers instead of buying new ones. 
In return, South Portland gets $540,000 more state and 
federal highway money. Jord;ln said the funds are available 
through Portland Area Comprehensive Traffic Study's (PACTS) 
priority list of local highway projects. "We needed to make a 
commitment to PACTS soon," Jordan said. "If we hadn't, we'd 
have lost those matching funds." 
Also critical in the council decision was the impending 
construction of a n'1w bridge over the Fore River that will begin 
in the summer of1993. Since Broadway is the only east-west 
connector in the Ity, Jordan said, a great deal of Portland-to-
South Portland ttaffic will be routed through that particular 
stretch of Broadway during the construction. 
But Councilor Glynn argued forcefully against the widening. 
'We just laid off 28 employees a few days after Christmas-
policemen, firemen and teachers - and then the council finds 
$135,000 to fund a project voters said no to? It's the worst slap 
in the face to our city employees," he said. 
Many residents don't want the widening, either, because it 
will destroy the residential character of the city. "People are 
very angry," Glynn said, the morning after the vote. "One 
called me this morning and said if the Legislature ever widened 
the Turnpike after people voted against it, she'd hang her 
legislator out to dry." 
The Maine Department of Transportation (MOOT) will begin 
acquiring property immediately. 
Fleet Bank scrutinized, sued 
In response to complaints that a Reet Bank subsidiary was 
foreclosing too fast on local businesses, the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation (FDIC) froze the company's foreclosure 
powers and said it might offer some delinquent accounts to 
other banks. 
A Feb. 1 U.S. Senate hearing in Portland affirmed that 
position. 
'1 am encouraged by the poSition the senators took; their 
anger was rea)," said Robert R Wakefield, whose Great Maine 
Lobster Co. in Portland ran afoul of Recoil Management Corp: s 
liquidation tactics. "My business has been shut down and 
Recoil has an opportunity to take my house, even though we've 
offered several payouts. Because of their mandate to liquidate, 
they weren't willing to restructure or refinance the debt." 
Massachusetts Sen. John Kerry, a participant in the hearings, 
later said Recoil itself should be liqUidated. 
After Reet took over the failed Maine Savings Bank and 
Maine National Bank last year, the FDIC paid Reet to collect 
those banks' bad loans; ReCoil was the company formed to do it. 
But business owners like Wakefield said Recoil was too qUick to 
call in lines of credit, or refused to do business with firms that 
weren't really in financial trouble. 
Meanwhile, Reet Bank of Maine was sued by an illinois 
couple because, they said, the bank had dropped the interest 
rate of a Maine Savings Bank certificate of deposit (CD) by 23 
percent after taking over that bank. Since the suit is a class 
action suit, all out-<>f-state depositors who hold Maine Savings 
CDs could win damages in the case. 
Ex-USM student 
faces time for rape 
A former University of 
Southern Maine student ' 
convicted of raping a woman 
at a fraternity party last 
spring faces up to 40 years in 
prison. 
A Superior Court jury 
found Jon Steen, 21, guilty of 
gross sexual assault on Feb. 1. 
Steen was expelled from 
USM last year. 
"It is an extremely serious 
rape but he sees nothing 
wrong in what he has done," 
said Justice William Brodrick. 
'1t appears from what he said 
on the stand that he has a 
very loose grip on reality." 
District Attorney 
Stephanie Andersoh said the 
verdict sends a message to 
rape victims that they will be 
heard. 
State House OKs 
recall bill 
A bill that would start a 
process aimed at giving 
Maine voters the power to 
recall state officials was 
approved by the House on 
Jan. 30, but faces further 
votes in the House and 
Senate. 
The bill, sponsored by 
Westbrook Democrat William 
Lemke, would create a 
commission that would draft 
a recall amendment to the 
state Constitution. 
The bipartisan panel 
would present its proposed 
amendment to the legisla-
ture next year. Approval by 
two-thirds of that Legislature 
would set the stage for a 1993 
statewide referendum. 
Rep. Lemke said the 15 
states that allow recall of state 




against So Po cops 
South Portland's police 
force are the subject of 
another complaint, this time 
from an officer's ex-wife who 
claims the policeman as-
saulted her and a male 
acquaintance, then had them 
arrested by Portland police. 
"The officer has not been 
suspended," said South 
Portland Chief of Police 
Robert Schwartz. "There was 
an internal investigation, but 
we did not find any viola-
tions of department rules and 
policies." 
Portland attorney Seth 
Berner, whose clients filed 
notice of the allegations 
against Patrolman Ted 
Sargent, wouldn't comment 
on the case. 
South Portland policemen 
have been the subject of at 
least five assault complaints 
during the past year (CBW ,"_ 
4.11.9I). A recent investip 
tion of the departme!U.l'idelines 
concluded that its S!lfioUld Use 
for when officers ~ enough. 
force are not c1e~' 
FtbTllJlry 6, 1992 :I 
IT'S PLAIN ... IT'S SIMPLE 
Morong Falmouth offers the best service and the best 




1.8 liter fuel Injected engine overdrive 
transmission . front wheel drive tinted glass. 
intermittant wipers. rear window defroster. 




1.6 fuel injected eng ine . front wheel drive . 5 
speed overdrive transmission. Halogen 
headlamps. reclining front seats . fold down 
rear seat. rear window defroster. 
VOLKSWAGEN JETTA GL DIESEL 
from $10,825 
37 mpg c ity . 43 mpg highway. 5 speed transmission. 
dual remote mirrors . t ilt steering wheel. velour Interior 
w ith rec li ning front seats . rear defroster. tinted glass . 6 
speaker sound prep system. 
1990 MAZDA B-2600 SE-5 $8,220 
The peoples choice for a small pick. up. A beautiful SE.5, 
automatic, power steering, AM/FM cassette, bed liner and in 
showroom condition - Rated as the best small pick.up in its class 
- At this price it won't last long. 
1989 FORD AEROS'L\R VAN $9,728 
Looking for a great passenger van ? This is the vehicle for you with 
air cond., AM/FM stereo cassette. 6cyl, Low miles, 5 speed 
transmission and so much more - Your family can't wait - at this 
price they shouldn't have to. 
1988 MAZDA 929 $10972 
Here is a fully equipped luxery sedan that will give you ali the 
comfort of a Rolls Royce - leather interior, power seats, ABS 
brakes, sunroof, a ir cond., cruise control, heated seats and lots, 
lots more. Cars like this don't come often enough and this one is a 
tremendous value. 
VOLKSWAGEN 




Driver ond passenger oirbags. 3.0 liter DOHC 24 
valve V6 4 speed electronically controlled 
transmission. 4 wheel disc brake~ with ASS . 15' alloy 
wheels. 8 way power driver's seat. power windows. 
locks. mirrors. full Instrumentation. cruise control. 
anti-theft alarm system. automatic climate control . 
AM/FM cqsette w/ 6 speakers. power antenna. 




2.8 liter. fuel Injected V6 engine . 5 speed manual 
t ronsmlssion.4 wheel disc brakes wi th ABS . fully 
steel body. anti-theft alarm. AM/FM stereo 
.... c(]5l:ette radio. air conditioning. tilt & telescopic steering 
wheel. power windows. locks mirrors. cruise control. 3 
year/50 .000 mile bumper to bumper warranty. 3 
year/50 .000 free scheduled maintenance program. 
USED CARS 
1989 VW JETIA GLI $12,876 
Feeling a bit sporry - Just look at this 16 valve 4 door Jetta GLl with 
air cond., ttip computer, dual remote mirrors, sport seats, metallic 
paint and that's just the beginning - With such low miles you'll ho Id 
on to this one for awhile. 
1988 AUDI 90 $11,780 
Very low miles - A gorgeous dark blue with all the goodies plus 
AM/FM stereo C3SSene, power sunroof, air cond., power windows, and 
locks, cruise control - In superb condition and very well maintained. 
1991 VW GOLF GL $10,990 
One of the best bargains of the week - Beautiful 4 door Golf with 
power steering, air cond., AM/FM cassette, 5 speed trjollsmission, 
rear defogger and more - With 10,000 miles and remainder of 
factory wamnry this truely is a bargain. 





1.6 16 valve fuel Injected engine (116 available). 5 speed 
transmission. front wheel drive . power steering. power 
brakes. front and rear stabilizer bars. reclining front seats. 
fold down rear seat. full Instrumentation. tinted glass. rear 
window defroster. 36 mo/50.000 mile bumper to bumper 
warranty. 
VOLKSWAGEN CORRADO SLC 
from $21,900 
178 hp narrowline V6 fuel Injected engine. 4 wheel disc 
brakes with ASS. power steering . air conditioning. cruise 
control. power windows. locks. mirrors. 11\' SIlS. """ V wheels. 
full Instrumentation. 2 Year/24.000 mile bumper iO'o"l'nJ'-3r 
warranty. 5 Year/50.COO mile power train warranty. 
MAZDA MIATA 
from $14,500 
Classic roadster design. dr iver 's side airbag. 1.6 DOHC 16 
valve fuel Injected engine. sport suspension with front and 
rear stabilizer bars. 5 speed manual transmission. 4 wheel 
disc brakes. rack & pinion steering . reclining bucket seats. 
fullintrumentation. intermlttant wipers. tinted glass. 36 
mo/50.000 mile bumper to bumper warranty. 
1991 VW PASSAT $15,106 
You don't have to be a crook to steal this one - more room than 
the Volvo Sedan and with front wheel drive - Equipped with 
automatic, power sunroof, power windows, stereo cassette, power 
door locks, rear defogger and with Fahrvergnugen - This one is 
very inexpensive and it only has 8,500 miles. 
1984 MAZDA GLC $3,120 
Absolutely perfect - You just won't believe the condition this car is 
in - 4 doors, automatic, AM/FM, rear defogger - This one you must 
see to appreciate - Very low miles and incredibly low price too. 
1987 VW JETIA GL $5,890 
Here i<; the car with the perfect mileage and all the equipment -
automatic, sunroof, cruise control, power locks, power mirrors, 
power steering, power windows and AM/FM cassette - there 
aren't many like this around - come and save, you won't be 
disappointed. 
MAZDA PORSCHE AUDI 
FALMOUTH ME 781-4020 
.f 
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harmanlkardon HK 3300 AMlFM RECEIVER 
LlST.,$3aO """" . .....-. - - ~ ---...... --
.. . , " ---- ..... -, - $285 BEST BUY 
OPEN SUNDAY 12-4:30 
(207) 883-4173 
---Ne'f~~land 
(Hi-Fi) lI.sic tompany 
Give a gift certificate 
to the one you love. 
'I accupressure facials 
'I aromatherapy 
scalp massage 
'I eyelash tintln,q 
(with vegetable dyes!) 
'I vi~eoiJ~tJng 
Call now and we'll send your loved 
one a gift certificate just in time 
for Valentine's Day " 
visa, me accepted 
COOKIN 
KATAHDIN 
We need to apologi:e to anyone who was offended by our antics Saturday 
night. The group who took our Kennedy heirloom and was blackmailing us, 
returned for the final showdown. We got a little carried away - call it a case 
of cabin fever. Will this cold ever end? Will we ever grow up? Yes and no. 
And speaking of our war with the cold, our February New England Soul 
Food Sale is in full swing. We've discounted some real stick·to·the·ribs food a 
full t 5% in order to help you cope with this frigid month. We'll be marking 
down our pan Fried Oyste~, Ftsh Chowder, Pot Roast, Crab Cakes and 
Rainbow Trout. In addition we will be featuring New EngW;d Classics for a 
very fair price. They will include Old Fashioned Chicken Pot Pie, Maine 
Shrimp Wiggle and Sam's Great Baked Beans with Pork Chops and Garlic 
Sausage. All served with Aunt Nina's pickles, a salad, buttermilk biscuits, 
mashed potatoes & two vegetables. So try Down East food at down·home 
prices today. 
We recently asked if you wanted any changes here at Katahdin, 
thank.you for your suggestions. We've done some fine·tuning in response 
to customer requests. We now have Portland's own Geary's Ale. Isn't is nice 
to know that you can enjoy this hearty brew and support the local economy 
at the same time? We bought some new mach ines and are happy to offer 
espresso and cappucino for your enjoyment. A constant comment here at 
Katahdin is that people get carried away and don't save room for dessert. 
We've concocted some lighter delicacies for your sweet tooth. Also, by 
popular demand, we hereby declare a moratorium on turnips and beets. 
People either love 'em or hate 'em. We want to give equal time to those who 
hate 'em. 
Her many fans will be shattered to learn that the vivacious Meredith has 
gone south to seek her fame and fortune on the mean steets of the Big 
Apple. We know she'll thrive. With that hair and that attitude, she'll be the 
toast (or talk) of the town in no time at all. We'll miss her. Portland's own 
toast of the town has returned. Yes, Gloria Frost is back and is looking forward 
to seeing all of her old friends. Welcome back, Gloria. We've missed you. 
We hope you don't miss out on the chance to take advantage of our New 
England Soul Food Sale. Come find out what the whole town is talking 
about. Yes, the word is out - our food is great, and the prices are a bargain. So 
come try Katahdin, where the excitement never stops! 
774-1740 h.;~&~. 
SPRING AND HIGH STREET 
MON·THURS 5PM - WPM. FRI AND SAT 5PM • IIPM 
, 
Continued from page 2 
Long Island 
secession bid 
heads to Augusta 
Portland City Council has 
drawn up a list of demands 
Long Island must meet before 
it can take its secession 
request to the Maine Legisla-
ture. 
"It wouldn't have been my 
choice to send this to Au-
gusta," said Councilor 
Richard Paulson, lone 
dissenting vote in the Feb. 3 
decision. "I would only have 
wanted to send the message 
that the council was opposed 
to the secession." 
City officials and islanders 
still disagree on several 
points of the legislation sent 
to Augusta, including an 
island dump Portland wants 
closed before the proposed 
July 1993 secession. That 
closing could cost the island 
as much as $1 million, though 
75 percent of the cost would 
eventually be refunded by 
the state. 
Last year, Long Island 
residents voted 98-2 to 
secede. 
Civic Center may 
go private 
Cumberland County 
Commissioners will consider 
selling the Cumberland 
County Civic Center in 
Portland to private investors, 
said Commissioner Gary 
Plummer. The Commission 
will soon choose a committee 
to study privatizing the 
building. 
"My first reaction is that 
(privatizing) would cost us 
money, because whoever 
bought the Civic Center 
could bill us for their short- ' 
falls," Plummer said. "Also, 
we need to think about 
keeping control over the acts. 
Rock concerts make money, 
but things that make less 
money - like hockey - are 
very popular. I don't want 
someone in Philadelphia 
making decisions about what 
kind of entertainment we 
have here." 
Last fall, a budget commit-
tee looking for ways to trim 
the county budget recom-
mended selling the Civic 
Center because it had begun 
losing money. After over a 
decade of profitable opera· 
tion, said Plummer, the Civic 
Center has lost about 
$300,000 during the past two 
years. That difference was 
made up with surplus funds. 
Windham Janitors, 
garages may do 
double duty 
The budget-strapped town 
of Windham will consider 
asking its school system and 
its town offices to share 
certain services including 
janitors, mechanics and 
groundskeepers. 
"We'll be fine-tuning 
things and tersely comment-
ing on the consolidation 
soon," said Town Councilor 
David MtCain. 'We hope to 
get this together by mid-
ApriL" 
Under the proposal, said 
McCain, the school system 
would confract for services 
from the town rather than 
hire outside contractors or 
maintain its own separate 
staff. The town will look at 
combining the school's and 
town's garages, cutting one-
and-a-half mechanics' jobs in 
the process, and their 
groundskeeping crews; and 
hiring an electrician for the 
school system. 
"A number of the council 
members believe these ideas 
are feasible," said McCain, 
"but there are also people 
who are concerned about 
them. We're looking first at 
those areas where there is the 
least resistance." 
The proposed consolida-
tions could save Windham 
$100,000 a year. 
Westbrook teachers 
approve furloughs 
Westbrook teachers and 
administrators agreed to cut 
three teacher workshop days 
from the remainder of the 
school year to compensate for 
cuts in state education 
assistance (CBW 1.30.92) -
but students will actually 
spend more time in class as a 
result. 
'We will take one fur-
lough day," said Superinten-
dent of Schools Edward 
Connolly, "but we have also 
canceled our three remaining 
workshop days. On those 
days, students will remain in 
class all day." Connolly said 
the rescheduling would save 
the city $40,000-$45,000. 
Unions representing the 
school system's teachers, 
support staff and administra-
tive workers supported the 
move by a two-to-one 
margin. 'The teachers do lose 
some time," said Connolly, 
"but kids are impacted least 
of all. Our teachers recognize 
what their primary job is." 
Westbrook's school 
district, which saw the 
Legislature cut $250,000 from 
its budget last month, has 
also stopped equipment 
purchases to save money. 
Connolly said the district 
promised not to layoff any 
workers during the remain-
der of the school year in 
exchange for the furlough 
agreement. 
WCSH airs ACT UP 
commercial 
Channel 6 aired a contro-
versial AIDS awareness 
advertisement before Presi-
dent Bush's State of the 
Union speech despite the ad's 
rejection by New Hampshire 
TV station WMUR 
WCSH-TV reviewed the 
advertisement from the AIDS 
Coalition To Unleash Power, 
or ACT UP, because it dealt 
with public policy, and 
agreed to run the 3O-second 
spot, at a cost of $450, said 
General Manager Lew Colby. 
'We felt that the issues of 
free speech demanded a 
shOwing," said Colby. 
The ad was originally 
produced for use in connec-
tion with the New Hamp-
shire presid en tial primary. 
ACT UP has repeatedly 
criticized the Bush adminis-
tration for its lack of initiative 
in dealing with AIDS. 
The 3D-second spot shows 
photographs of an interracial 
couple, two homosexual men 
and two lesbians, all about to 
kiss. A female narrator 
accuses the presidential 
candidates of failing to 
outline their plans for 
combatting the AIDS epi-
demic. The ad also talks 
about how homophobic, 
racist and sexist attitudes 





The section of downtown 
Portland proposed as a 
Downtown Improvement 
District (DID) was slightly 
reduced, but opponents 
continued to argue the 
district would unfairly tax 
Old Port and waterfront 
businesses. 
Architects of the DID 
proposal removed small 
sections of Congress Street, 
Forest A venue and Union 
Wharf from the district, 
which would tack an extra 4.5 
percent onto the property tax 
bill of any business wi thin its 
boundaries. That money 
would pay for trash collec-
tion, snow removal and other 
improvements, as well as 
aggreSSive marketing of the 
area. 
David Redmond, an Old 
Port mortgage and auction 
consultant opposed to the 
district, still wasn't satisfied. 
"All these small, struggling 
mom-and-pop businesses 
don't need another tax 
assessment forced on them," 
Redmond said. "You're in 
whether you want to be or 
not. In a free enterprise 
system, that shouldn't 
happen. They should at least 
cut out the people who don't 
want to be in it." 
The Portland City Council 
will hold a final public 
hearing on March 16. 
Teen "wolf pack II 
snared in Portland 
Six teenagers described by 
police as part of a "wolf 
pack" have been charged in 
connection with a series of 
random street robberies, 
stabbings and beatings in 
Portland. 
The suspects were charged 
with robbery, conspiracy to 
commi t robbery and aggra-
vated assault, said Deputy 
Chief Steven Roberts. One 16-
year-old suspect was also 
charged with attempted 
murder. The names of the 
suspects were withheld 
because of their age. 
Continued on page 6 
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Ash Spindle Bed 
Queen or Full 
$389.00 
INTERNATIONAL HOME FURNISHINGS 
24" or 30· 
"Florida" Bar Stools 
$79.00 
Ftbrullry 6, 1992 
Make life worth sitting! 
Chair and Ottoman 
$595 
Richard Parks Gallery 
u5 Portland Location 
Gallery c: 
major credit cards • in store financing • free parking • classic & contemporary furniture. 
Fore St. 
~ Free 





288 Fore Street 
774·1322 
BANGOR 
170 Park Street 
942·6880 
Go for the Gold! 
America's Olytnpic Athletes 
Get Better Sleep on a Sealy. 
RACE IN! SALE ENDS FEBRUARY 23rd!! 
lFirID Bronze Meda 
279_95 
Twin Set 399.95 
Full sets t 449.95 
Queen te 599.95 
King Se 
edic 
S aly posture\> 
sil~er Medal. e. plush or firm 
Your chOlce. 3'\ 9 .95 
Twin Set 459.95 
fU\\ sets t 499.95 
Queen e 5 
King 
hr posturepe,dic 
td,..eda\ sea .. ~ - super plush Gof J.U er fu:tn or 
Your choice: Sup 439.95 
Twin set 599.95 
full set t 699.95 
Queen se 899.95 
King set 
• Race in to Classic Mattress and get a free u.s. Olympic Calendar. 
• You could win a trip to the 1992 Olympic Summer Games! 




• office interiors. lighting. art • 
• garden furniture. carpets • 
• 365 Forest Ave., Portland 871-8606 Across from Oakhurst Dairy 
• 581 US Route 1 Scarborough 883-2886 Next to Dunstan School 
• 120 Center st. Plaza, Auburn 777-5738 Near Jade Fountain 
• Mon. - Fri. 10-6, Sat. 9-5, Sun. Noon-4 (portland Noon-5) 
Visa, Mastercard, Discover, Free Layaway 
Free Delivery & Set Up. Free Old Bed. Removal (most models) 
5 
Breathe Free Underwater 
LEARN TO DIVE FOR HALF PRICE 
Next class begins Feb. 11. ENROLL EARLY! 
tommy-Is 
DIVE SHOP 
273 Congress St., Portland 772·5357 Open Mon-Sal 8 am·5 pm, Thurs. 'til 8 pm 
The Book that 
Baseball Fans are About! 
Stop in for a cup 0' Joe 
and buy yourself 
a copy today! 




St. o/afentine S 
1Jay! 
uitfdove, Itr 1k=q.-.PC.?r'7 
AMARYLLIS 
Amaryllis Clothing Co. 
41 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101 
772-4439 
parking stamps available 
Cross over the boundry from an ordinary 
facial to an exttaordinary skin = tre2UIlent, 
in a tranquil priV31.e atmosphere, using the 
Dr. Hauschka herbal preparations. 
Experience the difference. 
Call for an appointment & brochure. 
THERESA BERMAN 
Licensed Aesthetician 
799·'1:792 • South Portland 
Love 
Your Feet , 
Step into Birkenstock footwear, and find a remarkable 
blend of comfort and style. Contoured footbeds 
provide cushioning and 
support, while your 
feet remain free to 
move naturally. You'll 
find colors that range 
from basic to bri.lliant. 
3AlaJJra) ·auL 
your Birlcenstock store 
337 Forest Ave .• Portland, Maine· 207·773-6601 
~Sim I the best lace to bu Birklnstock footwear" 
WE~RE LOOKING 
"FOR A FEW GOOD 
B,REWERS 
M1RUCTORS 4IIJ ST1IJENTS FOR OUR IJlCOP11NG CLASSES. 
OPENING IN MID-FEBRUARY. 
• EVERYTHING FOR THE AMATEUR BREWMASTER & ENOLOGIST 
• FINEST GRAINS, HOPS, YEAST, AND ACCESSORIES 
• DRAUGHT SYSTEMS 
• HARD·TO-FIND ITEMS 
879-MALT 
HARBOR HOME BREW & WINE SUPPLY 
47B INDIA STREET· PORTLAND 
Delight You'r Valentine 
Bracelet and earrings by Thomas Mann. Heart ring by Pat Garrett. 
Since 1971 we have been 
Maine's favorite source for 
fine American crafts and 
jewelry, all lovingly crafted by 





44 Exchange Street, Portland, ME (207) 772-4880 
Continued from page 4 
Roberts declined to 
chara(:terize the youths as 
members of an organized 
gang, but said they acted like 
urban wolf packs because the 
susp~ appeared to have 
committed the crimes only 
when in a group. They had 
no prior police records. 
"We know that on Super 
Bowl Sunday, they were 
riding around in cars looking 
for somebody," said Roberts. 
The most recent incident 
involved a pizza delivery 
man who was attacked Jan. 
26 on Grant Street by a group 
of teenagers who robbed him 
at gunpoint, beat his head 
with the gun and then 
repeatedly stabbed him. 
Suppliers smack 
P'land with heroin 
A major heroin bust last 
month along the Maine 
Turnpike is cited by Portland 
police as evidence that out-<>f-
state suppliers are trying to 
corner the local market. 
"They finally realized that 
they could cut out the 
middleman and come up 
here directly," said Sgt. 
Arthur Shaughnessy, head of 
the Portland police narcotics 
unit. In the past, heroin was 
brought into Portland by 
loose confederations of 
addicts who bought and sold 
small amounts to feed their 
habits. 
Portland police called the 
Jan. 15 arrests their largest 
heroin seizure ever. 
Since 1986, the addict 
population has jumped from 
about 25 to an estimated 200, 
police say; that could add up 
to $250,000 worth of heroin 
each week. 
No more free 
lunch for county 
sheriff's dep't 
In the wake of criticism 
that local police attended 
annual banquets given by 
accused child molester 
Warren Cole, the 
Cumberland County sheriff 
has forbid deputies from 
accepting gratuities. 
Sheriff Wesley W. Ridlon's 
office insisted the new policy 
is not an acknowledgment of 
wrongdoing, but an attempt 
to avoid the appearance of 
conflicts. Portland and South 
Portland police alread y 
oi?serve similar policies. 
Warren Cole, owner of 
Cole Farms Restaurant in 
Gray, was charged last month 
with four counts of gross 
sexual misconduct for 
molesting a boy in 1986 and 
1987. Cole and his family 
held annual banquets for 
police, inc1udil,lg the state 
police chief and sheriff, for 
more than two decades at the 
restaurant. 





Changes in attitude 
"Over the past eight years, it often appeared that state 
government had lost sight of the purpose of meaningful collec-
tive bargaining. Our governor's commitment to bargaining in 
good faith did not meet the legitimate needs of the state .... and 
you:" 
The preceding quotation comes from a letter to state employ-
ees written by one of Maine's best-known poli ticians. Can you 
guess his name? Here's another quote to help you out. 
"It's the work of state employees that translates a politician's 
words into constructive action ... The people who run state 
government should involve and listen to the people who actually 
do the work." 
Ken Curtis? Joe Brennan? Here's a final clue: 
"When I represented Bangor in the Legislature, I watched 
Governor Longley attempt to close (Bangor Mental Health 
Institute). We opposed him because we thought it would be bad 
for Maine's mentally ill and bad for the Bangor area. That fight 
was won because of the (Maine State Employees Association) 
and state employees that were dedicated to that institution and 
its work. 
'1 learned some lessons from that fight, and I won't forget 
them if people put me in the Blaine House." 
Did you guess? The preceding statements came from an Oct. 
27,1986 letter to state workers written by then-gubernatorial 
candidate John R. McKernan Jr. 
McKernan is currently proposing privatizing most parts of 
BMHI, and laying off hundreds of state workers. 
Got candidates If you want them 
Former state Rep. Peter Cloutier of South Portland is 
running for the seat being vacated by Cushman Anthony. 
Democrat Cloutier served one term in the House back in 1980, 
and spent a decade on the Maine Maritime Academy board of 
directors . 
Former Windham Superintendent of Schools Gary Moore is 
set to go after the state Senate seat currently held by Casco 
Democrat Bonnie TItcomb. Republican Moore works for 
Cianbro Construction, and lives in Standish. He accused Titcomb 
of being a "lock-step robot vote" for Democrat leaders. 
Titcomb had no comment on Moore's criticism. She said she's 
running for a third Senate term even though "the last year has 
been a zoo." 
State Sen. Donald Rich, a Windham Republican, is seeking a 
second term, sorta. Rich said if another pro-business candidate 
comes forward he'd be "tickled to death" to step aside. 
Yarmouth Town Councilor Philip Harriman is seeking the 
Republican nomination to take on Senate Majority Leader Nancy 
Clark of Freeport. Harriman, who sells insurance, said the 
Legislature has made life too tough for small businesses and 
municipalities. But he refused to criticize Democrat Clark, whom 
he's supported in the past. 
Cape Elizabeth Town Councilor Jane Amero will run for the 
state Senate seat being given up by Republican Barbara Gill of 
South Portland. Amero, who's also a member of the GOP, is a 
dose ally of Gov. McKernan, who appointed her to the State 
Governmental Restructuring Commission. 
Several Democrats, including South Portland state Rep. Santo 
DIPietro, are considering the race. If DiPietro and Amero win 
their respective nominations it would set up a confrontation 
between a pro-choice Republican and a pro-life Democrat on the 
fall ballot. 
For variety's sake here's somebody who's not running. Former 
Democratic House member Gerald Talbot of Portland had been 
toying with the idea of an independent bid against state Rep. 
Harriet Ketover. But Talbot said he recently got a grant to write 
about black history in Maine, something he said he's wanted to 
do for 20 years. 
"It's just more important to me," said Talbot, the state's first 
and only African-American legislator. 
Finally, an undecided candidate: state Rep. P. Kelley 
Simpson said the question of whether to seek a fifth term is 
proving to be a "pretty difficult decision." 
Small wonder. Simpson, a Casco Democrat, pleaded no 
contest to an assault charge in Waterville last August. Police 
arrested Simpson in May, 1991, for hitting and choking a woman. 
He also faces drunk driving charges from a separate incident. 
Said Simpson: "I'm not going to make the decision (on 
running) based on the legal issues." • 
I.' _r ...... i 
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.~\\I\esaroundmYey. Why not treat yourself - you 
¢~ -es.J • 
:-.~ '~~ deserve it - to a FREE Personal 
&~ . How would '\ M? There are dozens of 
! you like to find \ interesting people looking for a 
~ ~ woman like you; and you can 
'i someone who Is ~ decide for yourself which of your 
t attracted to those ~ admirers you'd like to contact. 
~ things you like ;; Take out a FREE Personal M and 
.\ most about j yo~'11 receive instructions in the 
~ If' ~ ~on_~~~~r 
~ yourse. ~ voice mail greeting and how to 
~ :-,<§ . ~"'o rJ:.~ retrieve your messages. Your ad 
~ • .voO:lOlal\lIl\pt.OW\~ will run for four weeks. 
II V 1~ HAVE HAD ~ACIALS AT MANY 
if..... . ELEGANT RESORTS AND SPAS; 
.~ , Come to the professional 
• BUT I HAVE NEVER HAD ONE - J shin care clinic - home of 
THAT LEn MY SKIN LOOKING AND 
the two-hour facial and 
FEELING AS GOOD. FABULOUS!" 
J.KOONTZ, KEENE. NH amazing hydrotherapy spa. 
ilL 
Thrills, spills, and skills 
L' Esthetiques 
Skin Care Clinic 
4 Kelly Road, just off Route 1 
Falmouth, Maine 
781·5100 
Ocean & Whitewater Paddlers, Get ready for Spring! ,I 
Join us for comprehensive instruction: Paddling Technique, Traditional and 
Improvisational Rescues, Eskimo Rolling-on & off side, and hand rolls. 
Follow it up with a FREE trip of your choice, ocean or whitewater. 
We'll supply the equipment! 
Beginner & Advanced Tracks 
Each series provides 8 hours pool time with our ACA certified instructors & videotaped 
critique. There will be two opportunities to take this program- the first for TWO - 4 hour 
days; the second for FOUR - 2 hour days- $150 per person. 
Optional roll clinics will be offered afterward in the March program. 
DATES: Sundays Feb. 9 & 16 8:00 AM - Noon. 
Sundays: March 8, 15,22, & 29; 8:00 AM - 10:00 
Additional roll clinics from 10:30 to Noon only $30, regularly $40. 
WE START PROMPTLY AT 8:00 AM, check in at 7:30 AM 
Location: YWCA, 87 Spring Street - Portland 
Roll Clinic Program 
Evenings: Weds. 7 - 9 PM Durham Leisure Center; 
Monday, Tuesday & Thursday 7:30 - 9:30 PM at YWCA in Portland. 
We'll help you discover & become proficient with the rolling style that is most 
comfortable for you. $40 per person. 
Winter Day Trips: Ocean: 2/15, 3{7, 3/14, - $35 per person 
Whitewater:Lecture and Slide Show, Friday evening 3/27, 
Trip On 3/28 - $75 per person. 
**Spring Preview** 
Bar Harbor Bed and Breakfast Paddling Program Weekend 
May 8 - 10, 15 - 17,29 - 31 ; June 5 - 7. 
Check-in at the Black Friar Inn Friday evening by 6 PM. Intros, slides, and trip prep -
equipment discussion begins at 7 PM. This program is a combination of lectures and on 
water time with indoor pool sessions, too! Equipment selection, trip planning, navigation 
techniques, Eskimo rolling, strokes, and rescues will all be covered in scenic Bar Harbor 
with our base being the wann and cozy Black Friar Inn. ReselVe now!! 
Saturday Open Pool Time 6 -10 PM, Take the time to practice your skills, 
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The Maine State Police 
have also come under 
scrutiny for attending the 
banquets. That agency has no 
written policy forbidding the 
freemea1s. 
Bernie's back 
Portland clothier Bernie 
Chapman, undaunted by his 
federal indictment on charges 
of credit card fraud and the 
closing down of his old store, 
will open a new store on 
Congress Street near the 
former Bernie's Fashions. 
Shelves are being stocked at 
510 Congress St., once home 
to Carroll Reed. 
Last month, Chapman 
pleaded guilty to buying 
credit card numbers and 
charging $50,000 worth of 
phony purchases to those 
cards. He awaits sentencing 
for those charges. 
MSHA offers best 
loan rates ever 
The Maine State Housing 
Authority is offering its 
lowest home mortgage rates 
ever - as low as 4.95 percent 
for low-income borrowers. 
A 6.95 percent rate is 
available to families earning 
up to $40,000. The authority 
expects the loan pool to 
finance the purchase of about 
SOOhomes. 
"Home prices are down, 
there is a plentiful supply of 
homes on the market and 
interest rates are as low as 
they have been in decades," 
said MSI:IA in a statement. 
MSHA loans are available 
through more than 30 
participating banks and 
mortgage companies. 
Peoples Heritage 
drops $4.4 million 
Peoples Heritage Financial 
Group posted a fourth-
quarter loss of $4.4 million, 
its sixth quarterly loss in a 
row, while nonperforming 
assets declined for the second 
quarter, the company said. 
For the year, the Portland-
based company reported a 
loss of $21.3 million, or $2.58 
a share, compared to a loss of 
$61.9 million, or $7.63 a share, 
for all of 1990. 
Peoples Heritage, with 52 
branches in Maine, has been 
struggling to bounce back 
from losses arising from bad 
commercial real estate loans. 
Executive Vice President 
Peter J. Verrill said the 
company could work its way 
out of the red sometime this 
year. 
In addition to Peoples 
Heritage Bank, the company 
owns Oxford Bank and Trust 
and First Coastal Banks Inc., a 
New Hampshire-based 
banking company. 
Russo sells OOB 
concert biz 
Rhode Island concert 
promoter Frank J. Russo, who 
briefly turned Old Orchard 
Beach's baseball stadium into 
a concert mecca, has sold his 
concert business. 
Russo announced-in a 
statement that he had sold 
Gemini Concerts Inc. to a 
Boston promoter in order to 
take time off from the 
business. He will produce 
one more show at Portland's 
Cumberland County Civic 
Center before turning civer 
the business. 
Russo leased the Seashore 
Performing Arts Center 
(SeaPAC) from 1989 until last 
year. Disputes with the town 
over noise levels persuaded 
Russo to drop his option to 
buy the stadium last fall. The 
stadium will be used to house 
Old Orchard's town offices 
this summer. 
Cape teen plays 
self on TV show 
A Cape Elizabeth High 
School senior portrayed 
herself in a television re-
enactment this week of her 
1989 brush with death. 
Katie Martin's story of 
experiencing anaphylactic 
shock after an allergic 
reaction to walnuts ran on the 
Feb. 3 edition of CBS's 
program "Rescue 911." 
Martin, who was 16 at the 
time, had been shopping with 
friends the Friday after 
Thanksgiving in 1989 when 
her body's reaction to a 
cookie she had eaten caused 
her friends to think she was 
having an asthma attack. 
The show, which was 
taped last year at several area 
locations, also featured 
Martin'_s family, friends, 
members of the South 
Portland police and rescue 
squad and emergency 
medical technicians at Maine 
Medical Center. 
Reported by Paul Karr and The 
Associated Press 
weird news 
... Two men are camped in 
the parking lot outside 
Freeport Town Hall and 
don't plan to leave until 
March 2. 
That's because the town 
will issue only two damming 
licenses on that day - one 
for a town resident and one 
for a non-resident. 
James Gilbert, 19, and 
Antonio DiPietro, 23, have 
been living in a camper and a 
covered pickup truck in the 
parking lot since laying their 
claim to the licenses Jan. 17. 
An Ambulance isn't 
just lights and siren 
The town allows them to use 
the bathrooms and showers 
in Town Hall. 
Gilbert showed up first. 
"This guy beat me by an 
hour, so I moved out of town 
to qualify for the non-
resident license," said 
DiPietro, who constructed a 
makeshift camper top on his 
pickup truck and brought in 
foam insulation, a space 
heater and a mattress to ease 
the wait. 
"It beats sitting in the front 
seat," he said. • 
The Associated Press 
. ~ .. . . . -.' .. .. .... . ~~. ' . '. . :. ~".:.:.: 
t.o, 
Most ambulance trips, In fact, aren't emergencies at all. They are transports in highly specialized 
vehicles for persons who aren't able to use regular transportation. 
Ambulance 
The bed-ridden, the non-ambulatory, the convalescent, the person who needs 
transport to a medical facility for tests, or transport home to recover, or to a 
different medical facility for specialized care - these are all people who need 
and use ambulance transportation regularly. And MEDEC Ambulance is the 
service people select when thay want the highest quality care at the lowest 
possible price. 
MEDEC has built a 16-year reputation of caring, profeSSional, and economical 
ambulance service. We care about our patients, and their pocketbooks. Their 
safety, comfort, and medical needs are our prime concerns. 
It doesn't end with ambulance service, either. We can provide transport by 
wheelchair van for those whose needs can be met by this even more 
economical method. 
Across town, across the state. across the nation, MEDEC Ambulance is available 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week, and at the lowest price in the area. 
If you or your loved ones need an ambulance, you need MEDEC. Give us a call. 
MEDEC 
Ambulance 772-6000 
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The people, places and temptations that make Greater Portland great 
BEST PEOPLE 
Most effective activist __________________ _ 
Most effective citizen group _______________ _ 
Most effective elected official ______________ _ 
Best painter ____________________ _ 
Best photographer ________________ _ 
Best~ptor __________________ _ 
Best jeweler ____ ~ ______________ _ _ 
Best actor/actress _____________ ___ _ _ _ _ 
Bestvocalist ____________________ _ 
Best local poet _ ________________ __ _ 
Best local writer (fiction) _________ _______ _ 
Bestmechanic ____________ _________ ___ 
Bestbartender __________ _ _________ _ 
Bestcabbie _______ _______ _ _ _ __ ~---
Best radio personality _ __________ _ ______ _ 
Best TV personality _____ _____________ _ 
BEST PLACES 
Best art gallery _ __________________ _ 
Bestbeach ____________________ _ 
Best local place for a hike ________________ _ 
Best place to x-country ski _ _ _____ ________ _ 
Best gym/health club --_ _ ___________ _ 
Best bus stop ______ _ _ ___________ _ 
Best mom-and-pop store ___ ___ _ _ ________ _ 
Bestgrocery ____________ ________ ___ 
Bestbank _____________________ _ 
Best renovation of an old building __________ ___ _ 
Best little-known historic spot ________ _ _____ _ 
Best place to send tourists _______________ ___ 
Best public place to be seen _______________ _ 
Best place to buy women's clothing ____________ _ 
Best place to buy men's clothing _____________ _ 
Best place to buy shoes _______ _________ ___ 
Best place to go thrilling ______________ _ _ 
Best place to buy furniture ______________ _ 
Best place to get your hair cut _________ ~ ___ ___ 
Best place to buy flowers ________________ _ 
Best place to buy toys ____ ___ ----=--:;-:-~-------
.,'\ . . ~I{u~. })~S1 .. .:sHOIv .. _ ~.,.'\'. 1-1" '1\ .( (/ 
~~S1 .. TUN~S. 
~ .. . 
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It's as clear as the waters of Casco Bay: Greater Portland is'New England's 
best-kept secret. It' s also common knowledge hereabouts that the region's 
residents - in particular, the savvy and perceptive readers of Casco Bay 
Weekly - are noted for their refined and discerning tastes. 
Who, then, is more qualified than you to make fine distinctions among 
the treasury of superlatives that is Greater Portland? 
We want to know what you think represents the Best that the Portland 
region has to offer. We want to know so badly we're willing to bribe you-
by giving away some great stuff! Thirty-two ballots will be chosen at random 
from all received, and those lucky readers will win 20 tickets to Comedy at 
the Cave (every Thursday at The Cave), five $20 gift certificates from Fresh 
Market Pasta, four tickets to The Mystery Cafe in Portland, two tickets to ski 
Shawnee Peak in Bridgton, and a First Class Hot Air Balloon Flight from 
"Hot Fun." 
So tell us what's Best. You don't have to have an opinion on every cat-
egory, and you don't have to explain your choices. But do feel free to express 
yourself; responses will be considered for publication. Be creative and 
opinionated. 
Please keep your choices current (calendar 1991), and above all, local 
(Greater Portland and surrounding communities). Please do not refer to 
places outside of southern Maine or events before January 1991, and do not 
nominate artists or personalities who don't live or work in Greater Portland. 
The results will be printed in the March 12 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. 
Have fun! . 
Mail, fax or hand-deliver your ballot by Tuesday, Feb. 11. 
BEST ENTERTAINMENT 
Best theatrical production ____________ _ ___ _ 
Best place to hear live music _______________ _ 
Best acoustic band ___________________ _ 
Best blues or jazz band _________ _ ______ ___ 
Best rock band ___________________ _ 
Bestdanceband ___________________ _ 
Best place to dance ___________________ _ 
Best place to buy books _ ________ ______ _ 
Best place to rent a video ________________ _ 
Best record store ____________________ _ 
Best radio station _____________ _ _ _ ____ _ 
Besthappyhour ___________________ _ 
Bestbarforasecretrendezvous _______________ _ 
Best graffiti ____________________ _ 
Best abuse of taxpayers' money --- ------------
Best local event of 1991 ________________ _ 
BEST FOOD & DRINK 
Best breakfast joint __________________ _ 
Best late-nite dining ___________________ _ 
Bestbar ______________________ _ 
BestAsianrestaurant __________ _ ______ __ _ 
Best Italian restaurant ________________ -"--____ 
Best Mexican restaurant _ ________ _ _ 
Best vegetarian restaurant _________ ________ _ 
Best seafood restaurant _ _____ ___________ _ 
Best eclectic restaurant ____ -_----,---_ --------
Bestbeer ______________ _________ _ 
Bestbakery _ _____________ _______ _ 
Best chowder place ___________________ _ 
Best sandwich place __________________ _ 
Best pizza place _ _ _______ ________ _ _ _ _ 
Bestburgerplace ___________________ _ 
Best ice cream place _________ --:--_________ _ 
Best coffee place ___________________ _ 
Best dessert place _ ________ ---'----________ _ 
BEST CBW READER 
Narne _ ____________ _ 
Address _ _ _________ ___ 
Fax to 207-775-1615, mail or drop off ballot to: 
Best of Portland, Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
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Isn't It 
Romantic? 
Give the Teleflora Heart and Lace 
Bouquet. Fresh, romantic flowers in 
a lovely, white porcelain vase. It's 
decorated with B border of sculpled 
lace, surrounding a passionately red 
heart. Later, the vase will hold all 
her make-up essentials. To send 
a bouquet any- $2600 where, call or 
visit our shop today. 












16 oz. 99¢ 
Muir Glen 
Organic 




6 oz. $1.39 
Ughtlife 
Quinoa Tempeh 
8 oz. $1.19 
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COOPERATIVE 
155 Brackett Street, Portland 
Open 7 days a week • 772-4937 
Ashantis Yeboah examines the stacks In the Art Reference Room, one of the services 
could be restricted under the Portland Public LIbrary's proposed reorganization. 
Showdown among the stacks 
Proposed changes at the Portland Public Library have upset staff and patrons alike 
• By John wvell 
January was a difficult month for the man who runs the 
Portland Public Library, coming after a difficult year before 
that. Revenues were flat, and in some cases, shrinking. In 
recent weeks, people were starting to complain about Sheldon 
Kaye's plans to streamline the library, to reorganize it and 
make it more responsive to popular interests. 
Kaye administers an institution of 309,000 books, 65 em-
ployees and a current annual budget of $2.38 million. He also 
proposes policy to his bosses, the library's 26 trustees. 
Right now, the library is at a pivotal transition point. 
The trustees are contemplating Kaye's proposals to save 
about $110,000 by limiting the availability of the library's art 
book collection, combining two service departments, laying off 
at least two staff employees and freeZing the salaries of the rest 
of them. He has also proposed reducing the hours and staff of 
the library's prized Portland Room, a third-floor research 
center and repository of materials focused on the city's history 
and a detailed card index of several Maine periodicals. 
Kaye has made it clear that he wants to do these things 
regardless of the library's budget outlook. 
Attending a budget meeting of the Cumberland County 
commissioners two weeks ago on Jan. 21, Kaye made a brief 
pitch for keeping the county's grant to the library of $29,216, 
the same as last year, in the face of the commissioners' determi-
nation to cut the county budget by at least 7 percent and the 
prospect of no grant at all. The commissioners approved a 
compromise grant of $20,000 after Chairman Richard Hewes 
said he had received many letters and calls saying money.is 
needed to keep the Portland Room open. 
"I hope you can live with this $9,000 cut," said Hewes, 
looking at Kaye, "without making any drastic changes." 
Kaye gave no reply. But at a meeting of the trustees on the 
next afternoon, he remarked that the reduced county grant was 
"better than a kick in the eye." 
Portland vs. Baltimore 
These issues have been provoking heated discussions 
among the library staff. But what they're reall y upset about is 
Kaye's accelerating adoption of something called the Baltimore 
Plan, a nationally controversial approach to library services 
reflected in the brief mission statement of the Baltimore County 
Public Library: "To make readily available .. . library materials 
and information services in a cost-effective manner, propor-
tionate to levels of demand and use." 
The Portland Public Library also has a mission statement. It 
says this library's services "encourage and support the educa-
tional, informational and recreational interests of all members 
of the community." 
A key difference between these two statements is that the 
Baltimore mission is to gear services strictly to popular de-
mand, while the broader Portland mission is to provide 
services to all, regardless of popular demand. Portland's mission 
is a concept that assures the existence of unique collections like 
the Portland Room. Kaye has proposed saving some money by 
cutting the Portland Room's hours by about half. 
Some librarians around the country see the Baltimore Plan as 
a rejection of elitist attitudes and an attempt to make libraries 
more useful to average people; others worry that it would 
reduce libraries to little more than shelves for best-selling novels. 
Here in Portland, the Baxter Society, a non-profit corporation 
of library supporters named after the library's famous benefac-
tor, has told the library trustees in a recent letter that "We 
strongly oppose the de-emphasis of the Portland Public Library's 
special collections and the limiting of the range of services ... 
"What is now being proposed seems less a matter of econom-
ics than it is a shift in values and philosophy," the society's 
statement continued, that "would tum away from the student, 
the scholar, the researcher ... If the trustees accept this radical 
'market approach' - increased self-service and a focus on 
popular books and videos - we will leave to the next generation 
a collection which wi1l have become vitiated and degraded, and 
a great library will have been lost." 
A brief history of Portland Public Library 
1857: Portland citizens met to determine whether there is 
enough interest to establish a public library. There isn't. 
1867: Portland Institute and Public Library incorporated, 
the first Portland library open to the public. 
Historian William Willis was its first president. 
1877: The library changed over from 
open to closed s.helves. 
1889: The Romanesque "Baxter Building" 
(now part of the Portland School of Art) 
was erected at 621 Congress St., 
a gift from Maine historian James Phinney Baxter. 
Name of institution changed to Portland Public Library. 
1897: Five-story fireproof Stack Building added to library, 
with a gift from the Joseph Walker estate. 
1914: Library closed because of smallpox epidemic. 
1929: Interior of Baxter building extensively remodeled. 
1979: Present building (at Monument Square) opened. 
The management read 
"I'm not proposing changing the library's collection policies 
at all," refuted Kaye in a late January interview. 
"I'm not wishing to fi1l up the library with romanCe novels 
and videocassettes," he continued. "Trying to be responsive to 
the community doesn't mean that the end result is going to be 
just a bunch of the best sellers here. My regard for the commu-
nity is that there's people here who, if we respond to their 
demonstrated needs, will end up with a collection of materials 
not a lot different from what we have right now." 
The Baltimore Plan, said Kaye, "is something that has 
influenced me as somebody who thinks about libraries. But I 
think that Portland needs a Portland library, not a Baltimore 
library." 
What that means, though, is not entirely clear. 
Asked how the two libraries differ, Kaye said: "I think that 
. the director of the Baltimore Public Library would say that his 
efforts and his successes have been to reflect his community. 
And a Portland library would be successful if it could say that 
it reflected its community, too." 
Asked how he would determine a Portland library's 
reflection of its community, Kaye said: "I think if a person who 
lives here or makes use of this library becomes more and more 
likely to come to the library to meet their needs, whether it be 
to learn how to put flooring down in their new house or fix 
their car or learn how to cook or enjoy a new best seller or to 
learn about their genealogy or find a new technique for 
painting, the more people in the community tum to their 
library, that's what determines success." 
Kaye puts great store in numbers: numbers of patrons using 
the library, numbers of books checked out, numbers of ques-
tions asked of reference librarians. These are gauges of usage, 
of the library's popularity, "indicators showing that the library 
is being used much more than it was five years ago," when 
Kaye was hired to become the library director. 
He readily acknowledges a criticism that "I'm too numbers-
oriented. I have that bias .. . I'm not a profit-and-Ioss sort of 
person - I value the intrinsic worth of libraries and knowl-
edge and books - but I also think that people need to see 
something fairly visible in exchange for the investment they 
make in an institution like a library . 
'1t's not the numbers themselves that have any particular 
fascination for me, but behind the numbers means that people 
are using the library, using the materials that are in the library. 
And I think that things are here to be used. To me, that doesn't 
sound like a very controversial position." 
The trustees' read -
Although Kaye's views on the role of the library have 
provoked some emotional discussions among the staff and 
some angry letters to newspaper editors, they have yet to stir 
hot debate among the library's trustees - who are more 
concerned right now with the imminent problem of a money 
shortage. 
On the other hand, most of the trustees believe Kaye 
generally knows best. 
"I think we have an excellent director, I think he does his job 
well," said John O'leary, president of the board of trustees. "I 
think it is a difficult job in shrinking budgetary times." 
O'leary's formal relationship with the library dates to 1979, 
when a new building was erected for it. O'leary was then a 
memper of the Portland City Council and co-chairman of the 
Public Library Building Committee. He is prominent in the 
city's legal community and an elder among the library's 
trustees. He is supportive of Sheldon Kaye, but not blindly so. 
"The Portland Room is considered by the trustees as well as 
by everybody else a very special place in the library," said 
O'Leary. "I think the board is protective of that and wants to 
make sure that the Portland Room continues and grows .. . I 
think there's real sensitivity to that on the board, because it's 
not the kind of thing you measure by supply and demand. 
"That's an area where Shelly's sensitivity was probably 
different from the board's, and probably different from the 
public's," continued O'Leary. "And I think he's got that 
message." 
If so, Kaye doesn't seem to have gotten the message from 
his staff. Some complain that, as former staff member and 
former trustee Grace Barney put it, "He has asked the staff for 
input but has trouble listening to what they are saying. He 
does not seem to hear contrary opinions, an important source 
of vitality." 
. When the trustees gathered two weeks ago to hear Kaye's 
money-saVing proposals and the staff response, they heard 
part-time staff member William Barry tell them, "There hasn't 
been communication between the staff and the director." 
O'leary replied: "The trustees encourage communication." 
Kaye responded that he has "spent a lot of time with the 
staff on a number of different projects ... In one manner or 
another we have talked about what business we're in, and 
what should we be doing, and why." 
Continued on page 12 
Is grad school in your future? 
(If so, this is for you!) 
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RaNKIN 
COMES TO PORTLAND! 
Free diagnostic testing for 
GRE, GMAT, LSAT & MeAT exams! 
Help relieve those pre-test jitters by registering now to 
take a FREE diagnostic graduate school entrance exam. 
After taking the exam you will receive a detailed analysis 
showing your strengths and weaknesses. This informa-
tion will enable you to improve your scores before taking 
the real thing. There is no obligation of any kind! 
I 
EDUCATIONAL GROUP 
Call RONKIN today at 
775-5700 \ 
or stop in at 
our new location at 
the CornerBrook Mall. 




The only hair design studio 
in the area specializing in 
EthniC Cuts, Styling and 
Professional Hair Care. 
And we're not limited to 
African-Amer.can or 
ASian Design •• _ 
Everyone is welcome 
to experience our 
unique new hair faCility! 
Specializing in African-American hair 
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RIGHT 
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Spring Wear Is In-! SPECIALIT SIIOP FOR WOMEN 
Bathing suits have also arrived 
...... ...... 
All merchandise in 
Helen's Cellar 70% off 
185 PARK ROW 
BRUNSWICK. MAINE 
"AROUND TIlE CORNER FROM 
BOWDOIN COUEGE, ACROSS 
FROM TIlE BIG GREY CIIURC/I" 
729-3907 
Mon. 111m SaL 9:30-5:30 


































15 Tem.ple Street is a lot bigger! 
We've joined forces with Green Mt. Coffee 
Roasters to give you the best of Vermont. Come 
down and see what all the excitement is about! 
GREEN MOUNTAI N 
C\lFFEE 
RfJASTERS 
U ~ ~ ~ ~:=3J!: 
Bagels, Bagels, Bagels 
Portland Bagel Works aims to change your mind about 
bagels forever. We make over 15 bagel varieties fresh every 
day right at our location with Green Mt. Coffee Roasters. 
Everything from plain, onion, sesame & poppy to banana 
walnut, tomato dill, ragin cajun, sourdough, multi grain and 
and the list goes on. Our staff will get you in and out with-
out a long wait. Not sure of what to have? Just ask, we will 
be happy to provide suggestions. Our philospohy is to 
provide, high quality, all natural products at a reasonable 
























@ Portland 6agel Works: 879-2425 Fax: 879-1895 \\ 
COFFEE & BAGELS ~ COFFEE & BAGELS @ COFFEE & BAGELS 
John O'Leary, top trustee. 
LIBRARY SHOWDOWN 
Continued from page 11 
Money and services 
Although money is the library's most immediate concern -
and an anticipated shortage of it is speeding Kaye's reorganiza-
tion agenda - both he and the trustees say that reorganization 
would come anyway, even if money were plentiful. 
"Organizationally, we have been talking about what we 
should offer," said Kaye. "What forces the question is the 
budget. That's what makes it a far more immediate question." 
He said he wants to make money-saving changes in the least 
noticeable ways possible. The library will continue to spend 13 
percent of its budget on acquisitions, for instance, although both 
he and O'leary would like to spend more. No branches will 
close. The bookmobile won't stop running. The main library 
won't be open fewer than its current 63 hours a week. 
Beyond that, though, Kaye makes few promises. "If we have 
to consolidate the Portland Room and the art department into 
the reference department," he said, for example, "that isn't 
going to mean that we're going to cease to buy Maine-related 
materials or art materials." 
Kaye envisions the elimination of a "service point" (staff 
member) on the first level, where the art books are, and a 
consolidation of service points for the reference department and 
the Portland Room, which he told the trustees might stay open 
30 to 40 hours a week. (The trustees indicated they would prefer 
a higher figure.) 
Still, O'Leary said, '1 think some of the proposals Shelly is 
making he would make anyway, just in terms of efficient 
delivery of library services - or responding to public demand 
for those services." 
The union read 
But the Library Staff Association, a union affiliated with the 
Maine Teachers Association, said in a letter presented to the 
trustees two weeks ago that it "strongly urges that the related 
issues of fiscal responsibility and library reorganization be 
addressed separately ... Creative solutions should be explored to 
solve short-term financial issues without a reorganization that 
would permanently harm quality services. 
''The reorganization of the library should be driven by the 
need to provide better service to our users. We feel that there is 
no evidence to show that the reorganization under consider-
ation would improve the library. On the contrary, there would 
be a serious reduction in services vital to the people of Port-
land." 
James Charette, president of the 42-member union, read the 
letter aloud. Afterward, one of the trustees asked him what the 
union might be prepared to do besides criticize Kaye's ideas. 
"If you want the union to come up with possible cuts," he 
replied, "we'd be more than willing." 
Kaye's proposal included a salary freeze for all but the 
handful of employees he would layoff, a contractual issue that 
would require union agreement. One of the trustees asked 
Charette for a reaction. 
"The staff will need to be convinced," he replied. "And we 
ought to come up with some suggestions ourselves. It might be 
difficult, if you're proposing layoffs and salary freezes." 
At the end of January, Charette convened a union meeting to 
discuss these questions. Afterward, he said the union intends 
"to present our own package to the trustees to help balance the 
budget" in a way that "does not involve reorganization. Our 
subcommittee is working up final language for presentation 
before the trustees' executive committee meeting on Feb. 11." 
Although its members are concerned about their jobs and 
their salaries, the union has seem~ more concerned with the 
welfare of the library and the directions in which it may be 
headed. A contract scheduled to go into effect on July 1 would 
boost salaries by 4.5 percent, unless, as seems likely, the union 
agrees to freeze salaries at current levels. 
"We don't consider ourselves well-paid," said Charette, "but 
people like their jobs." 
Continued on page 14 
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Cumberland County: a book b ' 
• orrower smecca 
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Libraries, libraries everywhere 
The World's first tax-su 
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;r-..",. ... 
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Citizens of Peterborough N H Y 
Tod ' .. 
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rich, high school dr':: young, poor as well as 
sit d pouts as well as univer-
y gra uates, make ~se of the pUblic Iibrar . 
The Portland area IS piled h· h· Y 
libraries N . Ig With 
c • ationally, there is a pUblic library 
.or every 18 000 US· . , . . Citizens. But here in 
CUmberland County th . 
6 947 ' ere IS one for every 
I·b In ~II, ~umber!and County has 35 public 
I ranes, SIX medical libraries two n . I"b . , ursmg I ranes, one theological II·b I"b rary, one art 
1 rary, two historical libraries one I 
edcerami.cs Ii~rary~ two law libraries, sfx a~~g~:~_ Ucation hbranes A fe ch 
medical lib . :. w, su as some of the 
ranes, hmlt public access (altho h r:;, mdlayypbeh a~l.e to) arrange a Visit through ~g 
YSlclan _ 
Here's where to borrow a bOOk 0 f 
fact (\ibraries in this alphabeti I I. r md a 
, people! 
There are also specialized I"b . 
include repoSitOries of book I ral nes - these son aw, medi-
d f· ca 1St are rawn rom directories .1 
State Library in Augusta~:f~ ed:y the Maine 
access restrictions): ' or Ours and 
Bartol Library, 
51 Main St., 
Freeport: 865-3307. 
Bctxter Memorial Library 





Bridgton PUblic LIbrary 
65 Main St., ' 
Bridgton: 647-8563. 
Brighton MedIcal Center 
MedIcal Library, 
335 Brighton Ave., 
Portland: 
774-3921 (ext. 331). 
Casco PublIc Library 
Casco: 627-4541. ' 
Caswell Public Library 
Main Street ' 
Harrison: 583-2970. 
Chebeague Island Ubr 
So h ary, 
ut Road, Chebeague Island 
Cumberland: 846-4351. ' 




Curtis MemorIal LIbrary 
23 Pleasant St., ' 
BrunSWick: 725-5242. 
Falmouth MemorIal Library 
5 LuntRoad ' 
Falmouth: 781-235l. 
Ceneral TheologIcal Cente 
159 State St., r, 
Portland: 874-2214. 
Cray Public library 
















144 State St., 
Portland: 774-1461. 
Mercy HOSpital School 
of NursIng Library 
144 State St., ' 
Portland: 
774-1461 (ext. 586). 
RegIonal MemorIal HospItal 
MedIcal lIbritry, 




Merrill MemOrial library 
Yarmouth: 846-4763. ' 
Scarborough Public library 
48 Gorham Road ' 
Sauborough: 883-4723. 
South Portland 
Naples PublIc library 
Route 302, ' 
Naples: 693-684l. 
New EnterprIse Institute 
USM Enterprise ' 
Infonnatlon LIbrary 
Portland: 780-4420. ' 
New Cloucester 
Public LIbrary, 
New Gloucester: 926-4840. 
Public library, 
482 Broadway, 
South Portland: 767-7660. 
MemorIal Branch 
155 Wescott Road ' 
South Portland: 775-1835 . . 
Southern MaIne Vocational 
TechnIcal Institute library 
South Portland: 799-7303. ' 
North Bridgton Public Ubr.arv 
Route 37 -I' 
North Brldgton: 647-8563. 
SpauldIng Memorial library 
Route 114 ' 
East Seba~: 787-232l. 
North Corham 
PublIc LIbrary, 
287 North Gorham Road 
Gorham: 892-2575. ' 
Orr's Island Library 
OlT's Island, Harpswell. 
Parlcvlew MemorIal HospItal 
MedIcal library, 
BrunSWick: 729-1641 . 
PIneland HospItal and 
TraInIng Center LIbrary 
Pownal: ' 
688-4811 (ext. 205). 
Portland Public Library 
5 Monument Square ' 
Portland: 871-1700. ' 
Munloy Branch, 
44 Moody St., 
Portland: 772-4581. 
Peak's Island Branch 
129 Island Ave ' 
Peak's Island ., 
Portland: 71i5540. 
ReIche Branch 
166 Brackett St., ' 
Portland: 447-6871. 
RIverton Branch, 
1600 Forest Ave 
Portland: 797-29·15. 
St. Joseph College library 
North Windham: ' 
892-6766 (ext. 24). 
Steep Falls Library 
Standish: 675-3132. ' 
Thoma~ MemOrial library, 
. Cape Elizabeth: 799-1720. 
TInney Memorial library of 
the Jones Museum of 
Class &- CeramIcs 
Douglas Mountain Road 
Sebago: 787-3370. ' 
UnIversIty of MaIne 
law School library, 
246 Deering Ave., 
Portland: 780-4817. 
UnIversity of Maine SchOOl 
of NursIng library, 
Portland: 780-4150. 
UnIversIty of Southern 
MaIne library, 
37 COllege Ave., 
Gorham: 780-5345. 
UnIversity of Southern 
MaIne library, 
96 Falmouth St., 
Portland: 780-4270. 
Walker MemorIal library 
Westbrook: 854-0630. ' 
Warren Memorial library 








HOW CAN CLIFF DO IT? 
90 MERC TOPAZ 90 DODGE CARAVAN 
4 cy/., Auto, Air, Cruise Tilt 4 I S 
Wheel, Power Options 10 Woo-' M!/d, LOEw Milage 
, I es, xtra Clean 'lO'tlj:J,!.· SAVE $700 
Was 8,495 NOW 7,695 Was 9,995 NOW 9,295 
88 FORD LTD-LX 8,8 FORD BRONCO 
o~~~,g~~ ~!':;'c~~:e~~er, 3~1F001.SOhMileps/ 8 Cyl., Auto 
e r ow, Perfect 
t1l\~!11,j,. SAVE $700 
Was 9,495 NOW 8,895 Was 11,69S NOW 10,995 
85 FORD F150 4X4 85 FORD MUSTANG 
8 cyl., 45X~~~iag:ssette 0sn/Y 30,000 Miles, Auto., 
tereo, PS, PB, Cruise 
SAVE $1195 
SAVE $600 
WasS,29S NOW 4,100 W'S3,&95 NOW 3,095 
.89 OLDS DEtTA 87 FORD AEROSTAR 
Like New, Auto Air PS PB 6 Cy 
Stereo, Much Much More' . 1·'LAuto, ~rd Seat, Stereo, 
- ow MIles, Clean. 
SAVE $655 
SAVE $600 
Was 10,650 NOW 9,995 Was&,995 NOW 6,395 
85 AUD, 4000S 89 SAAB 900 
Only 54 000 Miles A t 
' , u 0, 3 Dr., Excellent 5 SPd 
s~,AOOIAif: Nice. Cassette, Beautiful ·' CJtJH. SAVE $645 
Was 5 495 NOW 4595 Was 8,495 NOW 7,850 
85 TOYOTA 4X4 90 FORD FEST'VA 
SA5, Auto, PS, Stereo CB A . 
Gazelle Cap Very Clean ' utoomatlc, Cassette, 
, efogger, LX 
SAVE $600 
MaIne HistOrical Society 
485 Congress St., ' 
Portland: 774-1822. 
MaIne MedIcal Center 
Health Sciences LIbrary 
22 Bramhall St., ' 
Portland: 871-2201 . 
Portland School 
of Art LIbrary, 
619 Congress St., 
Portland: 773-1233. 
Westbrook College lib 
716 Stevens Ave., rary, 
-tWI'M'· 
Was 5,995 NOW 5,395 Was 4,895 NOW 4,295 
• QtalWied boyero. We.oo IIIe , ... not inclUded. 
Prince MemorIal library 
Cumberland Center: 829-2115. 
Raymond Village library 
Raymond: 655-4283. ' 
Portland: 797-7261 . 
WIndham PublIc library 
21 7 Windham Road ' 
Windham: 892-1908~ 
B
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88 Grand Am... . $3000 
86 Celebrity, 68k $2600 
86 Skylark. 4dr $2600 
86 Nissan Sentra .. . $1600 
85 SubOru. 4dr... $1650 
84 Mazda 626.. . $1600 
84 Nissan Stanza... $1400 
84 Mercedes 300D $6500 
TRUCKS 
86 Voyager... $3000 
85 Cherokee 4x4... $4000 
85 Ranger 4x4.. . $3000 
390 MIDDLE RD 
FALMOUTH 
25 years of 
experience right 
in the Old Port! 
Ask about our 
. . Engraving 
... :( xu' . ) . . . Service 
\- - ,'. 
0) &l; 
r (" "> ~.: 
.. ~) ... , watt 
. -,--- -:'- " Clock ~pair 
Classic 
Impressions 
51 Exchange Street 
Old Port 874-6980 
Paux finishing 
2 Night Workshop 
feb.lO a: 17 
Simple Sponging 





registmtion limited ... 
call to reserve space. 
...-a" ... ·able 
In these people we trust 
lames Charette, union leader. 
LIBRARY SHOWDOWN 
Continued from page 12 
For most library employees, annual salaries are not high. 
Under their current contract, employees earn as much as 
$32,078 (for a librarian 1lI with at least seven years on the job) 
and as little as $12,430 (for a beginning clerk). 
On the other hand, Kaye and his top assistant together took 
home more than $92,000 last year. 
The showdown, fqr the staff, for the director, and quite 
possibly for the future of the Portland Public Library as a 
repository of the most popular books or as a continuing re-
source for scholars and researcherS, will come on Feb. 19, when 
the trustees plan to meet one more time - and vote on Sheldon 
Kaye's proposals . • 
John Lovell is a freelance writer and an avid reader, who, like the CBW 
staff, is a frequent patron of the Portland Public Library. 
A look at the books 
Here is an inside look at 
the Portland Public 
Library's money, compar-
ing selected figures filed 
with the IRS for the fiscal 
years ending on June 30, 
1989 and June 30,1991: 
Support and revenue 
Public contributions: 
$406,367 in 1989; $184,607 
in 1991 (down 55 percent). 
Government grants: 
$1.46 million in 1989, $1.87 
million in 1991 (uP 28 
percent) . 
Program service 
revenue: $67,748 in 1989; 
$75,325 in 1991 (up 11 
percent). 
Interest on savings: $0 
in 1989; $22,610 in 1991. 
Dividends from 
securities: $173,998 in 1989; 
$235,537 in 1991 (up 35 
percent). 
Other revenue: $14,859 
in 1989; $12,365 in 1991 
(down 17 percent). 
Total revenue: $2.12 
million in 1989, $2.42 
million in 1991 (up 14 
percent). 
£xpenses 
Total salaries: $1.02 
million in 1989, $1.18 
million in 1991 (up 15 
percent). 
Director's salary: 
$47,749 in 1989; $50,614 in 
1991 (up 6 percent). 
Assistant director's 
salary: $36,852 in 1989; 
$41,877 in 1991 (up 14 
percent). 
Fundraising costs: 
$49,957 in 1989; $78,312 in 
1991 (up 57 percent). 
Printing and publica-
tion costs: $238,308 in 
1989; $319,742 in 1991 (up 
34 percent). 
Total expenses: $2.01 
million in 1989; $2.38 




ties): $1.34 million in 1989; 
$2.91 million in 1991 (up 
117 percent). 
Investments (other): 
$548,609 in 1989; $588,983 
in 1991 (up 7 percent). 
Land, buildings, 
equipment: $268,215 in 
1989; $216,058 in 1991 
(down 19 percent). 
Total assets: $2.30 
million in 1989; $3.83 
million in 1991 (up 66 
percent). 
~ The Portland Public 
Library is overseen by a self-
selecting board of 26 trustees 
(who are seeking public input 
to aid them in their efforts to 
deal with an antidpated 
money shortage in the next 
budget year). Here are their 
names, addresses and 
telephone numbers: 
President: John J. O'Leary 
of Pierce, Atwood, Scribner, 
Allen, Smith & Lancaster; 
residence 125 Chadwick St., 
Portland (773-8054). 
First Vice President and 
Trea_surer: Henry L. 
Donovan, vice president of 
Kidder, Peabody & Co. Inc.; 
residence 44 Bowdoin St., 
Portland (773-7725l.. 
Second Vice President: 
Robin F. Whitten of Robin 
Whitten Designs; residence 
23 St. Lawrence St., Portland 
(773-3577). 
Secretary: Earle 
Shettleworth Jr., director, 
Historic Preservation Com-
mission; residence unlisted. 
Thomas H . Allen, mayor 
of Portland, Drummond, 
Woodsum, Plimpton & 
MacHahon; residence 17 
Fairmont St., Portland (772-
0666). 
Daniel Amory of 
Drummond, Woodsum, 
plimpton & MacHahon; 
residence 188 Pine St., 
Portland (772-0913). 
Richard Aronson, presi-
dent of Century Tire Com-
pany; residence 17 Birkdale 
Road, Falmouth (797-5756). 
Suzanne S. Austin, 
president of J. Weston Walch 
publisher Inc.; residence 4 
Governors Way, 
Kennebunkport (%7-8732). 
Josephine H. Detmer, 
Waynflete School; residence 
14 Spruce Lane, Cumberland 
(781-4524). 
Thomas K. Edwards, 
superintendent of Portland 
schools; residence 81 North 
St., Portland (874-8076). 
Frederick Finberg of 
Perkins, Thompson, Hinckley 
& Keddy; residence 1738 
Washington Ave., Portland 
(797-7412). 
James Firth of Maine 
Yankee; residence 50 West 
St., Portland (774-6978). 
Julie T. Fralich of Human 
Services Development 
Institute; residence New 
Gloucester (926-3161). 
Susan T. Goldberg; 
residence 185 Caleb St., 
Portland (774-6403). 
Audrey F. Gough; resi-
dence 1824 Congress St., 
Portland (773-6500). 
John P. Higgins, of Ram 
Trust Services Inc.; residence 
7 Ship Channel Road, South 
Portland (767-3439). 
Louise P. James; residence 
117 Neal St., Portland (772-
9580). 
Virginia M. King; resi-
dence 54 Glenwood Ave., 
Portland (773-9880). 
Nancy N. Masterton; 
residence 36 Delano Park, 
Cape Elizabeth (799-5108) . 
Charles J. Micoleau of 
Curtis, Thaxter, Stevens, 
Broder & Micoleau; residence 
38 Coyle St., Portland (773-
5475). 
Sonia A. B. Robertson of 
Whip & Spoon; residence 336 
Danforth St., Portland (774-
1288). 
David J. Turner of Carlson 
& Turner Booksellers; 
residence 244 State St., 
Portland (787-3426). 
Samuel W. Van Dam of 
Van Dam & Renner, Archi-
tects; residence 104 Neal St., 
Portland (775-0999). 
Diane C. Volk; residence 
64 Fall Lane, Portland (797-
5100). 
Anna H. Wells; residence 
11 Menikoe Point Lane, 
Falmouth (781-5222). 
John Zemer; residence 74 
West St., Portland (772-1450). 
Editor's note: During the several weeks this story was being researched, 
Sheldon Kaye repeatedly refused to be photographed. However, he 
mysteriously volunteered to do so after CB W s photography Portland Public library. 
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Whatever you can get away with 
News Item: Portland police recently arrested six Portland teenag-
ers. They labeled the teens a "woll pack," and said they had attacked at 
least three victims, each one a bit more violently than the one before. 
The first was a man walking home from work in the Old Port. The 
teens allegedly took his jacket and Walkman, then, after they had 
robbed him, kicked him and stabbed him in the back. 
These are all good movies. They touch a chord. They tell the truth, 
and they tell it well. But they make us wonder: How long can a society 
so devoid of myth and meaning continue before deteriorating into 
anarchy? If life doesn't matter, why should death? 
Another victim was a pizza delivery driver. Police said the boys 
took his money at gunpoint, then kicked and stabbed him, too. 
News Item: George Bush slimes out of paying $29,000 a year in 
Maine taxes by declaring a Houston hotel room as his legal residence. 
Never mind the fact that he owns a generations-old family home on 
They also took the pizza. Walker's Point in Kennebunkport. Never 
mind that whenever he is not staying in 
public housing (the White House, Air 
This wasn't organized crime. This was just a few of our neighbors' 
kids out looking for a thrill. But they make us wonder: Whatever 
compelled them to take up assault as a hobby? And who gave them the 
idea that they could get away with something like this? 
Force One) he is staying in Maine. 
News Item: A movie called "Juice" opened, and violence erupted 
in cities all over the county. The film is abOut four Harlem teenagers 
whose already-frayed lives unravel after they rob a convenience store. 
Actually, Bush initially declared the Kennebunkport home as !'tis 
principal residence so he could save $177,600 in federal taxes. When that 
scam failed, Bush decided to shortchange the Maine treasury out of 
$165,000 in state taxes over the past 10 years by undeclaring 
Kennebunkport as home. So President Read-My-Ups officially lives in a 
Texas hotel. Like "Hangin' with the Homeboys," ''My Own Private Idaho," 
"Grand Canyon," "Slacker" and a multiplex full of other recent movies, 
"Juice" is about a cast of characters who live day to day, without any 
guiding principle, without any spiritual or political myth to hold their 
world together. These films all follow pretty much the same formula: 
It's legal. It's just another of the many trade secrets of the rich and 
powerful. But it makes us wonder: If taxes are so easily avoided, will the 
Republican elite also find an exemption to death? 
First, show that the characters are alienated and without direction (in 
several cases, petty crimes accomplish the task); then watch as those 
characters take turns asking, '1s there any meaning to life?" 
And whatever compelled those local kids to take up assault as a 
hobby? And who gave them the idea that they could get away with 
something like that? • (MP) 
Downtown growth starts (literally) at grassroots 
• By Paul KRrr 
The city of Portland recently unveiled the first in 
what will be a series of colorful signs pointing 
people around town. I like this idea; it begins to 
restore a sense that this community is somehow 
connected to itself. 
But there is a great deal more that must be done 
to reunify this city, revitalize its core and recover a 
sense of connection with its natural heritage. 
H one is to judge by photos and etchings, the city 
once struck a wonderful balance between nature, 
architecture, transportation and commerce. But now, 
when I walk downtown, I brood that it's so paved 
over with concrete. You can't see the blue water 
from downtown; you can't lie beneath a flame-
colored tree on the green earth. 
To recover the Forest City, we need to remember 
a basic truth: Any true home occurs within a natural 
and social landscape. People want to connect to _ 
those landscapes. Some of the most obvious (and 
least expensive) steps toward that goal haven't yet 
been taken, though. Among them: 
• Lenhere be light. Open up views of the water 
and mountains by knocking down a minimum of 
strategically placed vacant buildings. At night, too, 
light up the streets. Someone who walks through 
Monument Square after dark can't count on a street 
light for protection. 
• Close off part of Congress Street to auto traffic. 
Delivery vehicles, buses - and light rail, when we 
get it - could stay. Route cars around the penin-
sula, then tear up one lane and plant it with flowers 
and trees. Sidewalk cafes would spring up in no 
time; people would rediscover the pleasures of 
relaxing downtown while admiring the architecture. 
The Old Port is a terrific example: When Ex-
change Street was turned into a one-way street in 
the 70s, everyone howled about lost parking. But 
today the place thrives with atmosphere, foot traffic 
- and business. 
• Construct a true waterfront park, one with 
actual grass and space and living things, and - just 
as crucial - an unobstructed view of Casco Bay's 
changing faces: its clouds, islands, water, sunlight, 
birds and fishing boats. Again, this will draw people 
into the heart of the city and keep them there. (Ask 
people in Portsmouth whether they visit beautiful 
Prescott Park. They do.) Residents and visitors alike 
won' t feel quite so compelled to head up to Freeport 
for the day. They'll stick around here instead. 
• Reconnect the city's neighborhoods to its 
center. Munjoy Hill, North Deering, Parkside, the 
waterfront and the West End have been cordoned 
citizen 
off from the core, 
one by one, by a 
system of two-lane 
highways. The 
result? Working-class ethnic neighoorhoods were 
wiped out. The insular waterfront is fraught with 
bitterness and division. There isn' t a single genuine 
bond between USM and the city. 
We could build inexpensive walkways over 
Commercial Street for easy access to the waterfront; 
a walkway over 1-295 for.USM and Woodfords 
Comer residents; and a walkway over Franklin 
Arterial. 
• Slow down Portland's traffic. Scandinavian 
cities like Copenhagen and Stockholm are famous 
for their thriving downtown centers. They got that 
way by keeping out the cars, and we can too. 
Installing wide, colorful crosswalks, speed bumps 
and large signs would help. 
• Make the Porteous block into a community 
performance-arts space with a roof patio, green-
house and cafe. Portland folks need an Iron Horse 
Cafe-type place to gather at leisure and tum dreams 
into reality. One room might be reserved as an 
environmental library, another as an acoustic-music 
coffeehouse. 
• Put an ethnic heritage center in the same 
block. We'd finally be acknowledging the Native 
Americans, Franco-Americans, African-Americans 
and Irish and Polish immigrants who helped build 
Portland. This center might also help draw pockets 
of ethnic diversity back to town. Let's face it, right 
now we're whiter than a sheet. 
• Go forward with Portland's ambitious (but 
unfulfilled) plans to build "pocket parks" along the 
mud flats of the Presumpscot River and in other 
natural areas, then connect them in a trail system 
with existing parks, waterways and cemeteries. 
• Create a true wildlife refuge. The city might 
designate Riverton Park (which it owns) as a 
wildlife area, banning hunting and fishing, hiring a 
caretaker, setting up a few interpretive displays and 
a field research station. 
• Put a community garden right downtown. We 
desperately need our own "common," our "Central 
Park" - an open green space in the city center. 
True, funding some of these projects won't be 
easy. The best answer might be a public-private 
partnership like Portland Trails: a mix of private 
donations and matching grants. 
Such a partnership will benefit everyone. It will 
build community, attract commerce and reconnect 
us with both the tidal pull of the water and the gritty 
resilience of the people who live and work here. 
Paul Ka" is Portland's urban shaman. 
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Betty Drown piKes a game piece on one of the 28 beano boards she plays at Highland 
Lake Grange, Jan. 16. Every Thunday night beano aficionados try to win the JKkpot at 
the grange on Route J02 In Westbrook. 
Not all hunters investigate. would have been gained." 
bloodthirsty Hunters as a whole are not Who's being diSingenuous bloodthirsty, reckless mo- now? The Horton ads were 
1 am compelled to answer rons. Yes, there are some who effective because they nailed 
a letter by Bob Allen who felt don't always follow the rules Dukakis on the crime issue, 
threatened while out for a and they must be educated or and the American people 
walk during hunting season face eradication from the knew it. Willie Horton was a 
(Letters, 1.2.92). Mr. Allen cut ranks. You can be sure that legitimate campaign issue 
short his walk at the sight of those of us who respect the whether he was black, white, 
someone in the woods nearby people, land and wildlife are green, rich, poor or voted for 
wearing blaze orange doing our best to keep Ronald Reagan. 
clothing, an appropriate color hunting season safe for To insist that raising such 
for outdoor wear at that time everyone. issues inherently constitutes 
of year. It was not made clear 
--J~I -7 cc.~ 
racism is not only arrogant 
if the person in question was and misleading, it is an insult 
a hunter actively engaged in Joseph M<.Crath to the- intelligence of the 
hunting, a hunter just passing Portland average American, whom 
through the area or even Berner and his ilk assume 
another hiker out for a walk. Just another knee- can't be trusted to think for 
I'm sorry Mr. Allen felt 
Jerk fulmination themselves. In the meantime, cheated out of his walk. The any serious discussion of 
fact is that hunting is a very Seth Berner's letter in racism has been so watered 
safe activity, more so than response to my own (Letters, down as to be virtually 
bicycling, and there should . 1.9.92) is so rife with non- meaningless. 
be plenty of room for all to sense that one hardly knows Wake up, Berner. Do you 
enjoy the Maine woods at any where to begin to reply under even know what Horton did, 
time of year. Here are Some the space constraints. what his record was in 
suggestions that may make Berner claims the issue prison, what crime he 
others feel safer during "has nothing to so with coml!'itted while on fur-
hunting season: Bush's party affiliation or lough? Or is yours just 
1. Put blaze orange political beliefs." Does another knee-jerk fulmina-
clothing on yourself and your anyone really buy this? tion? As far as I'm concerned, 
pets. Berner says that Gore should your statements just prove 
2. Properly post, in have been criticized for my point. 
accordance with local laws, introducing Horton as an I/Jfiidpjf jlc,jfi, land you own and don't want issue (April 1988); but he 
hunted. (An indiscriminately wasn't, was he? Nor was Mitchell Hadley 
hung "No Hunting" sign is Time magazine, which was Westbrook 
not proper posting in many first to display Horton's 
towns.) picture for all the country to Rape was the Issue 
3. H you see hunters where see (6.27.88). Unless Time and 
. Seth Berner's assertion that they shouldI!'t be, tell them. Gore have suddenly joined 
It is often difficult to know the conservative movement, race was the central point of 
exactly where you are when the fact remains that the only the Willie Horton issue 
(Letters, 1.9.92) would be hunting in dense woods or widespread criticism leveled 
unfamiliar areas. Most against the Horton ads has laughable were it not so 
hunters will thank you. been aimed by liberals at typical of the liberal mental-
4. Hunters too close to conservatives. ity. He looks at the crime 
your property? Call the Berner says that if Horton issue, and the first thing he 
Warden Service or police to was white, "no mileage sees is not the crime a person 
seen 
is accused of, but the color of 
his skin. 
What an insult to Horton's 
victims, their families and 
survivors. Does Horton's race 
invalidate the horror of what 
he did? The scandal of 
Horton's furlough and 
Dukakis' continued support 
of the program was a major 
issue in Massachusetts long 
before the Bush commercials 
appeared. 
To suggest that the public 
judges such horror based in 
race misses the boat alto-
gether. To cite just one 
example, remember the case 
in California a few years ago 
when a man who had been 
convicted of raping a young 
girl and cutting both her arms 
off was released from prison? 
The publiC outrage was such 
that no community wanted 
the man living in their town. 
For a time he had to be kept 
in a temporary house just 
inside the prison walls 
because no city would take 
him. That man was white. 
You can be~ that would have 
been an issue in my presiden-
tial campaign, Berner. Like 
most liberals, your finger is 
nowhere near the pulse of 
how people feel and what 
their concerns are. 
What's unfortunate about 
this issue is not that people 
like Berner make such 
statements. After all, the 
public knows better - the 
shame is that Berner and his 
liberal pals don't. 
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• By Ton« Harbert 
McWilliams 
blanked out 
Margot McWilliams, she 
says in her review (1.23.92), 
found the meaning of the 
universe in Frederick Lynch's 
current show at the Dean 
Velentgas Gallery. His circles, 
rectangles and lines presented, 
omigod, on a pure white 
background, clE!ared her mind 
(she says) of confUSing noise 
~ were the visual equivalent 
(for her) of Siddhartha's 
perfect sound "Om." 
"Om" wasn't quite the 
sound that came to me. For me 
it was more like "Wha?" 
Hey, if it hadn't been done 
before it ~ould be Significant. 
A celebration of basic shapes. 
But it has been done before. 
Often, Wherever artistidoros 
gather and do stuff, sooner or 
later someone will do it. And 
it's normally followed up by 
someone exhibiting blank 
canvasses. Imagine - elimi-
nating even the "Om." The 
meaning behind the meaning 





Casco Bay Weekly 
wekomes your letters. 
Please keep your 
thoughts as brief as you 
can (JOG words, max.), 
Include a daytime phone 
number, and address to: 
Letters, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 551A Congress 






must be received 
In writing on the 
Thursday prior to 
publication. Send 
your Calendar and 
Listings Information 
to Ellen L1burt, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 
SS1A Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101. 
See this man 
Jump out of 
the frying pan 
Into a great 
performance 
Friday & / 
Saturday, 
Feb. 14-15. / 
the 
Universe," a play by 
Eric Overmyer, opens 
at Mad Horse Theatre 
tonight. The plot centers 
around Christine . 
Penderecki, who is hired by 
a New York publishing firm 
to ghost write a novel about 
the Asian Mafia. But she 
soon realizes certain forces 
more powerful than herself 
are deeply invested in 
ensuring the racist propa-
ganda she has been penning 
enters the American main-
stream. Has she become "an 
. accomplice of hatred and 
fear"? Could you? Find out: 
Check out the show at 8 






tional jazz trio, will 
play two sets 
~ tonight at cafe 
. no. Hear 
David 
Bryant 
Mighty fine musicians or thrill-seeking chickens? Find out Saturday, Feb. 15. 
SHOCKRA 
Funk, Jazz, World Beat, aPM 
__ ..... ~~·· FIB7 
Grealful Dead Cover Band. 9PM 
THE ZEN 
TRICKSTERS _--_fAY FIB. 
PAPA LOVES 
MAMBO 
Carib Dance limes, 9PM 
\ &va __ --
READING by 
BILL ROORBACH 
fro- his boolt. 
SUIlliners with Iuliet 
Houghton-Mi{fin 




OPEN UNTIL 8 PM WED & THURS 
MON-Fill 8-5 · SAT 9:30-5· SUN 12-5 
555 CONGRESS STREET 




"Would you be a ghost 
writer for David Duke?" 
HJI,H~ 
playll'9 Feb. 6 - Mar. 1 
2 for 1 TblUldayi Feb. 6 & F<b. 13 
7t7·SS3I ro, nHw.tioM 
QS5 forni Avenue, Portland 
l£?,tl;l\Uiiitilil~~~"lIlIo~'¥tLl 
on keyboards, John Turner 
on bass and drummer Chris 
Bowman tonight at 9 & 11. 
Admission is $5 at the door 
of 20 Danforth St. Call m-
8114 for shocking details. 
• Cliffhangers: Cliffs of 
Doneen, aided and abetted 
by Gandhi's Lunchbox, will 
perform tonight at Zootz (31 
Forest Ave.). The band's 
unusual name is derived 
from an old Irish folk song. 
Guitarist Martin Crotty is 
originally from Ireland but 
the other band members are 
influenced by Irish music -
as well as everything from 
hard rock to folk. They 
include Eric Sean Murphy 
on vocals, Ira Nulton on 
bass and Lex Uanos on 
drums. Hear them tonight 
at 9. Admission is $4. Call 
773-8187 for cliff notes. 
• Winter Family Festival is 
a family-oriented commu-
nity event featuring a 
torchlight skating party, 
hayrides and other outdoor 
activities. Sponsored by the 
Chamber of Commerce of 
the Greater Portland 
Region, the festival will take 
place from 5:30-9 tonight on 
Deering Oaks Pond in 
Portland. It' s free, and you 
can rent skates there. For 
more details call 865-6220. 
• Eugenia Zukerman 
tonight! F1utist, writer, 
lecturer and TV commenta-
tor Zukerman will give a 
concert at 7:30 p .m. featur-
ing works by Bach, Mozart, 
Gaubert, Hindemith, 
Messiaen and Dutilleux. 
Zukerman's mUSicianship 
has been described by The 
New York Times as "sheer 
pleasure." She'll be accom-
panied by pianist Dennis 
Helmrich. The concert is 
free, but seating is limited, 
so get your tickets in 
f.77 : ~~::: music U LL· great beer & wine 
• February 6 From Boston 
SHOCK EXCHANGE 
• February 7 Cha~le Kohlhase, 
Morris Acevedo & Matt Wilson 
BONGO 
• February 8 From NYC 
THE HAL GALPER TRIO 
• February 9 OPEN JA72 JAM 
• February 12 Vlntage Repertory 
Company presents 
LOVE. EUZABETHAN STYLE 
open jail jam lunday 4:30-8pm 
reaervalionl welcome 
clo.ed mondaYI 
20 danforth It. • 772-8114 
advance from the Moulton 
Union info desk: 725-3253. 
• Be-bop & bagels: 
Abraham's House of Coffee 
will be hosting a jazz buffet 
today from 1-4. The coffee 
cups will be bottomless, the 
music sublime. So bop on 
over to 548 Congress St. and 
plunk down your bread 
($6.50), or give a challah to 
TRY-ABE'S (879-2237) for 
further details. 
• National health care & 
AIDS: If you're concerned 
about either of these, look 
smart. Today's the deadline 
for reserving your place on 
a bus headed for ACT UP's 
Feb. 15 march in Manches-
ter, NH - where protestors 
will demand that the presi-
dential candidates produce 
a national plan to deal with-
the country's health-care 
crisis. Call 772-6810 if you 
feel like acting up. 
• "The Portland Water-
front. Where Now?" 
Greater Portland land-
marks will present this four-
part noon lecture series, 
beginning today. John 
Cheap thr'UI: Raffles reading 
moved in below Icon 
Contemporary Art gallery 
at 19 Mason St. in 
Brunswick. Elements will 
inaugurate the move with 
"Illuminations," a show of 
unusual light sources in 
lamps and sculpture. You're 
invited to light up the 
reception tonight from 5-7 
with your presence. Call 
729-1108 for enlightenment. 
• "The American Short 
Story" is a film & discussion 
series combining two very 
American art forms: short 
story and film. The stories 
represent a century of 
literary heritage addressing 
a variety of themes: a belief 
It's a love story! It's a wilderness adventure! It's __ . Bill Roorbach, UM/Farmington 
professor and author of the recently published "Summers with Juliet," who will be 
reading from his book Feb. 13 at 7:30 p .m. 
"Summers with Juliet" describes how Roorbach fell in love with Juliet, the woman who 
became his wife, and follows him through series of natural adventures - including a 
cross-country trek the couple took across Canada on a shoestring. Roorbach's eye for 
detail, natural and human, and his subtle sense of humor should make for a delightful 
evening. 
The reading, like love and nature, is free. Raffles Cafe Bookstore is located at 555 
Congress St. Call 761-3930 for more info. 
• A day in the country: 
Maine Historical Society is 
holding a video series on 
Mondays throughout 
February. The topic today 
is "Maine Country Life," 
comprised of two films: 
"Cherryfield" (1938), a 
home movie about rural 
spring; and "A Century of 
Summers" (1987), a look at 
the impact of a summer 
colony on a small Mai~e 
coastal community. View 
'em at noon, at 485 Con-
gress St. Admission is free 
for society members, $1.50 
for others. Call 774-1822 
for further details. 
Casco Bay Weekly, 
see page 15. 
Ferland, a former journalist 
and Portland marine 
consultant who is a recog-
nized regional authority on 
waterfronts, will kick off the 
series with a talk called 
"Where We Are/How We 
Got Here." Ferland will 
update you on issues that 
contributed to the referen-
dum and to subsequent 
recommendations for 
changes in waterfront 
policy. All the lectures are 
free. Attendees are invited 
to bring their lunches along. 
Call 774-5561 forodetails. 
• A new living arrange-
ment: Elements Gallery has 
'Ifie 'J\[fw 'Way 
Meet in the 90s 
How do single adult .. meet, 
really? The best way to 
meet is Compatibles. At 
Compatibles, we know 
singles just like you. CaD us. 







in the worth of the indi-
vidual, a skepticism about 
the confining influences of 
society, and a richly felt 
sense of place, local color 
and dialect. Tonight at 7, 
Dr. Charlotte Renner, 
English Ph.D & MPBN 
contributor, will lead a 
discussion of F. Scott 
Fitzgerald's "Bernice Bobs 
Her Hair." If you'd like to 
participate, get yourself to 
Thomas Memorial Library, 
6 Scott Dyer Road, in Cape 
Elizabeth. Call 799-1720 for 
more info. 
• "Out of the Frying Pan": 
Ram Island Dance presents 
r:~····L····I··V·····E···L·Y·: 
. co,~ • 
. ~c- • 
: ;;:: ,. ARTS •• RJ .. : 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LONNIE BROOKS 
with guest JOHN WATKINS 
Fn., F.It. 21, aPM 
Pickard Theatre on 
the Bowdoin Ca!"pus 
Tickets: $10.00 
Tix OYOllabie 01 Record Exchange, Portland 
• Play II AQain, ~rmouth • llawdoin 
College, Brunswick 
For more info & to charge lix by ~,.., 
coli 725-320 i. 8:30am 10 5pm, mon ' k 
dancer/choreographer 
Brian Crabtree performing 
solo dances spanning 13 
years. The oldest dance on 
the program, "Easter," was 
made in 1978 to a score by 
Patti Smith; the newest, ''Na 
Bella Figura," was commis-
sioned by Bowdoin College 
in October and danced to 
piano pieces of Brahms. 
Crabtree will also preview a 
section of "Atlas," a new 
work which will premier 
this May. Jump into the 
frying pan tonight or 
tomorrow at 7:30 at 
Forest Ave. For tix, call 
Island at 773-2562 or Raffles 
at 161-3930 . 
.Casco .B~ Weekly's heart is 
in the right place: That'!fT-
Birds, where CBW's own 
Heart-to-HE;art Jiappy Hour 
happens tonight at 5. Just 
bring along a personal ad 
(or fill one out. there), then 
dive into the free buffet & 
drink specials, the infamous 
"Men Are Pigs" contest, 
entertainment by The Look 
- and maybe a heartthrob 
or two. You'll find the party 
at 126 N. Boyd St. in Port-
land. Call CBWat 775-6601 
or T-Birds at 773-8040 for 
the heartfelt particulars. 
• Rick Charette and the 
Bubblegum Band, those 
family-oriented folks who 
brought you such kiddy hits 
as "I Love Mud," "Where 
Do My Sneakers Go at 
Night?" and" Alligator in 
the Elevator," will be giving 
a performance tonight to 
benefit the Children's 
Museum of Maine. If you're 
not too chicken-hearted, 
you can ask the guys to 
perform selections from 
their sixth album, "Chick-
ens on Vacation." (You 
could also ask them to play 
chicken, of course.) That's 
today at 2 at USM Portland 
gymnasium. Admission is 
$6 in advance, $7 at the 
door. Call 797-5483 for 
further info. 
• Don't worry, be happy: 








What happens to 
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Don't worry, 
you'll be happy 
when you hear this man sing, 
Saturday, Feb. 15. 
Bobby McFerrin and his 10-
member Voicestra will be 
making jazz fans happy 
tonight. The man who uses 
his body as a percussion 
instrument will be accom-
panied by an a cappella 
'OMESIT 
BY OUR FIRE ••• 
The wood stove is stoked. 
The fire is warm & crack! ing. 
Sit back with a glass of fine 
wine, a good meal, and 





hmch, dinrcr (J1 suriOey bru~h 
58 Pine Stteet 773-8223 
quintet whose influences 
range from jazz to gospel to 
opera to rock. Hear 'em 
courtesy of LA Arts in 
Lewiston. Call 782-7228 for 
info & reservations. 
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302 Stevens Avenue 
Portland. ME 04 I 03 
(2071 772-8277 
Rev. Ken Turley 








. UNDER THE 
DARK CLOTH 
Order your Valentin~'s 
Cakes and Pastries Now! 
Port Bake House 
263 St. John St., 773·5466 • 205 Commercial St. 773·2217 








Be.uty .nd the Beaat Disney's new ani-
mated extravaganza based on the fairy 
tale. 
BI.ck Robe Jesuit missionaries in 1634 
Quebec attempt to bring Christianity to 
the region 's Indian inhabitants. Mesmer-
izing and intelligent. 
BugII)' Based on the life of the flarnbayant 
gangsterBugsy Siegel. Driven by his love 
for a woman, he created a gannbing 
mecca in the mid- '408 known as Las 
Vegas. Warren Beatty and Annette Bening 
star. 
Cape Fear An ex-con tanoriz:es .the llami~ 
of a lawyer who failed to keep him out 
jail years earlier. Stars Robert De Niro. 
Jessica Lange. Nick Nolte and Robert 
Mitchum. 
Father ofthe Bride Two pa"",ts 0II1n98 
the frantic wedding 01 their daughter. 
Di_ Keaton and Steve Martin teem up 
in this remake of the 1950 original. 
Final AruoIpieA forensic psychiatrist who 
routinely testffies at criminal pials gets 
involved with a schizophrenic female 
patient, whose sistar seduces the unsus-
pecting shrink. The relationship triangle 
uncovers an otherwise perfect murder. 
FI.her King Jeff Bridges plays a cynical 
deejay attempting to redeem himaelfwith 
the help of Perry (Robin Williams). a char-
ismatic. visionary street person and 
former professor of medieval history. 
F,..jack In a Muristic woI1d. a race car 
driver is kilad in an accident. Some years 
later. when people have taken to hijack-
ing dead bodies. his is stolen end brought 
back to life. Emilio Estevez and Mick 
Jagger star. 
Fried Oreen Tornaton An overweight 
and neglected hou~ife befriends a 
lonely older woman living at a rest home. 
They develop a close relationship based 
on the elder's memories - a tale 01 two 
women friends in the '30s _hich helps 
to restore the housewife's joia de vNl8. 
Flawed but interesting parallel tale star-
ring Kathy Bates. Jessica Tandy. Mary 
LouilleParkerandMaryStuartMasteraon. 
I 
>:h ", " .. I. , 
JFK Director Oiver Stona reh<lshes the 
story that Uncaasingly captivates the 
Annerican imagination. Kevin Costner 
plays Jim Garrison. the DA who beieves 
he has uncovered the truth about the 
conspiracy surrounding the president's 
assassination. 
KufTaA good-for-nothing high school drop-
out wants to avenge his policeman 
brother's death by challenging the brains 
behind the city's organized crime. 
The L .. t Boyscout Bruca Willis plays an 
ex-CIAagantwhotearns up with aformer 
football player (Damon Wayans) to solve 
a murder involving the athlete's girffriend. 
UHimately. the pair uncOlier a web of 
intrigua surrounding crooked politicians 
and various criminal elements attempt-
ing to legalize pro football gannbing . 
little Man Tate Jody Foster stars as a 
working-class single morn with a genius 
SOIl. Diane Waist runs a school forgffted 
children where she wants to enroll the 
boy. The two women struggle with each 
otherOlier what kind of IHe the boy should 
have. 
M.dame Bov.ry An adaptation of 
Flauberi's classic novel. in which a bour-
geois housewife living in a worid of ennui 
aspires to ever-greater social heights. 
Isabelle Huppert plays the Ieed. 
Medicine M.n Scientist Sean Connery 
searches in the Brazilian jungle for the 
medicinal cure for cancer. Wfth Louise 
Bracco. 
My Olrl A young girl whose mother has 
died and whoee father is a funeral direc-
tor. i~ obsesaed with death until she and 
her best friend leam about life and she 
can accapt herfather's new woman friend. 
MyOw!tPrtvateldehoAburiesquepatch-
work dealing with the lives of two young 
street hust~ in Portland. Ore., and thair 
search for syrrbiosis without the abuses 
of intimacy. A confusing melanga of ho-
mosexuality. class divisions and 
Shekespeare's "Henry IV." 
Paul atrand: Und ... the Dark Cloth A 
documentary on the life and 0BUV18 of the 
acclaimed 20th-century Annerican pho-
tographer. 
PrInce of Tid .. A New York psychiatrist 
(Barbara Streisand) and a South Carolina 
teecher(Nick NoHe)arebrought togather 
by the attempted suicide of his sister. 
who happens to be her patient. Directed 
by Streisand. based on Pat Conroy's 
novel. 
The Raptu .... A telephone operator whose 
main pleasure in Iffe is mat&-swapping 
with her boyfriend. suddenly becomes 
obeessed by tha idea of finding God . 
Aftersettling down todomestic and spiri-
tual bliss with one of her lovers. emerging 
feers and doubts test her devotion to 
faith. 
Ruah T 1M) undercOlier narcs try out some 
dope in the ina of duty and get hooked 
on it - and each other - in this 19708 
period piece about conflicting responsi-
bilities. Staning Jnon Patric and Janet 
Jnon Leigh. with a special guest ap-
pearance by Greg Allman. 
Shlnl", Through Romantic spy thriller in 
which a secretary working in the OSS 
during WW II persuades her boss to send 
her on a on&-time mission to the Nazi 
heartland. where she is to infikrata the 
houMof a high-ranking officer by posing 
as a houMkaaper. Maianie Griffith and 
Michael Douglas co-star. 
",,~t"';t 
Orand Canyon A black tc:,w:i~k driVer 
rescues a white lawyer. whoee flashy 
vehicle breaks down in a poor neighbor-
hood. before a local gang can do any-
thing about it. Their lives intermingle and 
the predicaments of aeveral other char-
acters aI different ends of American s0-
ciety are revealed. sw Trek VI crew of the Enter-H.neI That Rocke the C..sle A gyn&-
cologist ill accused of haraaaing his p&-
tiant and opts forauicide. His wHasuffers 
a miacarriage. goes mad and blames 
everything on the petient and her family. 
She bec:ofNa the nanny of the patient'. 
daughter and executea hervicioua plana. 
Hook A modem vension of "Peter Pan" in 
which Peter's grown up end wants to 
retum to NeIIeme_ Land. Directed by 
Steven SpieIlefg. lllaning Robin WiHiamI 
as Petar, Julia Roberta as r mkarbeIt and 
Dustin Hoffman as Captain Hook. 
prise tries yet again to make peace with 
the Klingons - with int8f\lalactic over-
tonee 01 the Mideast peace negotiations. 
The W .... of F_ In a squalid South 
American town virtually owned by U.S. 
oil intareets. four men iaytheirliveson the 
lina by taking on the risky iob of driving a 
truckloed of nitroglycerine deep into the 
jungle. A lin! must be extinguished and 
the pay is mr-dinary; so is the __ 
penw. Yves Montand IItarS. 
WHAT'S WHERE 
OJe to scheduling changes after 
caw goes to press, moviegoerS 




Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effectiVe Feb 7-13 
Hand That RockS the Cradle (R) 
1:30, 4:15,6:50.9:15 
FInal AnalysIs (R) 
1 :05. 3:45, 7. 9:35 
JFK(R) 
1,4:45, 8:30 
Father of the Bride (PG) 
12:45, 3, 5:20. 7:35, 9:50 
Orand Canyon (R) 
1 :10. 4.7.9:55 
Fried arean Tomatoes (R) 
1 :20, 4:10.7:15,10 
ShinIng Through (R) 
1 :35. 4:25. 7:20, 10:05 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Feb 7-13 
My alrl (PG) 
1:30,4:30 
Beauty and the Beast (G) 
1 :40, 4:40. 6:45 





12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:25 




Star Trek VI (PGr 
1:10,7:30 




MedIcine Man (PG-13) 
1:20, 4:20, 7:20. 9:40 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & SUn 
The Wages of Fear 
Feb 5-9 
Wad-Thurs 7 
Fri·Sat 6:30, 9 :15 
Sat-Sun 1 
Paul Strand: Under the Dark 
Cloth 
Sal-Sun 4 
Sun-Tues 7:15, 9 
The Rapture 
Wed-8at 7. 9 
Satl ; Sun 1.9 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Mickle streets, 
Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Feb 7-13 
Matinees Sat & SUn 
Rush (R) 
1:15,7,9:20 
LIttle Man Tate (PG) 
1:40.7:30,9:35 
The Fisher KIng (R) 
1, 6:45, 9:25 
My Own Prlvllte Idaho (R) 
1:20, 7:10, 9:40 
Black Robe (R) 
1:30,7:20,9:45 
Ma~ BovlUJ (R) 
1:10, 6:50.9:30 
STAGE 
-Babea In Arm.- Lyric Theater's first 
prodUction is an upbeat musical com-
edy about youngsters trying to make it in 
Sl.Il1merstock. Written by Rogers & Hart 
and directed by Mary Lancey. Feb 14 
throughMarc:h 1-Fri &SaI. 8 pm; SWl, 
2:30 pm-al CedricTttomas Playhouse. 
176 SawyerSt, S. Portland. Tlx: $12 eve 
pertormances, $10 matin.s. Call 799· 
1421 or6509. 
• 
David BI.lr and J.ne Bergeron rehe.ne a scene from Harold Plnter's "The Lover:' a one-act play from 
theIr 1992 season, whkh focuses on rel.tlonshlps and ranges from Shakespeare to black comedy. 
Vintage Rep takes risks at cafe no 
If you're sitting on a bench one sunny day, and 
a person walks up to you and somewhat compul-
sively starts making small talk, you might 
consider moving to another bench - or to 
another city. Or, if you happen to be that person 
with a need to speak to strangers (or pet dogs, or 
feed parakeets, or make contact of any sort with 
other living beings), you might take a moment to 
stop and examine this compulsion very carefully. 
Do you really need contact, or do you just want 
contact? Edward Albee explores the gulf between 
those motives' forces with an evil, comic deftness 
in "Zoo Story," a one-act play now being per-
formed on every street corner in every city in the 
world. 
And how did Vintage Rep handle this 
performance of "Zoo Story"? 
Bertolt Brecht once said, "Spectator and actor 
ought not to approach one another but to move 
apart. Each ought to move away from himself. 
Otherwise the element of terror necessary to all 
recognition is lacking." 
In this instance, Simeon Goldstein (playing the 
man on the bench) too obviously became part of 
the audience on occasion. This may have weak-
ened the audience's sense of anticipation, skewed 
the pace somewhat and delayed the audience's 
recognition of his character's predicament. Mute 
discomfort has to be clearly communicated to the 
sta e 
"Zoo Story" 
by Edward Albee, 
directed by Jane Bergeron 
Vintage Repertory Co. 
Through Feb. 26 
at cafe no, 
20 Danforth St., Portland 
audience before 
the audience 
can get quietly 
uncomfortable 
on its own 
behalf. 
However, 





escalating lunacy of the street person - played 
with an admirably understated intensity by 
David Blair - this fault can be easily forgiven. 
Actors are schooled primarily in the delivery and 
animation of speeches. Acting without speech -
I'm not talking about mime here - is many 
magnitudes mOre difficult than acting with 
speech. 
To sum up: It was a fine performance, an 
evening of enlightening - and disturbing -
entertainment. That' s what will distinguish 
Vintage Rep's 1992 season: They're not offering a 
matched set of safe plays, old chestnuts and 
crowd pleasers shot through with punch lines 
and built-in audience approval, but a 
smorgasborg of dark delights. 
"When we did 'Zoo Story' last December," says 
Jane Bergeron, "Paul .had phone calls all week 
from people saying, 'Wow, thank you for putting 
this on and taking the risk.' It's a very powerful 
piece." 
Bergeron and crew have picked the ideal place 
to take such risks: cafe no. "Paul Lichter (co-owner 
of cafe no) doesn't care whether people are 
shocked or disgusted. He feels that anything is 
valid. Which is true: it' s up to the person walking 
through that door to be open to accepting it." 
This does not mean that Vintage Rep is 
challenging its audience to be entertained by 
obscure and depressing crap. Every one of these 
plays - "Audience" by Vaclav Havel, ''The 
Lover" by Harold Pinter and "Ruffian on the 
Stair" by Joe Orton - has something that audio 
ences will find good and nourishing and neces· 
sary. 
Bergeron is especially looking forward to 
directing "Ruffian" - provided a suitable person 
can be found to fill a role that Bergeron would 
otherwise be obliged to fill herself. 
"I love the absurdity of Orton's writing," says 
Bergeron. "He's not really a true absurdist, in the 
sense of lonesco or Beckett; there's a touch of 
realism in his writing. As a result, he's very 
difficult to do, so I think it would be very chal-
lenging for me to direct. The pace has to be 
absolutely perfect so that the audience has time to 
understand the humor and get the jokes, but not 
time enough for their suspension of disbelief to be 
lost." 
One event in Vintage Rep's season, "Love, 
Elizabethan Style," steps outside the one-act 
epiphany format. 
"We' re getting together with Peter and Donna 
Campion with whom we did "A Child's Christ-
mas in Wales," says Bergeron. "Donna's an opera 
singer who's won quite a number of very presti-
gious awards, and Peter play's Renaissance music 
on the lute and classical guitar. They're going to 
put together several authentic Elizabethan songs, 
some of which are going to be quite baWdy, and a 
couple of romantic ones, and we've got a couple of 
sonnets and two or three scenes from different 
Shakespeare plays." 
Performances of "Love, Elizabethan Style" will 
be interrupting "Zoo Story's" run on Feb. 12 and 
19. This should shake up cafe no habitues a little 
bit, and give us all a little something to think 
about. They are related, you know: love and 
compulsion. 








'IFumaay !Je5nuJry 6, 6 to 9 pm 
CYJ.£'E ~S!J{OW 
:FeDruary 1 tli.rougfi. Marrft. 1 
~£1'VELL q.uL'E!l(y 
345 !Fore St. Portfantf Me. Q4101 207·773·3334 
ELLIS MARSALIS & 
MARCUS ROBERTS 
---- JAZZ PIANISTS ----
Friday , February 14, 8:00 pm 
Portland City Hall Auditorium 
A Valentine concert r---:---, 
to win the hearts of 
all jazz buffs. 
Marsalis and Roberts 
present a program of 
solo and.duo piano 
improvisations from 
stride piano to free-
floating bebop. 
Tickets: $10, $14, $18, $22 
" ,#~ Ponland Concert Association ' 
mrITAitll 262 Cumberland Avenue Portland. Mame 04101 i.l II~~. ==~'e ... mw, 
~ ~ 4c? ~=:::::...o,"" 
PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
T9SHIYUKI SHIMADA. MUSIC DIRECTOR & COND UCTOR 
--S 
WE ST 
Bring your cowboys and cowgirls 





773-8191 or 800-639-2309 
Juan Wh itney I1ml (;htl rle~ Shipman Pay~n 
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For 
Valentine's Day ... 
~~Love on 










Our Full Menu served 
from 11am to Midnight 
Best Steamers in Town 
Mixing Good People, 
Good Food and Good 
DrInks/or 13 Years. 
5 Portland Pier 
772-4828 
"Two thillgs St'ptlmle 
f\ larry from thr pack 
011(' IS h,s 101(11 COIl1-
tIland oj fll£ guiw,. 
The other is Many is 




ThUts 8:30- mldnlght 
Fri and Set 8:JOpm-12:300m 
FreePor1dng 
lOP 
OF THE EAST 




New Hearl Smart Entrees 
Call for our speciaU/ 
Tlaan, Fri, Sat 
DinnerS to 9 
R".en>Gtio", Reco""....ndsd 
729-9673 
RTE 123, NO. HARPSWELL, ME 
Entertainment 
STAGE 
Com.dl.n. Tim F.rr.lI, Jo.nn. 
Ct.NIe end KevIn Shone love: bad 
lV, political coups, poetry, extreme 
emotional displays, big hair, religious 
epics, tabloid journalism, contorted bod-
Ies, phony foreign tongue, obscure his-
torical references, grotesque celebrities, 
and small children with puppies. They 
transform these passions and arf/ pas-
sions you might suggest into a two-hour 
comedy bonanza Just like snowflakes, 
no two shows are alike. This comedy 
miracle II'lfoids at8 pm every Thursday 
at the Cave (29 Forest Ave, right next to 
ZooIz). Just bring $3 and Tim, Joanne 
and Kevin will take you from there. For 
more info call 879-0070. 
"In Perpetuity Throughout the Unl-
.,.,.... Mad Horse Theatre Company 
presents a tale of racism and propa-
ganda set In the glittering world of New 
YorI< City publishing. Feb 6-March 1 -
Thurs-5a1. 8 pm; SUn, 7 pm - at Mad 
Horse Theater, 955 Forest Ave, Port-
land. For reservations call 797 -3338. 
·Juno .... d the Peycock" USM Theater 
department is staging Sean 0' Casey's 
play set in an Ireland tom by political 
dissension and personal misfortunes. 
Feb 7-Feb 9 & Feb 12-14 - Fri-SUn, 
Wed, 7:30 pm; Sat, Feb 8, 4 pm; Sun, 
Feb 9, 5 pm-at Unlversllyof Southem 
Maine, Malnstage, Russell Hall Theatre, 
GorIIam. Forreservallons, call 780-5483. 
"Love Ellubeth.n Style" Vintage Reper-
tory Co. presents scenes and sonnets from 
Shakespeare inlefSpelsed willi Renais--
$jInce music and songs ranging from r0-
mantic to pu-e bawdy! Curtain's at 8 pm, 
Feb 12 & 19, at cafe no, 20 Danforth St, 
Portland. Admission Is $5. 772-8114. 
·M.1ody Ho..- Murd.,.." at The Mystery 
CafeDimerTheatre, Baker's Table Ban-
quet Room,434 ForeSt, Portland. Shows 
every Sah.rday at 8. Info and reserva-
tions call 693-3063 or 1-800-834-3063. 
·Out of the Frying P.n· Brian Crabtree 
of Ran1ls1and Dance Company will per-
form a number of solo dances spanning 
13 years of choreographic activity. Feb 
14 & 15at7:30pm, at Ram Island Dance 
Center, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. Till: 
$7. For reservations call 773-2562 or 
761-3930. 
I 
·PNunt of EISeIv.dor· Bates College 
Theater ProciJcIion presents a political 
folk tale directed by Alison Buttrick as 
her sanIor thesis project. Feb 6 & 8 -
Thurs & Sal, 8 pm - at Bates College, 
GannatlMaler, Pettigrew Hall,Lawlston 
Foradmlsslon Info and reservations, call 
786-6161. 
·Rumo,..· The Portland Players will stage 
Ihis farce by Neil Simon through Feb8-
Fri & Sat at 8 pm; Sun at 2:30 pm - at 
420 Cottage Road, S. Porttand. Till: $1 0 
opening night, $13thereatter. For reser-
vations and more info, call 799-7337. 
"Whet the ButI.r ..... The Theater 
Project opens its season wRh a biting 
comedy that mocks several aspects of 
conf~ British and western soci-
ety. It's written by British playwright Joe 
Orton ("Loot'1 and drected by AI Miller. 
Runs thrOUgh Feb 16 - Thurs-5at at 8 ' 
pm, SII'l at 2 - at The Theater Project, 
14 School st, Brunswick. Tix: $15 for 
two, Thin & SIJ'l; $8-$10 Fri & Sal. For 
reservations call 729-8584. 
AUDITIONS 
Th. Portl.nd PI.,.,.. will hold auditions 
for a variety of roles in "A Chorus Une." 
Singers. dancers and actors are wel-
come. Singers should bring their own 
music \.nIess performing some tune from 
the show. Feb 14 & 15 at 7 pm and Feb 
16 at2 pm, 420 Cottage Road, S. Port-
land. Call 799-7337 for more info. 
Castlebay will appear Feb. 15at 8 p.m. at USM Portland's Luther Bonney 
Auditorium. The trio performs traditionlZl Scottish and Irish music, ballads 
and compositions of their own about the Maine coast. Marie Dufresne and 
Mark McNeil will open with their contemporary ballads and strong harmo-
nies. Tickets are $6 in advance, $8 at the door, children half price. They're 
available at A1nIldeus Music or Buckdancer's Choice in Portland. Call 
Portland Folk Club at 773-9549 for reservations. 
CLUBS 
THURSDAY 2.8 
Shock ElIch.ng. (jazz) cafe no, 20 
Danforth st, Portland. n2-8114. 
Annl. CI.rk (folk rock) The College Room 
Pub, USM Campus Center, Bedford St, 
PorUand. 874-6598. 
St • .,. a.rllch a Friend. (acoustic) 
Gena's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-
7891 . 
Hot Cherry PI. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 7744144. 
8hoc:kre Qazzed tunk) Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction, 865FOI9StAve,PorUand. 773-
6886. 
D. J. Storming Norm.n ~aser karaoke) 
Spring Point Cafe, 17S Pickett st, S. 
Portland. 767-4627. 
Curt ..... 11. (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-
6161 . 
Mlk .... ncourt (acoustic) WoIfie's, 193 
Middle, Portland. 773-3501 . 
Op.n Mlc Night with Bill Cameron 
(acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at 
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 
775-1944. 
FRIDAY 2.7 
NlteIH .. (R&B)TheAcliveWave, 58 Ocean 
Pari< Road, Saco. 282-7670. 
Bill Cam.ron (acoustic) Bran1ha1l Pub, 
769 Congress st, Portland. 773-9873. 
Bongo (jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth st, 
PorUand. n2-8114. 
Maud GW-r A Ac:e8 Wild (pop rock) 
Gena's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-
7891. 
No R •• I N.lghborS (rock) Moose ~Iey, 
46 Mar1<et S~ Portland. 774-5246. 
Hot Ch.rryPI.(rock)OIdPortTavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 7744144. 
The Zen Trlcket.,.. (Deadhead tll'l9S) 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest 
Ave, Porttand. 773-6886. 
Wing a. Pr.,... (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 
175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Jenny A the Woodm.n (rock) T -Birds, 
126 N. Boyd st, Portland. 773-8040. 
Tony Boff. Trio (Top 40) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-
6161. 
T.lk .. Chup(rock)TheWrong Brothers' 
Pub at Port Billards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
SATURDAY 2.8 
Bill Cam.ron (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 
769 Congress st, Portland. 773-9873. 
The Hel GIIlper Trio Gazz) cafe no, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
The Vow A Moth.rfolk.r8 (pop rock) 
Gena's, 13 Brown St, Portland. n2-
7891 . 
Th. SeMe (rock) Moose Alley, 46 MarI<et 
st, Portland. 774-5246. 
Hot Ch.rry PIe (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton 51. Portland. 7744144. 
Pep. ~ Membo (Caribbean da1ce) 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Wing A. PnIyer(rock) Spring Point Cafe, 
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Jenny A the Woodm.n (rock) T -Birds, 
126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Tony Boff. Bend (T op40) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-
8161 . 
SUNDAY 2.9 
Op.n J.m .... Ion (jazz) cafe no, 20 
Danforth st, Portland. 772-8114. 
No .... 1 N.lghbors (rock) Old Port Tav-
ern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. 7744144. 
Comedy Night (stand-up) T -Birds, 126 N. 
Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Th. Brok.n K.n (acoustic) Wharf's End, 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 77:H>093. 
.... rry Brown (acoustic) The Wrong Broth-
ers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
MONDAY 2.10 
So_M •• B1u .. Socl.ty (blues) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, 
PorUand. 773-6886. 
No Real Nelghbo,.. (rock) Old Port Tav-
em,11 Mou/lonSt,PorUand. 7744144. 
Open Mlc Night with K.n Grlm".y 
(b.y.o. jam) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf St, 
Portland. 773-0093. 
TUESDAY 2.11 
Op.n R.edlng (poetry) cafe no, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Penlc st.tlon (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 
Moufton S~ Portland. 7744144. 
Troub.dor TuHCI., (acoustic) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 773-6886. 
Op.n Mlc Night with Pet.r GI.a80n 
(b.y .0. jam) Spring PointCafe, 175 Pickell 
St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
K.nny A the Se. Pig. (acoustic) Wharf's 
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 77~-0093. 
WEDNESDAY 2.12 
Bec:heIors' Night (topless) Moose Alley, 
46 Mar1<et St, Portland. 774-5246. 
Penlc St.tlon (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 
Mouhon St, Portland. 7744144. 
Blue Roots (blues) Raoul's Roadside At-
traction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6886. 
Johnny A the Hurrlc:enes (rock) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickell St, s. Portland. 
767-4627. 
Lou Moore a Jeremy Lest.r (acoustic) 
Wharf's End, 52WharfSt, Portland. 773-
0093. 
Op.n Mic NIght with the Cool Whip. 
(b.y.o. ja'n) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at 
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 
775-1944. 
DANCING 
Meg Christie is one of the MBabes in Arms" ~ring in Rodgers £:I Hart's 
1937 musical, which opens Feb, 14 at 8 p.m, lIt Lyric Thetlter's CAlric 
Thomas PlRyhouse, 176 SRwyer St., S. Portltmd, The story alnur1lS fa gtang of 
kids trying to m.ake it in summer stock. They am sing, they am dmace, c'man 
~,go wtch these kids put on fa showl Tickets are $12, $10 for Sunday 
matin«s. 0111 the box office from 10-2, Man-Sat, at 799-142101' 799-6509. 
.... ph Norris (jazz) Venilo's Convention 
Center, Turnpike Exit 8, Riverside St, 
Portland. 846-9741 . 
T.lk .. Che.p(rock)TheWrong Brothers' 
Pub at Port Biliards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
Qotta Dance, Inc:.., Thompson's PoInt, 
SecondftoorBidg 1 A, Portland. Smoke-
and chern-tree danCes with swing, Latin 
& ballroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm 
& SlJ'ldays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558. 
Th. Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open 
nightly, 8 pm on .. . Fri-Sat until 3 am. 
Cover: $2. Thursday's are college aIIer-
native night. No coverwithcollege 10 , $1 
M.rl. Dufreane a Mark McN.1I a 
C .. tlebay 2115192 (Celtic & British-
American ballads) 8 pm, University of 
Southem Maine. Luther Bonney Aud~o­
rium, Bedford Street, Portland. Tix: $6 




until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200. 
T-Blrd'., 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun: 
football aftemoon, comedy night; Mon, 
chem-free; Wed, local bands; Thurs, 
college night; Fri & Sat, bands and'.or 
deejay, all contemporary dance musIc. ART 
773-8040. 
WherehouH D.nce Club, 29 Forest 
Ave, Portland. progressive music. Fri, 
Groove Academy with deejay duo 
Spence & AI; Sat, women's nighlfrom 9-
1 with deejay Deb. 874-9770. G 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: OP ENIN 
chem-free; Thu: visual vibe; Fri: deejay! 
live music; Sat: cutting edge dance; Sun:. 
request night. 773-8187. Cent.r for the Arta, The Chocolate 
Church, 804 WashingtonSt, Bath. Open-
ing reception Feb 9 from 3-5 pm for an 
exhibition by Deborah Klotz and 
Stephanie Mahan Stigliano, whose worl<s 
focus on the process and medium of 
woodcut prints, computer imaging and 
assemblage. On view through Feb 29. 
Ganery hours: Tues-Fri, 10-4; Sat noon-
4 . 371-2697. 
•• 
. • 1fr~:!Ir. 
Danforth G.II.ry, 34 Danforth SI. Port-
land. Opening reception Feb 14 from 5-
8 pm for "Love Show: Images of the 
Heart,· a photography show of 20 North-
eastem artists curated by Betsy Evans, 
Stuart Nudelman, Steve Bliss and Steven 






The Buter Gallery, Portland School of 
Art, 619Congress St, Portland. "Imper-
iled Shores," an exhibition focusing on 
environmental issues through the works 
of Helan Mayer Harrison, Christy Rupp, 
Christopher Horton, Gordon Carlyle, Rob 
Reeps, Newton Harrison and Mierle 
Laderrnan Ukeles. On view through 
March 8. Gallery talk by Director Susan 
Waller Feb 13 at 6 pm. Gallery hour.;: 
Tues, Wed, Fri-Sun, 11-4; Thurs, 11-9. 
The Hal G.lp.r Trio (jazz) 8 pm, Univer-
sity of Southem Maine, Corthell Concert 
Hall, 37 College Ave, Gorham. Tlx: $8 




Cong ..... Squ.re Gall.,.,., 42 Exchange 
St Portland. Selection ~ works by gal-
le;Y artists-Induding Philip Barter, Jill 
HoY, Meg .payson-Brown , M~lrsha 
Donahue, Gina Werfel & Rob Polhen -
on view through February. Gallery hours: 
Mon-Sat, 10:30-5; Thurs-Sat eves till 9; 
Douglas Clegg &Joyce Ande,..en with 
ColI.n Hoyt (folk) 8 pm, The Curtis Ullie 
Theater at The Chocolate Church, 804 
Washington st, Bath. TIx: $6 advance, 
$8 at the door. 729-3185. 
Porttend Symphony Orch .. tr. (Old 
West family concert) 2 pm, Portland city 
Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St, Portland. 
Tix: $28 family, $12 adults, $5 children & 
students. 773-8191. 
Eug.nl. Zuk.rm.n ADennl. H.lmrlch 
(chamber) 7:30 pm, Bowdoin College, 
Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall, 
Brunswick. Program includes music of 
Bach, Mozart, Gaubert, Hlndemith, 
Messiaen and Dutileux. Free but seat-
ing is limited. 725-3201 . 
SUNDAY 2.9 
Murl.1 H.v.n.t.ln Trio A Joe 
.... F1.mm. Gazz) 2:30 pm, New Mead-
ows Inn, Bath Road, West Bath. Tix: 
$7.50, $2.50 students. 443-5420. 
TUESDAY 2.11 
Sun n00n-5. 774-3369. 
De.n Velentg" Gallery, 60 Hampshire 
St, Portland. Drawings by Frederick 
Lynch, showing through Feb 16. Gallery 
hours: ThurS 12-8 pm, Fri & Sat 12-5, 
Sun 12-4, and by appointment: 772-
2042. 
Fro.t Gully Gallery, 411 Congress St, 
Portland. A group exhibition featuring 
the works of all gallery artists, including 
oils, watercolor, pastels, and sculpture 
in a wiele range of styles and subjects by 
Dalav lpear, DeWitt Hardy, Eric Green, 
Laurenze Sisson, Alfred Chadbourne, 
Martha Groome, Sharon Yates, Cabot 
Lyford and John lal-rant. Gallery hours: 
Mon-Fri, 12-6 pm, or by appointment. 
773-2555. 
GTe.nhutGaIl.rI .. , 146MiddleSt, Port-
land. Artworl<byThomasConnolly ,Chris 
Neilsen, Sarah Knock, Alison Goodwin, 
Duncan Slade, Connie Hayes and many 
others ttv-ough Feb 4 . Gallery hour.;: 
Mon-Fri 1 0-5:30, Sat 11-5:30.772-2693. 
J.w.1I G.llery, 345 Fore St, Portland. 
Paul Black's oils, through March 1. Gal-
lery hour.;: Mon-Sat 10:15 am-6 pm, or 
byappl: 773-3334. 
Portl.nd Symphony Orchestrafeatur-
Ing plano aololat Panayl. Lyr .. (claS-
sica~ 7 :30 pm, Portland City Hall Audito-
rium 30 Myrtle St, portland. Brahms' 
Pian~ Concerto No. 2 , Strauss' Ein 
Heldenleben. Tix: $10-$28. 773-8191 . 
Nancy M.rgoll. Gallery, 367 Fore St, 
Portland. In the spirit of love the gallery 
is featuring a special selection of glass 
and jewelry by Maine artists Holly 
Churchill, RonnaLugosch, Peggy John-
son, Joann Lutz and Warner Whitfield. 
Showing through Feb 29. Gallery hours: 
Mon-Fri, 10-5:30; Sat, 10-6. 775-3822. 
Th. Photo Gall.ry, Portland School of 
Art, 619 Congress St, Portland. Photo-
graphs by Steve Scopic through Feb21 . 
WEDNESDAY 2.12 
Stu.rt M.r,.., M.. Llfchltz a J.n 
Dobrzel._kl (chamber) 6 pm, Bates 
College, Olin Arts Canter Concert Hall, 
Lewiston. Works by AaronCopland, EHlot 
Schwartz and other 2Oth-cantury com-
posers. Free. 786-6330. 
UPCOMING 
Mldorl a Robert McDonllid 2/13192 
(classical) 8 pm, The Music Hall, 28 
~~~~~~an:~=i=:': 
Sonata No. 71n C Minor, Op. 30; Sonata 
in A Major, Op. 13 by Faure; and Rave 
d'Enfanl by Eugene Ysaye. Tix: $20, 
$25.50. (606) 436-2400. 
USM Fec:ulty M.mber8 2113/92 (pot-
poum) 8 pm, USM's Corthall Concert 
Hall, Gortlam. Admission: $5. 780-5265. 
Gallery hours: Mon-Thurs, 9-9; Fri, 9-5; 
Sun, 11-4.775-5152. 
3 Views Gallery, 112 High St, Portland. 
"Figurative Works" by artists including 
Anne Alexander, Grant Drumheller, 
Cha~es Oakes and others. On view 
through Feb 23. Gallery hours: Fri & Sat 
9 am-S pm, Sun 12-5 pm, and by ap-
pointment.781-4291 . 
Continued on p"ge 24 
"An indoor rodeo ... feisty, 
muscular, sexually charged" 
The New York Times 
"There is nothing quite like 
Fool For Love. RUSH TO 
THE BOX OFFICE'" 
New York Post 
Feb 11-March 1 
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A LA MODE 
$1.95 
Enh.'rt.1inmt.'nt h Nighh 
St. .... Li!<.tinl-:s or c.,11 for inf~) . 
Why Is Bveryone 
Talking About 
Kosie1s? 
./ Rosie's is a *** Restaurant with a Tavern atmosphere. 
./ Rosie's dishes out fantastic fare such as Pizza's' calzones 
• Burgers' Nacho's' Steak Dinners· pasta and a dozen 
and a half sandwiches that run the gamut. 
./ Daily Lunch 8( Dinner Specials starting at $3.95 
./ Rosie's has been called the Dart Mecca of portland and 
has brought home the plaques 8( trophies to prove so! 
./ Arguably the best food and drink prices in the Old Port! 
fe\>f\l~ .. FREE CUP OF SOup .. 
Sl'eC.l with any sandwich order from our Regular Menu 
HAPPY HOUR 8 ~-. Well Dri 
MON-PKl4-7 pm n '. $le'7llks 
Free popcorn!! ~ .. 5 
Brew Lover'S 
DAILY BEER SPECIALS: $1.50 
Mon - Miller's Genuine Draft Lite 
Tues - Coors Light 
Wed - Miller-Genuine Draft 
Thurs - RoIlIng Rock 
Fri - Miller Lite 
sat - Samuel Adams 
Sun -16 oz.Bloody Marys or Mimosa'S $2.95 
330 Fore street. Old Port • 772-5656 
, 




IN FM STEREO 
WITH A UVE OJ. 
WHAT A CII\ICEPT. 
The Metal Vault 
with Roger Poulin. 
Saturdays 7:30 - 9:30 pm 





every thursday nite 
at8 pm $3 
at the cave 31 forest aVe 
sponsored bY:O\t1;,j:f11 
!fi~-:o~~ aWn ~ (1) 
Entertainment 
Continued from Pilgt 23 
ART 
"Twentieth-Century Art: Selections 
from the Per,.,.nent Collection A 
showing that provides an oppoftunity to 
study wOlks dating from Wor1d WaT I to 
the pn!S8IlI day including artists as vari-
ous as Stephen Etnier, Marsden Hartley, 
Alex Katz, Andrew Wyeth & William 
Zorach, showing through Feb 9. 
Freeport Historical Soc"ty, 45 Main 
St, Freeport. "The Tea Set" features a 
racently donated pink lustre 1850 tea 
set. The exhibit alsO celebrates the hab-
its and etiquette surrounding tea drink-
Ing during the 19th c'l"tLIY. Through 
Feb 28. Gallery hours: ~at, 10-6, 
Sun, noon-6. 865-3170. 
Vank .. Artisan is a craft cooperative 
specializing in both prodJction-oriented 
wOtks and unique limited editions. n's 
openformembershiptoMaineresidents. 
Artists need a ILlY application detailing 
specific requirements tor submissions 
to apply. For additional details call 443-
6215. 
SENSE 
11Ie Pine Tree Shop and a.,vI- Gal-
lery, 75 Market St, Portland. Gallery 
group exhibit featuring newwOtk bv Neal 
Parent. Carol Sebold, Robert Stebleton, 
Helen St. Clair, Matthew Smith, DavId 
Clough, TIna Ingraham, SeanMorrlssey, 
Bear Blake & Mary Brosnan. Through 
February. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat, 10-6; 
Sundays,12-5,throughChristmas.773-
3007. 
Peterson Gallery, Maine Maritime Mu-
seum, 243 Washington St, Bath. An ex-
hibitionofSidney M. Chase'searly2Oth-
cenfLIY photographsof Maine coast fish-
erman andfishing CtlIIts. Onviewttvough 
May 3. Gallery hours: 9:30-5 daily. 443-
1318. 
Unlwrsltyof Maine 8t Augusta, Jewett 
Hall Gallery, Forum A. Printmakers from 
Oaxacan, Mexico: Enrique Flores, 
Maximlno Javier, Eddie Martinez, 
Fernando Olivera, Cecilio Sanchez and 
Barbara Torres exhibit etchings, litho-
graphs and relief prints very much in 
touch with their southern surroundings. 
Showing through Feb 28. Gallery ho\.rs: 
"Th. Am.rtcan Short storY' Film & 
discussion series combining two very 
American art forms, short story and film. 
The stories represent a century of liter-
ary heritage addressing a variety of 
themes: a belief in the worth of the indi-
vidual, a skepticism about the contining 
Influences of society, and a richly felt 
sense of place, local color and dialect. A 
discussion of "Bernice Bobs Her Hair," 
by F. Scott Fitzgerald, win be led by Dr 
Charlotte Renner, Engfish Ph.D & MPBN 
contributor. Feb 13 at 7 pm, Thomas 
Memorial Ubrary, 6 Scott Dyer Road, 
Cape Elizabeth. Call 799-1720 for more 
info. 
Man-Thurs 8-7, Fri 8-5.621-3121. 
Portland Museum of Art, Seven C0n-
gress Square, Portland. Hours: Tues. 
Wed, Fri & Sat, 10 am-5 pm; ThIn 10 
am-9 pm; Sun 12-5 pm. Admission: 
adults $3.50, senior citizens and stu-
dents with 10 $2.50. children under 18 
$1 , group rate $3. Museum admission is 
free 10 am-noon Saturday. 773-2787. 
"An!wls to the J-. Series of works bv 
L.eoOard Baskin, a Massachusetts-based 
artist whose works include sculpture, 
prints and works on paper, the latter 
featuted in this exhibit. A group ~ spec-
tacularlycoiored,larger-than-lifeangeis 
illCOl'pOOltesafullrangeotthemescom-
man to Baskin's work: religion, mytho-
logical symbolism, and the grace and 
mystery of the human spirit. Showing 
through Feb 9. 
UnhrersltyofN_ England, Hils Beach 
Road, Biddeford. Two exhibits: Con-
temporary gouaches & watercolors by 
Priscilla Patron, Campus Center lobby, 
Mon-Fri, 8 am-5 pm; and watercolors, 
Stella Maris Lobby, Mon-Fri 8 am-10 
pm, Sat 12-8 pm, Sun 12-10 pm. Both 
exhibits run through Feb 29. 283·0171. 
"Archeology of Cushnoc: A 17th-Cen-
tury Trading post" Lecture by Lee 
Cramner of Maine Historic Preservation 
Commission, sponsored by The Maine 
Center for Archaeological Studies & 
Spring Point Museum. Feb13at7 pm, at 
Southem Maine Technical College, 
Jewett Hall Auditorium, S. Portland. Call 
·ContemporaryVlslons Nine artists from 
the museum's American coIection in-
terprat landscape with styles ralging 
from realism to abstraction. Featured 
artists from Maine and 8TOUnd the nation 
Include Reuben Tam, Lisa Allen, WilliIwn 
Keinbusch and Aison Hildreth. Showing 
through May 24. 
RIrffI •• Caf. Bookstore, 555 Congress 
St, Portland. Drawings, oils& acrylics by 
Unda Medved through March 1. HOIn: 
Man-Fri, 8-5, Wed & Thurs till 7, Sat 
9:30-5, Sun 12-5. 761-3930. 
The Stein Gallery, 20 Milk St, Portland. 
Contemporary glass sculpture bv gal-
lery arlists, featuring a variety of tech-
niques, textures and styles - blown, 
cast, sand blasted, constructed glass. 
Showing through Feb 15. Gallery Hours: 
Mon-Fri, 11 am-6 pm; Sat 12-5 pm, Sun 
11-4. 772-9072. 
Sun Gall.ry, 496 Congress St, Portland. 
"Triangulation," an exhibit featuring 
Charlene M. Barton's bronze sculptures, 
Rilda Love Rebmam's woven worksand 
works on paper by Lauri Twitchell. On 
view through March 14. Gallery ho\.rs: 
Wed-5at11-6, or bv appointment: 773-
8816. 
Wolfle's Rfttaurant Bar, 193 MIddIeSt, 
Portland. "Recents Paintings in Oil & 
Mixed Media" features a numbarof Brian 
Currier's works Influenced by the im-
pressionists. Showing through Febru-
ary. Gaftery ho\.rs: 11-11 daily. 773-3501. 
OUT OF TOWN 
Art Gall.ry UnI".rslty of SoutlMm 
MaIne, 37 College Ave, Gorha'n. Paint-
Ings by Frederick Lynch, showing 
through Feb 16. Gallery hours: Sun-
Thurs, 12-4 pm. 780-5409. 
Batft Col"g. Museum of Art, Olin Arts 
Center, Lawlston. "The Graphic WOlk of 
John Heagan Eames," watercolors, etch-
ings and drawings ~ architecture and 
IMdscapes by the Wiscassetprlntmaker. 
Showing through March 8. Galleryhours: 
Tue-Sat 10 am-5 pm, Sun 1-5 pm. Free 
admission. 786-6158. 
Michael a.nolt Gallerlft, 50 Maine'Mail 
Road, S. Portland. Group exhibition of 
paintings by John Swan, Ed Langford, 
John Muench, Robert Eric Moore, 
Michael Palmer, Wendt Tumer, Wads 
Zahares, Vemer Reed, Edith Tucker. 
Through February. Gallery hours: Tues-
Sat 1 0-8, Sun & Mon by appI: 761-901 t . 
BowdOin College Mu • .um of Art, 
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College, 
Brunwick. The museum is open to the 
public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat, 
10 am-5 pm; Sun, 2-5 pm. For further 
intormation, call 725-3275. 
"From studio to studlolo: Florentine 
Draftsmanship Under the First Medici 
Grand Dukes Late 16th-century 
Fklmntina drawings influenced bv the 
taste of the Medici court. Ttvough MaTCh 
15. 
OTHER 
"Th. Am.rtcan ColI.etlon" PMA Cura-
tor Martha Severens will talk about the 
collection as she takes you through the 
newly revamped galleries incorporating 
the State of Maine gallery Into the larger 
American holdings. Feb 13 at 5:30 pm 
and Feb 14 at 12:30 pm, at Portland 
Museun~Art, 7 Congress Square, Port-
land. Foradcitional detaNs call 775-6148. 
Call for Entrtft for "AfflnltIHlAttrac:. 
tlonalRelatlonahlp .. " running Feb 28-
March 8, at 3 Views Arts, 112 High St, 
POrtland. The gallery will accept entries 
through Feb 16. Hours: Fri 9-5, Sat 9-
8:30& Sun 12-5, or mail slides or photos 
(with SASE) to the gallery. All mediums 
accepted. 772-1961. 839-3340 or 781-
4291. 
Call for Entrl .. for an exhibit featuring 
works of art influenced by the book, 
including experimental struc1ures using 
a wide range of materials, ideas that are 
new or transformational and use some 
part of book history or structure as a 
vehicle ofdepartura. Theexhibit is schad-
ued to begin May 7 at Danforth Gallery, 
34 Dantorth S~ Portland. Call Jeffrey 
Haste at 874-0028 for details. 
Percent for Art Call for Artists Bangor 
School Dept amounces a competition 
for artists to design, execute and install 
artwOlk for one or more interior and 
exterior locations to include sculptural 
wOlk in a courtyard. For a prospectus, 
send SASE by Feb 28 to Percent for Art 
Competition, All. Richard C. Unruth Jr, 
Director of Business Services, Bangor 
School Department, 73 Hartow St, 
Bangor, ME 04401. For more info call 
945-4400. 
PSA VlaltlngArtlat Ser\ft includes sculp-
tor Reinard Reitzenstein, Feb 6 at 7 pm; 
and ceramist Graham Marks, Feb 12 at 
7:30 pm. Free, at the Baxter Building, 
619 Congress St, Portland. For further 
into call 775-3052. 
SubmiSSions for Mad Hattotr's T.a 
Party Art Show Content, style arid 
media are up to the artist, but all entries 
must be matted and/or fr;,ned. Keep 
sculpture within 4' x3' . Entreesaccepted 
until noon Feb 7, at the Ramada Inn, 
Congress street at 1-295, Portland. For 
more Info or early submissions, call 004-
4090. "TM Photography of Todd Webb Im-
ages qrawn from the museum's perrna-
. nant collection, span the careerof one of 
the most distinguished American con-
temporary photographers. Through 
Marc.h 1. 
3 VI-. Art eent.r is offering wOlk-
shops which explore patterns in rela-
tionships by creating masks, mandalas, 
collages and cartoons. Feb 11 from 7-
9:30 pm & Feb 9 from 9:30 am-noon, at 
112 High St, Portland. For more into call 
879-0922 or 772-1961. 
799-6337 for details. 
"Cr.8tlvtty" Alex Tanous Foundation for 
Scientffic Research presents a lecture 
by Cecil B. Jones, president ollhe Ameri-
can Society for Psychical Research, Feb 
9, from 2-5 pm, at Dimillo's Floating 
Restaurant, Long Wharf, Portland. Call 
773-8328 for further into. 
Exploring the Tao Ongoing group con-
siders how to live in alignment with The 
Way as described by Lao Tzu and other 
Taoists. Meetings are held Wednesdays 
at 7:30 pm at Maybe Someday ... Book-
store, 195 Congress St, Portland. n's 
free, and all aTe welcome. Call Jim at 
774-9217orBonnieat773-3275formore 
info. 
"Feminist Perspectlv .. on Paycl»-
logical Healing" Rev. Dr. Carter 
Heyward, a feminist theologian and pro-
fessor at Harvard Divinity School, will 
speak on Feb 13 at 7:30 pm in the Rines 
Room, Portland Public Ubrary, 5 Monu-
ment Square. It's free but get there early 
enoughtosnag a seal. CalIThe Matlovich 
Society at 773-4444 for further info. 
"Lincoln" USM President Richard 
Pattenaude will give an informal talk on 
"Texts That Matter." on Carl Sandburg's 
·Uncaln": what was most important 
about the book, how it influenced his life 
and why. Feb 11 from 7-9 pm, at USM 
Honors House, 102 Bedford St, Port-
land. Call 780-4583 for further Info. 
Maine Writers & Publishers Alliance 
will hold a series of workshops this win-
ter including "Sen-Publishing: Are You 
Ready for It?" with Jim Keil, Feb8, from 
10 am-3 pm, Maine Writers Center, 
Brunswick, $30 members1$35 others; 
'Writing Fiction for Publication" with Ri-
chard Grant. eight Wednesdays, Feb 
12-April1,location to be arranged, $80 
membersl$1oo others; ''Turning Memo-
ries into Memoirs" with Denis Ledoux, 
two-day workshop Feb 22, 9:30 am-1 
pm at the Maine Writers Center, $45 
members, $55 others; and "Getting 
Started with Fiction" with Elizabeth 
Cooke, day-long workshop Feb 29, from 
1.0 am-3 pm, at the Waynflete School, 
Portland, $30 members, $35 others. Pre-
registra.tion compulsory for all work-
shops. Umited enrollment. Maine Writ-
ers Center is located at 12 Pleasant St, 
Brunswick. ForfurtherinfocalI729-6333. 
Men .. Want. Vou ~yore reel smart, call 
Tom at 772-4730 for brochures and a 
free home test. 
"Norumbega: The Land a.fore New 
England" Lecture bv Jeffrey Aronson 
on the early encounters in our area be-
tween Native Americans and Europe-
ans. This is the first in a series of four 
discussions designed to take place con-
currently with Portland Public Ubrary's 
exhibit on early map reproductions. Feb 
11 at noon in PPL's Rines Room, 5 
Monument Square, Portland. Call 871-
1710 for more info. 
"There I. a Spirit In the Woods" Pr&-
sentation bv Patricia Bade, storyteller of 
Native ancestry from Maine, and Dr. 
Owen Grumbling, editor of the new an-
thology. "The Uterature of Nature." Sec-
ond in the series "00 Fish Pay Taxes?" 
Feb 6, from 7-9 pm, at the Wells Re-
serve, Laudholm Farm,locatedollRoute 
1 north of Weils. Admission is $2. Call 
646-1555 for more info. 
Val.ntlne's Dance This one wiil bring 
you together early - Feb 8, from 9 pm_ 
1 am - when Fine Una Toons plays at 
the Temple Beth-el, 400 Deering Ave, 
Portland. Admission: $4. Dial 77 4-2649 
for more details. 
"Why a Waldorf School?" Teacher Eu-
gene Schwartz of Green Meadow 
Waldorf School in New YOlk wi. give a 
talk and answer questions about this 
educational a1temative. Feb 8 at 7:30 
pm, The Merriconaag School, South 
Freeport Road, S. Freeport. For more 
Into call 865-3900. 
"'Nom.n In Music: A Personal Aaae ... 
ment" Lecture featuring Eugenia 
Zukerman-flute soloist, television com-
mentator and author - who will be at 
Bowdoin College for a three-day resi-
dency. culminating with a flute recital 
(see Concert Ustings). Lecture is Feb 6 
at 7:30 pm, Bowdoin College, Kresge 
Auditorium, Visual Arts Center, 
Brurlswick. Forturtherinfo call 725-3253. 
OFF THE 
CLOCK 
Retired S.nlor Volunt .. rs is an organi-
zation seeking help from senior citizens 
for tutoring and listening to children in 
the Greater Portland area ~ you can 
type, do word processing or would like 
to manourteiephones now and then, we 
need you. Call 775-6503 for further info. 
United Way Volunt .. r Canter needs 
people to work as surrogate parents, 
with the eldeIIy, as chairpersons and 
with grieving children. Miscellaneous 
opportunities include answering tele-
phoneS and repairing fumiture; working 
with publicity, on a Parent Hotline, as 
ejrivers or electricians/handymen, and 
with cases of sexual assault. Also 
needed: a clerk assistant, a coordinator 
for The Events Calendar, a marketing 
director and a Macintosh speciaisl. If 
you can help, call 874-1000. 
HELP 
11Ie AIDS Project (TAP) sponsors a sup-
port group for HIV -negative partners of 
HIV-positive pe=ns. The group is fa-
cilitated bv TAP case managers with the 
purpose of making a space for 
seronegative partners to share their feel-
ings and concerns in a confidential set-
ting. The group meets regularly on Mon-
days from 6-7:30 pm at 22 Monument 
Square on the fifth floor. For further info 
call John Bean orChrisMonahan al 774-
6877. 
Ano..-xla-Bullmla Anonymous is a fel-
lowship of individuals who share their 
experience, strength and hope with each 
other, that they may solve lheircommon 
problems and help themselves and oth-
ers to recoverfrom eating disorders. n is 
our phUosophy to find alternate coping 
mechanisms, other than food. as well as 
to find our true identities, other than 
through our eating disorders. By sharing 
with ABA members, we explore moving 
towards becoming active participants in 
I~e. Anonymity is the foundation of this 
support group. ABA is facilitated bv re-
covered people. Meets every Friday from 
6-7:30 pm at Westbrook Community 
Hospital, 40 Park Road, Westbrook. Call 
854-8464 for further info. 
A.R. T ,S_ Anonymou. is a group of local 
artists recovering through the 12 Steps, 
who have come together to form a sup-
port group that meets every Monday at 
7pmatSI. Luke'sCathedral.State Street, 
Portland. 
A Brain Tumor Support Group meeting 
at New England Rehabilitation Hospital 
ofPortland(NERH-Porttand),13Chartes 
St. This group has been designed bv 
NERH-Portland and the American Can-
cer Society to meet the special needs of 
adults with brain tumors and their fami-
lies. The group meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays of the month. Inter-
ested participants should contact Rev. 
Wish priorto their first meeting for a brief 
preliminary interview. peopleanlencour-
aged to join I1rrj time bv calling Wish at 
775-4000, ext. 542. 
_ Continued 011 Pilge 26 
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• MEDEC Ambulance 
Service, Portland 
• Loving Spoonful, Gray 
• Amigo's, Old Port 
• H20utfitters, Maine 
• Rose Cottage Shop, 
Old Port 
• Subway, Old Port 
• Harbor Home Brew, 
Portland 
• The Right Touch Hair 
Design, portland 
• Ronkln Group, 
Portland 
Welcome to 
Casco Bay Weekly. 
These new and returning 
advertisers help support us 
in our endeavor to provide 
you with an alternative to 
the daily news. 
• Nile River Imports, 
Old Port 
• Atelier Framers, 
Portland 
• Jewell Gallery, 
Portland 
• Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick 
• Brunswick Ford, 
Brun·swlck 
• Casco Bay Country 
Store, Brunswick 
• Morong Falmouth, 
Falmouth 





visual and character comedian 
in 
An Evening of ·Sonny Day" 
Authentic 
MAINE HUMOR 
proceeds to benefit the Maine Storytellers Festival 
Sat., Feb. 8 at 7:30pm 
First Parish Unitarian Church 
425 Congress St., Portland 
Tickets are $7 in advance, $8 at the door. 
To reserve your tickets, call: 743-0757 
On top of it all 
at SugarIoaflUSA 
The Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel 
Midwinter Packages 
Liftsite lodging at Sugarloaf's fhiest Hotel. 
Midweek lodging and lift packages from 
$79 
per person, per night, double occupancy, two night min. 
Weekend packages from $89 ppdo per night 
Yes, we have a few rooms for school vacation week; rates slightly higher. 
Call now for reservation. 
1-800-527-9879 
or write for our ro/qr brocbllTt 
Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel, Box 2299, Cambassett Valley, ME 04947 
FebrlJllry 6, 1992 25 
M berry Street 
Lots of things coming in for 
Spring and Easter! 
47 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5 
IHAIR-Ez:a;~t:i~~ 
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLI 
8 EXCHANGE STREET 8:30 - 7:00 M·F 






Need a Private 
Dining Room with 
Great Food G Ambiance? 
Call for menu information. 
THE ROMA 
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining 
769 Congress Street, lntown Portland 773-9873 
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion) 
M-F 11:30 arn-9 pm . Sat 5-9:30 pm· Sun 5-8 pm 
• ...... HARLEM 
FOREST GREGORY ROBIN lid DANNY 
WHITAKER HINES GIVENS GLOVER 
Once ••• they made history. 
Now ••• they are history. 
SiLLiTeds 
BOGUS JOU rney 
IT'S A TRIP. 
AN ORION PICTURES RELEASE IpGI 
Can a big kid 
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1987 PONTIAC TRANS AM 
T.Top 
VB, 5 Speed 
Low Miles $5,450 
PERFORMANCE MOTORS 
MERCEDES· BENZ 
183 U.S. ROUTE I, FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105 




Yal •• tI •• eak. Decoratlo •• 
eand, Making Suppll •• 
TPortland 
RlsQ~fl~~Co. 
• Merckens Candy M.lts 
• Candy Flavoring & Colors 
• Fociant • Fillings 
• Candy Molds 
369 Forest Ave .. Portland 
772-9784 • M-F 8-5 • ,.sat 9-12 




a movie at the Nick that is (right around the corner) or 
whenever you want a good meal and a good deal. 
Buy any entree from 5pm til close, any nipht of the week 
and get an equal or lesser fare entree for FREE t d <f 
WITH THIS COUPON. ~+ 
WOLFIE' 
193 Middle Street 
Old Port • 773-3501 EXPIRES 21;29192 
ALLIGATOR RECORDS 20th ANNIVERSARY 
SPE. <: TA(UI.AR 
KOKO TAYLOR and her BLUES MACHINE 
ELVIN BISHOP· KATIE WEBSTER 
THE LONNIE BROOKS BLUES BAND 
LlL' ED and the BLUES IMPERIALS 
Thursday, March 5, 7:30 p.m. 
USM Gym, 96 ~almouth St., Portland 
Tickets $15 (011774-0465. Available at Amadeus Records 
Sponsored by WMPG ond the Moine Times. 
BIG SOUNDS FROM ALL OVER 
Entertainment 
Contimled from p"ge 25 
HELP 
Cllneer .upport Group The Visiting 
Ntne Service of Sou1hem Maine holds 
this monthly support and education 
group enabling those affected by cancer 
to help others. providing information 
about IlISOlrcesand helping to deal!ase 
the anxieties felt by those diagnosed 
and their families. Info and support is 
facilitated by social workers. nurses, 
oncologists, nutritionists and cancer 
suvivors. All meetings are held at the 
VNS Saco Office at 15 Industrial Park 
Rd. at no cost. Call 284-4566 or 1-800-
66O-4VNS for more info. 
Chronic F.tlgue Syndrome Support 
Group meets the first and third Sunday 
of every month from 4-5 :30 pm at Mercy 
Hospital in the small auditorium on B-2. 
For more Info cail 775-2219. 
Cy8t1t1. Support Group is forming in the 
Brunswick area for those who are inter-
ested in seH-help health care willing to 
share the successes and faillfllS of past 
treatment. Call721.Q517forfurther info. 
DIvorced Perspactlveaisaweeklymeet-
ing held Wednesdays at 7 pm. at 
WoodfordsCongregationai Church. 202 
Woodford St, Portland. For further infor-
matlon, call 774-HELP. 
DMD (DeprwMd-Manlc Dep .... Md) 
Portland Confidential support group 
meets Monday nights in room 112 at the 
OanaHealthCenter, Maine MedicaiCen-
ter. Portland. For more information, cail 
774-4357. 
Fathers H.lplng F.thers is a national 
support nalworl< of fathers faced with 
Interstate custody, visitation and sup-
port problems. contact the networl< at 
2103 N. Decatur Road, Suite 149. 
Decatur, GA 30033-5307, or cal (404) 
633-5183. 
... Ip for Fe.,., AnKI.ty & Dep ..... lon 
Recovery, Inc. offersamathodforpeople 
whose symptoms are nervous in origin. 
Meetings are held wery week in Port-
land at 10 am Saturdays at the Father 
Hayes Center. 699 Stevens Ave. 
Windham meetings are held at 7 pm 
Mondays at N. Windham Union Church 
Parish House. Route 302. No charge. 
Contact Diane at 892-9529 for more 
info. 
Homel..." ... To help, contact theshel-
ter closest to you. Or if you ~ assis-
tance in finding a home, cail Hospitality 
House Incat453·2986,orwrite P.O. Box 
Hinckley. Me 04944. 
H.O.P.E. self-support groups with facii-
\alor meet weekly to help heal the emo-
tional pain associated with chronic or 
serious diseases, injU'Y, life. death and 
childhood issues. Group meetsat Mercy 
Hospital on Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 
pm, and at the Unity Church, 16 Colum-
bia Rd. Portland. on Thursdays from 10-
12 noon. Thera's also a support group 
for the family and friends of the ill that 
meets every other Thursday from 7-9 
pm; and a Next Step Group for 12-
Steppers who want to go deeper into 
feelings. that meets every Monday at 
Urity from 7-9 pI)'l. For more informa-
tion. call 1-800-339-HOPE. 
Inceat Survivor Group for women survi-
vors of sexual abuselincest held weekly 
at Womenspace Counseling Center in 
Portland. All groups are facilitated and 
strictly confidenfial. For more info, cail 
VIVian Wadas, MA.. at 871-0377. 
Ingraham Volunt ..... Help available by 
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774-HELP. 
Injured Workers MHting for worl<er.I 
having difficullywithworI<ers' compsys-
tem. 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall Hall 
next to Sanford Unitarian Church, cor-
ner of Lebanon and Maine streets, 
Sanford. • 
H'. P.O ••••• I.B.L.E. (partners of SUrvi-
vors Stop Incest by Leaming and Edu-
cating)offersphonesupport, workshops 
and self-help support groups. Portland 
group meets bimonthly. For more info. 
call 1-547-3532. 
Le.blan DI.clllllonlSupport Group 
Out for Good meets each Thurs from 7-
9 pm in Saco. Topics relevant to lesbians 
are discussed weekly. Meetings are non-
smoking. They' re free, but a $1 donation 
is requested. For directions or more info, 
cal 247-3461 or write to PO Box 153 E. 
Waterboro 04030. 
Need to Talk? Dial Kids hotline is for 
tBOOS who have a problem or need to 
talk. The hotline is open from 2:30-5 pm 
Mon-Fri. Teens calling in talk to other 
teens who ani well trained to listen and 
help. Calls are kept confidential. except 
when the caler is in danger. Topics 
discussedon the holline range from fam-
ily and school to sexuality and relation-
shipa. peer relations. birth control,lone-
liness. substance abuse & suicide. "you 
need to talk. call 774-TALK. 
O.C_D •• upport Group meets weekly on 
Fridays at 6-7:30 pm. Mercy Hospital. 
Upper Auditorium. Portland. Free. For 
more information. caiI773-0976. 
Outright, the Portland Alliance of Gay and 
Lesbian. Bisexual and Questioning 
youth, offers support and information 
for young people 22 and under, in a safe 
environmenf, every Friday from 7:30-
9:30 pm at the Preble Street Chapel. 
comer of Preble and Cumber1and ~­
enues. For infonnation. write or cail: 
Outright, P.O. Box 5028. Station A. Port-
land 04101, tel. 774-HELP. 
Perenu .upport Group sponsored by 
Parents Anonymous meets T ues eves at 
6 in the United Methodist Church. 
Brunswick;Tuesevesat6:15inSt. Eliza-
beth Center. 87 High St, Portland; Fri 
moms at 10 in Family Resource Center, 
Portland. ForfLWlher info. call 871-7445. 
Perenu WIthout Pertnel'l will hold Its 
support group meeting the second. third 
and fourth Man of the monfh. from 7-
9:15 pm, at Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox 
Church Parish House, 133 Pleasant St, 
Portland. For more info call 774-4357. 
.... r SUpport & Educational Group for 
lesbians whO find themselves living In 
abusive infimate reiationshipa with their 
partners offers free & confidential coun-
seling. Call 874-1973 forfurther info. 
Portland Parent Support Group spon-
sored by Mainely Families meets weekly 
at the Portland W.I.C. office. 222 SI. 
John St (rear) every Wed eve from 7-9 
pm. Parents meet to get support and 
guidance from other parents who share 
similar experiences in raising pre-teens 
and adolescents, while they leam new 
skills to help prevent problems before 
they occur. Open to all parents at no 
charge. For further info call Mainely Fami-
lies at PROP. 874-1140. 
Th. Rape CrI.l. Center offers crisis 
intervention. advocacy and support 
groups for survivors of sexual assaun 
and abuse. including family and friends 
of the victims. All services are free and 
confidential. Comprehensive training is 
given to volunteers, who are welcomed. 
"you have been sexualy assauned, cail 
the 24-hour hotline at 774-3613. For 
more info onvoll.l1teering. caiI879-1821 . 
Recovery SUpport Group for those in 
recovery who want to explore spirituality 
and for those on the spiritual path who 
want to explore recovery from addictive 
substances orbehaviors. Meditation and 
12-step-sty1e discussion sponsored by 
the Portland Sufi Order. Every Wednes-
day from 7-8:15 pm on the third ftoorof 
WoodfOl'ds Congregational Church . 202 
Woodford St, Portland. For more info 
cal Jan at 878-2263 or Ettat 774-1203. 
Singi. Parenting Worklhop will teach 
new ways of coping and creating a dif-
ferent type of family system on Feb 10, 
from 7-9:15 pm, at the HotyTrinltyGreek 
OrthodoxChurch,I33PleasantSt.Port-
land. For more info, caiI774-4357. 
Southem Main. Are. Ag.ncy on Ag-
fng offers a trained advocate in Port-
land. at 237 Oxford St every Friday from 
lOam-I pm, to assist older residents 
and their concemed family members 
and friends with questions about Medi-
care, Medicaid. insurance, housing, so-
cial services, consumer issues and oth-
ers. To schedule an appointment. cail 
the agency at 775-6503 or 800-427-
7411 . 
.peclallnt ..... tAAM .. tlng for Peopl. 
Living WIth AIDS meets weekly on 
Tuesdays at 8 pm at the PW A Coalitlon. 
377 Cln1be~andAve, Portland. Meeting 
designed to provide a safe space in 
which to discuss HIV issues, while living 
positively sober. This meeting is open 
orIy to those who have tested HIV posi-
tive or have been diagnosed w~h AIDS. 
For more information cail 871-9211. 
WINGS A non-profit organization that 
serves single parents. New support 
groups for 1991-92 will meet Thursdays 
from 7-9 pm. For more info. call 767-
2010. 
YMCA Young Fath.rs' Program Mvo-
cacy and support forfathers ages 14-24 
with individual case management. coun-
seling and an ongoing support group 
WELL 
NESS 
Buddhl.t-Orlented Meditation Group 
now meeting every Sunday, from 10-11 
am, at 1 040 Broadway. S. Portland. Small 
donation. For more infonnation, call 839-
4897. 
Community Health Servlcn will spon-
sor an adult health screenings for diabe-
tes. anemia. coIorectai cancer, high blood 
pressure and cholesterol level . Two or 
more tests per person ~ailable. time 
permitting. Feb 6. 1-3 pm, at Steep Falls 
,Center Memorial Clinic; Feb II, 10:30 
am-noon. Freeport Oak Leaf Terrace; 
Feb 12. 10 am-noon. Bridgton United 
Methodist Church. Otherscreenings will 
be conducted at various Greater Port-
land locations throughout February. Call 
775-7231 formoreinfo.Dancew~h"Back 
to the Body" Rhyltvnand energy in move-
ment with non-profit group gathering 
Mondays at 6 pm at Elm Street United 
Methodist Church in S . Portland. 
Childcanl is provided. Donation: $3. For 
more info, call 799-1902. 
Dance. of Unlv.rsal P.ace Meditation 
through sacred walks and dances in the 
tradition of the Sufis, these dances cel-
ebrate the unity of religious ideals and 
are based on sacred songs and chants 
from the world's spiritual traditions. 
Dances are now held twice a month on 
the first and second Saturdays from 7-9 
pm at the Swedenborgian Church. 302 
Stevens Ave. Portland. For info call Greg 
at 846-6039 or Mufti at 874-2938. 
Dynamics of Joy This worl<shop aims at 
discovering andtranscending the blocks 
and fears that keep some people from 
feeling joy and love. Feb 15, from 9-5. 
Fee Is $25. Call 846-0800 for more info. 
Fre. str ... Manag.ment Workshop 
covers stress tests, coping and relax-
ationskils. stress management. etc. Tues 
eves at 7 pm, 2063 Congress SI. Port· 
land. Call 879-5433 for details. 
Hatha Yoga for Peopl. With AIDS will 
continue through March 25 from 12:40-
2 pm weryWednesday at 22 Monument 
Square (take the elevator to the fifth 
fIooIj. Cost is $1 forthose who can afford 
it. Call the studio at 797-5684 for more 
info. 
H.allng Clrcl. is a non-denominationai 
group meeting every other Sun. starting 
Feb 9 from noon-2 pm. at Center for 
Inner Healing. 78 Main St, Yarmouth. 
Free. Call864-M64 for more info. 
Medltatlon-In-Motlon Free meditation 
every Tuesday from 12-1 pm; come as 
you are. Kripalu yoga noon-time class 
every ThIr.;day from 12-1 pm - $10. 
Ongoing schedule of Kripalu yoga 
classesand Phoenix Risingyoga therapy 
sessions. All upstair.! at 1 0 Exchange St, 
Studio 202. Call Kim Chander at 874-
2341 for more info. 
Pop Ego'. Balloon .nd Enjoy Your 
True .. 1f Sahaja yoga madtation Mon-
days, from 7-8:15 pm, in the Faculty 
Lounge, Studenf Center. USM Portland. 
Call 767-4819 for more info. 
.plnal .... Ith Exam is free with your 
donation of a teddy bear during Febru-
ary. ABetlerWayChiropraclorwili pass 
them on to the county sheriff's depart-
ment for their worl< with chldren. Call 
879-5433 for more details. 
Poetry, for everyday use 
Betsy Sholl deals readers a deckful of aces 
Much of the poetry published in the United 
States today is what I call academic poetry. It is 
written by college professors, and most people 
find it irrelevant to their daily lives. Modern 
"Pick A Card" 
by Betsy Sholl 
Coyote/Bark Press/ 







that it often 
loses touch 
with what South Portland, Maine, 
1991. S6.95. most people 
like about poetry: its compression, musical 
quality and clarity of expression. Today's poets 
are writing mainly for each other, becoming more 
and more self-<:onscious as they go. 
Betsy Sholl's new collection, "Pick A Card," 
has many of the hallmarks of academic poetry -
references to teaching, older poets and the ever-
present '1" - yet it manages to be a powerful, 
affecting book. Winner of the 1991 Maine Arts 
Commission Chapbook competition, "Pick A 
Card" traces one woman's effort to come to grips 
with the pain in her life. 
Stretching the Spirit A yoga class of 0 U T 
gentle breathing and stretching ending 
in deep relaxation. All are welcome to 
this creative approach to body. mind 
and spiritual well -being. Bring a mat. 
~~=~~::~: ~~t!~~ SI I E Church. 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. 
Donation: $3. For info, call 772-8277. 
Sufi Meditation Join the Portland Sufi' 
Order for meditation sessions based on 
Where Sylvia Plath and her innumerable 
imitators revel in suffering, Sholl works to over-
come it by hammering it into language. Her poems 
are hard and compressed and refuse to romanticize. 
Many allude to a childhood that 
was strained and unhappy. 'The 
Coat" tells of an alcoholic aunt 
who acts out the tension in the 
speaker's family: "I can imagine/ 
my mother's face, patient, sad, 
turned slightly/too careful to 
actually say, Aren' t you 
ashamed?" The parents are 
detached figures, impossible to 
reach. In "The Distinct Call of the 
Alligator," the speaker makes a , 
last desperate attempt to connect 
with her mother, but is forced to 
admit that "All we know how to 
do is / deny each other." 
"Sex Ed" strikes the first 
bright note in the collection; the 
speaker has a family of her own 
now, and with warm amusement 
recalls "those hours/ of simula-
tion behind the wheel of a 
parked car." But a stable home 
life does not make all right with 
the world: The book's central 
poems struggl~ to have "Some-
thing To Say" in the face of 
incomprehensible suffering. In 
"Outside The Depot" a group of 
black children are beaten with 
chains, left unable to move, "the 
moon lingering in rain puddles/ 
beside their cheeks." In ''The 
Hospital State" the speaker finds 
only "life so completely discon-
nected/ it keeps jerking out of 
itself." Sholl presents these 
situations in precise, 
unembroidered language, and 
she gives the reader no easy 
comforts. 
It is in the title poem that the 
speaker finds a reason to strive 
toward grace in an imperfect world. She meets a 
mentally deficient child and experiences a sort of 
revelation: 
And watching that pale soft boy whose face 
could not be dissuaded from shining, I imagined he 
materialized from a mother walking home counting 
her tips, a father in a ski mask flashing a knife. How 
far he must have traveled to arrive at simple 
delight ... 
Gratitude begins to balance anger, and persever-
ance is rewarded with grace. 
Sholl is not a clever, literate sort of poet; she 
dispenses with poetic artifice and digs straight 
down into the emotional core of her material. She 
writes wonderful poetry for people who don't like 
poetry. These days, that is the highest praise I can 
imagine giving to anyone. , 
"Pick A Card" is available through the Maine 
Writers and Publisher's Alliance, 12 Pleasant St., 
Brunswick, ME 04011, tel. 729-6333. 
Joson Wil kins 
Maine Audubon Society Winter Ecol-
ogy Walk. wil take place through March 
27. between 8:30 am-3:30 pm. at 60-
acre Gilsland Farm Sanctuary in 
Falmouth. The 1112-hourwalk is open to 
any group. Fee: $3 Per person or mini-
mum of $15 per group. Reservations 
must be made In advance. Call Carol at 
781-2330. 
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club (MOAC) 
brings together people who enjoy the 
outdoors. MOAC offers tripa and events 
to people of all skill levels. beginner to 
expert. Upcoming: Feb 7-9. Bridgton x-
country ski weekend, call 772-0586; Feb 
15-17 ,x-countryskiing. snowshoeing at 
Lake Moxie. call 772-2311 ; Feb 15-16. 
snowshoe bushwhacking in Bethel area, 
call 774-0074. Ongoing: every Tues (6 
pm) & Thur (6:30 pm). after work leg 
stretch around Baxter Blvd. leave at 6 :30 
pm from Payson Pari<. For updated trip 
info. cail the Outdoor Hotline at 774-
1118. For club & membership info. call 
Carey at 772-9831 . 
the works of Hazrat lnayat Khan and Pir 
Vilayat lnayat Khan. Experienced teach-
ers w~1 offer sessions working with cre-
ative visualization. breath, sound. light 
and divine qualities. Open to all ; no ex-
perience necessary. Bring a meditation 
pillow or bench ~ desired. No fee. but 
donations are gratefully accepted. Ses-
sions held at 232 St John St (Union 
Station). Room 132. For more Info. cail 
Hayat Ricki Schedhter at 657-2605 or 
Rosame at 846-e039. For newsletter 
with activities list, cal Eli at 774-1203. 
Th. THnlYoung Adult Clinic is a place 
to go if you have a health concem or 
medical problem, ~ a sports/school 
physical done, or have birth control is-
sues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-
21. wery Monday from 4-8 pm. at Maine 
Medical Center. 22 Bramhall St. Port-
land. Call 871-2763 for an appointmenf. 
Walk·ins seen if they arrive by 7 pm. 
Maine Group of SI."a Club will hold its 
monthly meeting on Feb 7. at 7:30 pm,at 
the Barron Center Auditorium, 1145 
BrightonAve, Portland. The program will 
include a video and discussion about 
Wlldernea. Journeya for Women is 
setting out "In Celebration of Winter." a 
trip which offers cross-<:ountry skiing 
and dog sledding out in the backwoods 
under wide open skies. One night will be 
spenf in the Newry Grange Hall and 
ar'lotheratacampsite on Rangeley Lakes. 
Feb 14-17. Fee of $230 covers skis. 
boots, poles and lodging. For morn info 
call 773-4969. 
... '. ~ .. '
the Northwest's old growth forests. Call .' '. ' 
761-5616. for further info. . .•.. ; / . ... ,'. ',-: .. t 
• "I' 
Continued on "..go 28 
A New Year ... 
A New You! 
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• Beginnerllntermediatel • Childcare 
Advanced AerobiCS Services • Personal Attention 
• Step AerobiCS • Free ParI<ing • over 35 classes weekly 
• Stai r Master 
.;~I~en's Fitnes~Studio 





UOT FUN ~ 
Ff\CC ~hN~Nh7! 
Warm Up With 
• Morning Edition 
• Morning Pro Musica 
• Studio B 
• All Things Considered 
• Maine Things Considered 
MONDAY, FEB. 3 - SUNDAY, FEB. 9 
90.1 90.9 89.7 91.3 106.1 
Portland Bangor Calais Waterville Presque lee 
Maine Public Broa,dcasting Network _ Radio 
. ~ .... 
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28 Ozscc Bay Wuk/y 
• When You Think • 
of Valentine's Day. 
... Think of ME. 
y ¥ 
Pick up some fragrant Calico 
Goose Soaps, wann Acorn 
slipper-socks or an embroidered 
canvas bag for your special 
valentine. 
Dan't bore her (or him) with 
candy again this year! You're 
both dieting, anyway. Give a 
gift fram the heart - fram ME. 
.. .«;$ 
.. ME .ill S T MAINE MADE 
490 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND 
207-775-4860 
P.S. 25% OFF 




Tu ... Fri II - 5, Sat 10:30 - 5 
16 MILK STREET 
POIcrlAND. MAINE 04101 
107 · 774 · 8994 
This Valentine's Day 
Give Someone You 
Love a Dream fflII!,p"""\" 
Catcher 
Good dmmlS 
slip through to 
the sleeper but 
blJd drelJmJ 
tlJngle IJnd perish 





579 Congress St., PtId, ME 
207-772-8992 
ellVING TAPESTRIES: 
Elder Images (112 hr) 
eFINANCIAL AID: 
Paying for College (1 hr) 




Productions (112 hr) 
Progr,ms premiere Frl. 7-10pm, and are 
repeated Sal- Mon.1-4 & 7-10pm and 
Tues., Wed., & Thurs. 9am-noon. 
Cable Channel 37 In PorUand, So. Port-
land, cape Ellzabelh, Falmoulh, & Scar-
borough. Channel varies In Gorham. 
at 




FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14·· 
BEGINNING AT 5:00 
:; 
• 1 FREE PERSONAL A 
Is the only cover chargel 
• FREE Buffet" Drink Specials 
• Complimentary copies 01 
"Sex, Love and other Problems" 
by David Sipress 
::.:. ':", 
Giveaway 
m Skiers Choice 
s 
.• e Pigs" Contest 
ees Invited to stay and 
a lull evening 01 
entertainment by 
"THE LOOK" 
Call Casco Bay Weekly at 775-6601 
or T-Birds at 773-8040 
for more information 
Entertainment 
Continued from pagt 27 
FOR 
KIDS 
Rick Charette end the Bubble Gum 
Band will perform a fund-raising concert 
forthe benefrt of The Children's Museum. 
Charette has been singing children's 
songs in schools and concert halls 
throughout the nation for the past 15 
years. Feb 15, al 2 pm, USM Portland 
Gym, 96 Falmouth St. Tix: $7. Call 797-
5483 for addHional info. 
Childbirth Cla_ Childbirth Discovery 
Education offefS six-week prepared child-
birIIJ classas including anatomy & physi-
ology of labor, relaxation & breathing tech-
niques, pain management options during 
labor, role of coach or support person, 
physical & emotional changes alter birth, 
and much more. Classes are held Mon or 
Tues eves from 7-9 for six weeks. Cost: 
$60, including handbook, gilt packs and 
articles. To register call 797-4096. 
The Children'. Mu.eum of Maine in-
vites aU kiddos to its Entertainment and 
Worl<shop Series: 'Winter Gardening," 
preschool worl<shop Feb 6, 11 am; Pa-
permaking, Feb 11 at 11 am; Preschool 
"Read to Me," Feb 12 from 11 am-noon; 
and Preschool worl<shop "Hearts," Feb 
13 at 11 am. Museum is Iocaled at 746 
Stevens Ave, Portland. Free wilh regular 
edmission of $2.SO. Call 797-5483 for 
more details. . 
Children'. Planetarium Work.hops are 
retuming once again for kids ages 6-14. 
They will be shown how to build a star 
projector that can be taken home and 
used. On Feb 22, from 9:30-noon, kids 
can leam how to build a star projector 
1hey can take home and use. In USM 
Portland's Science Bldg, Southworth 
Planetarium's Exhibit Hall, 96 Falmouth 
St, Portland. Cost: $15. Reservations 
compulsory. Call7BO-4249 for further info. 
"AChild'. SeH-Esteem Growth Through 
the Arts" is a workshop for those wish-
ing to leam the role arts play in thedevel-
opment of children's sen-esteern. Pup-
petry, storyteling, games, singing, etc. 
will be analyzed from this new perspec-
tive. Parents & teachers of children K-6 
welcome on Feb 8, from to am-3:3O pm, 
at the 88 String Guitar, Bath. Call 443-
9603 for further de1ails . 
Kid. Should Reed Morel National Mul-
tiple Sclerosis Society's Readathon is de-
signed to inspire students in grades K-8 
to read books and newspapers for a 
month-long period, beginning in Febru-
ary. Pick up information kit now at the 
Portland Public Ubrary's children's de-
partment. Fordeta~s call 761 -5815. 
ThePortIIond Public Ubrary'a Children'. 
Room Schedule for the week of Feb 6: 
Feb 7, 10:30 am, Tales for Twos; Feb 8, 
1 0:30am, Movies (all ages); Feb 10, 10:30 
am, Preschool Story Time; Feb 11 , 4 pm, 
Valentine Box Making; Feb 12,9:30 am, 
Finger Fun for Babies; Feb 12, 10:30 am, 
Preschool Story Time; Feb 14, 10:30 am, 
Tales for Twos; Feb t5, 10:30 am, Story 
Time. Five Monument Square, Portland. 
For more information, caR 871-1700. 
RI .... rton Public Ubrary Children'. Ac-
tlvttl .. : Toddler Time for 1- to 2-year-
oIds includes games, stories and songs, 
Wed at 10:30 am & Fri at 9 :30 am; p,... 
school Story hour for ages 3-- to 5-year-
oIds win take place Fri at 10:30 am. The 
libfary's located at 1600 Forest Ave, Port-
land. For additional info call 797-2915. 
SPORT 
Crose Country BId Ik:hool holds classes 
on ski skating, telemarl< & cross country 
skiing and oHars waxing clinics and much 
more. Courses start throughout Febru-
ary. Fees: $1D-$35. Gall L.L. Bean for 
reservations and more info at 865-4781 . 
Maine Cricket Club is seeking experi-
enced playefS and curious beginners for 
its 1992 season. Games already sched-
uled. Call 761 -9678 for more info. 
Maine Table Tennl. Club at Tennis of 
Maine, Route 1, Falmouth. Mon eves 5-9 
pm, Thurs eves 7-11. Cost: $5. Balls 
provided. Open play, plenty of room and 
tables. PlayefS of al abilities & ages are 
welcome, beginnersand "basement" play-
ers encouraged. Can Greg at 823--8231 or 
Howard at 772-5496. 
March Madness Coed Volleyball isa tour-
nament for intermediate &advanced play-
efS are welcome. Prizes will be awarded. 
Registration deadline is Feb 28 for the 
event which takes place March 7 at USM 
Portland's Gym, Falmouth Street. Call 
780-4574 or 4170 for more info. 
Men'. and Women'. Open Gym South 
Portland Recreation oHars gym basket-
ball for adults 18 and older at Memorial 
Middle School. Women's night is Mon 
and men's is Tues, both from 7-9 pm . 
Cost: $1Inight. Both programs run through 
April. Caa 767-765CJ for more info. 
Portland R""""'tlon'.Adult IndoorVoI-
leyball offers pick-up games every Tues 
& Thurs from 7:30-9:30 pm. Fleiche Com-
munity Center, 166 Brackett st, Portland. 
Cost: $2 for residents, $3 for non-resi- . 
dents. Call 874-8793 for more info. 
Portland R""reatlon'. Adult Soccer 
Pick-Up games every Friday ranging in 
ski. level from intermediate to advanced 
every Friday from 6-8 pm at Reiche Com-
munity Center, 166 Brackett st, Portland. 
Cost: $2 for residents, $3· for non-resi-
dents. Call 874-8873 for more info. 
Portland R"" .. atlon'.Adult Men'. Ba.-
katball offefS pick-up games every Mon 
& Wed, from 5:15-7 pm; and Sat from 2-
4. Fee is $2 for residents , $3 for non-
residents. ReicheCommunityCenter, 166 
Brackett St, Portland. 
PortIIond Recreation Co-ed Teen Baa-
katbalithroughMarch 26, King gym Tues 
& Thurs 6-8 pm, Jack gym Tues & Thurs 
6-8 pm. Cost: SO cents each night. Ca. 
874-8793 for more info. 
Portland R""reatlon'. Winter Swim-
ming Schedule Reiche Pool (166 
BrackettSt,874-8874):7:30-8:30amMon, 
Wed&Fri; 12:15-1:15Tues&Thurs; 4:30-
6:30 pm Mon, Wed & Fri; 4:3D-5:3O Tues 
& Thurs. Open swim: 6:30-8 pm Thurs. 
Riverton Pool (1600 Forest Ave, 874' 
8458): adult swims 12:15-1 :15 pm Mon-
Fri, 12-1 pm Sat, 6:15-7:3OpmMon, Wed 
& Fri; open swims 6:15-8 Tues, 7:30-9 
Mon & Wed . 
Senior Fltnes. for Men & Women 55 
end OVer USM lifeline oHars classes 
Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from 
10:30-11 :15amattheUSM Portland cam-
pus gym on Falmouth Street. Program 
consists of progressive exercises. Regis-
tration is ongoing . Call 780-4170 for info. 
ACT UP/Maine (AIDS Coalition To Un-
lea.h Power) is a diversegroup of vel un-
teers unHed in anger and committed to 
nonviolent, direct action to end the AIDS 
crisis. ACT UP meets every Monday from 
7-9 pm at 72 Pine St, Portland (Andrews 
Square Building). New members are al-
ways welcome. Wheelchair accessible. 
For more info!TTl8tion, write to ACT UP! 
Maine, P.O. Box 5267, Portland 04t01 , 
tel. 774-5082 or 871-0959. 
ACT UP/Portland is a diverse, grassroots, 
direct action organization dedicated to 
creating positive changes around AIDS in 
federal and local governments, the ma-
dia, and the medical, pha!TTl8ceutical and 
insurance industries through nonviolent 
public protests. Meetings: Sundays at 7 
pm althe YWCA, 87 Spring St, Portland. 
The meeting space is wheelchair acces-
sible. For more info call 772-6810 or 774-
8475. 'We wi" ACT UP as long as people 
continue to die of AIDS.· 
Amnesty Intematlon.1 Group .355 will 
meet Feb 11 at 7:30 pm, at Firs1 Parish 
Congregational Church , Main Street, 
Yarmouth. Gall 846-1046n for more info . 
Bath Antique Show Sixty dealers proHer 
their goods Feb 9, from 1 D-3, at Bath 
Junior High School, Bath. Admission is 
$2. For more info call 443-8983. 
Book • Printmaking Work.hop. for 
adults- who wil bind - and for children 
- who will create their own stationery. 
Feb8,1-2:3Oprn,attheChocoiateChurch, 
804 Washington St, Bath. For addHional 
info call 442-8627. 
Chin ... N_ Year Celebration Ia.ta 
two week.1 Happy New Year of the 
Monkey! The Chinese-American Friend-
ship Association of Maine wil oHefS the 
following events: "Elements of Acupunc-
ture," a lecture by visHing expert Xiang Pu 
Wang of Shanghai, Feb 6at 7 pm, in room 
C; "Where Do You Put 111" a lecture by 
local architect Terry Cline, who will ex-
plain the Chinese study of Feng Shui or 
placement applied to home sites and 
interiors, Feb 11 at 7 pm, in room B 01 the 
Campus Center, USM Portland. Formore 
info call 774-6511 . 
Chole.terol and Blood Pre •• ure 
Screenings Healthy Neighbors Program, 
a non-profrt organization, will conduclthe 
tests on the following dates & locations: 
Feb 6, 2-5 pm, Reiche Health Station, 166 
Brackettst;Feb 11 , 000n-4 pm,Curnrring 
Center, 134 Congress st; Feb 12, 1-4 pm, 
Riverton Health Station, 1600 ForestAve. 
Open to the public. Donation: $5. For 
more info call 874-8300. 
J, ~ 
One book fits all 
Put the "Cupboard" on your bookshelf 
Keep it simple, stupid. Why is it that the finest pleasures in life 
are so pure and wholesome and childlike? Perhaps it is because 
most adults, whether they will admit it or not, were once kids. 
This brings us to my son in fifth grade who lent me a book last 
week, claiming it was the best book he had ever read. The novel 
taught by his English teacher is called 'The Indian in the Cup-
board," by Lynne Reid Banks. It instantly earned the distinction of 
being my favorite book as well. 
Imagine a world where brothers fight, parents have a lot of rules 
and school is hectic. OK, that's normal. Now throw in that the 
youngest brother receives a plastic Indian toy for a modest birth-
for kids 
day present from a poor older 
brother. The mind-boggling part 
is that this Indian comes alive 
and changes the boy's life 
completely. Just how does one 
secretly take care of a real three-inch Iroquois Indian who thinks 
the year is 1850? Of course, a close school friend must be notified 
and a handful of other miniature plastic characters are brought to 
life in a magical cupboard. 
I believed every word of this story. I haven't been so absorbed in 
a tall tale since the characters in "Fantastic Voyage" shrank 
themselves and entered an eyeball to save a life. 
But 'The Indian in the Cupboard" is better because the fantasy 
part unfolds so naturally that there is no time to doubt the premise 
for even a second. It rings true for a fifth grader, a high school 
senior or a worker laid off from S.D. Warren. The secret of its 
success is the sincerity of the characters. If you were a decent kid, 
you would have acted exactly the same way main character Omri 
does. Details about the Indian, the Cowboy, the Doctor, the Chief 
and the Wife are also presented with effortless grace and flair. 
Half the kids in Portland have read this modern classic in school, 
and the other half are in for a rare and wonderful treat. If you have 
already graduated from kid status and are employed by the adult 
school of life, spring for the $3.25 paperback and enjoy every one of 
the 181 funny, dramatic, eminently believable pages of 'The Indian 
in the Cupboard ." If you don't love this book, then I'll eat this 
column. Sportswriters rarely review.kids' books, but in this case it 
was easy, sort of like a public service. 
My only regret about 'The Indian in the Cupboard" is that it 
had to end. When I shared this real sadness with my son he replied, 
"Papa, don't worry, there's a sequel called 'Return of the Indian.'" 
Quick, get me to a nunnery or a bookstore or wherever volume 
II is sold. I don't want to be the last "kid" on my block to discover 
what happens to Little Bear and friends. Trust me on this one. If 
you only read a single book this year, read the 'The Indian in the 
Cupboard." Be a kid again for a couple of hours. It won't kill you, 
and it just might bring your dormant imagination back to life. I'll 
bet the ranch and your reservation(s). 
Congreaman Th_Andrewawill hear 
your thoughts and concerns on Feb 12, 
from 9-- t 0 am, at the City HaliAnnex Bldg, 
300 Main St,Saco, andfrom 11am-1 pm 
at Walker Memorial Library, 800 Main St, 
WesUbrook. For more info call 772-8240. 
He' ll also be listening to your concems 
about chid care Feb 15, from lOam-
noon, at the Children's Co-op, 302 
Stevens Ave, Portland. Call 774-9029 for 
more info. 
Contradance with Shenanigan. Begin-
ners and singles welcome Feb 8 at 8 pm, 
Newbegin Gym, Gray. Call 426-3986 for 
moreinfo. 
Dance to Benefit Jorden Hou .. Inc, a 
private non-profrt shelter for homeless 
males, win take place Feb 14, beginning 
as soon as the play "Babes in Anns" is 
overatthe Lyric Theater's Cedric Thomas 
Playhouse, 176 Sawyer St, S. Portland. 
Admission: $5. Call 779--1421 for info. 
The Enriched Golden Age Cent ... in-
vites men and women 60 and over to 
Wednesday luncheons. There is a dona-
tion of $2 and programs are as follows: 
Feb 12, a Valentine's Party; Feb 19, Pro-
fessor Draper Hunt will show slides on 
Lincoln; Feb 26, February Birthdays with 
music by Beau & David. The center is 
located on the ground level of the Salva-
tion hrrtf building, 297 Cumber1and Ave, 
Portland. R9S8fVations are necessary; cal 
774-0074. 
Mike Quinn 
The Expo Flea Market happens every 
Sun at 9 am in the Portland Exposition 
Bldg, 239 Pari< Ave, Portland. Admission 
is free. Call 874-8203 for more details. 
On Fearl_ Frida, you are asked to give 
up dieting and eat instead more whole-
some foods. Eating Disorders Awareness 
and Prevention coordinates this Feb 7 
event with the aim of combining heaHhier 
eating habits with moderate exercise. For 
further info call 854-8464. 
Flail Chowder Luncheon served buHet 
style retums on Feb 14, from 11 :30 am-I 
pm, to South Freeport Church, S. Freeport. 
Cost: $4.SO. Call 865-3659 for details . 
Hal Galper Trio'. Jazz Realdency The 
pianist and his group will give a series of 
lessons, clinics and worl<shops for USM 
& local high school students and also for 
any interested memberofthepublic. Resi-
dency begins Feb 3 and continues through 
1he week. Corthell Hall, 37 College Ave, 
USM Gomam. For details call 780-5555. 
International Student Exchange Pro-
grams seeks families willing to host Eu-
ropean, Japenese, Australian and other 
high-school age kids for the acadernic 
year. ASSE is also interested in Ameri-
cans who want to become exchange stu-
dents abroad. For more detaNs, contact 
your local representative at 283-8877. 
Kennebunkport'. RI .... r T .... Art. regu-
larty offers music classes and sponsors 
Coffee House and L~erary Lunch Break 
programs as well as events for the little 
ones. For more details cal 985-4343. 
Love Song. on Valentin". sung for you 
on Feb 14, 8 pm, at the Swedenborgian 
Church, 302 Stevens Av, Portland. Cost: 
$5. Call 772-8277, for more info. 
Lunch with ToehlShlmada PSO's Music 
Director T ashi Shimada will cha1 about 
the next series of classical concerts p"" 
sented by PSO, Feb 14 at noon, at 
OceanVoew, 52 Falmouth Road, Falmouth. 
Seating is Nmited. The cost is $12, includ-
ing lunch. Call 781-4460 for more info. 
Mad Hatter'. Te. Party is a weekend 
festival of arts, music, photography and 
fun forthewholefamily . IIyou wanttofind 
out what dremagraphy is, come Feb 7-9 
to the Ramade Inn, Congress St at 1-295, 
Portland. Admission: $15, $10. For more 
details call 934-4090. 
The Main. Alliance 01 Mu.lclan. is now 
accepting entries for its 1992 catalog, 
which lists professional musical artists in 
Maine. Send a brief description of your 
act, a black & whHe photo as well as a 
leiter of recommendation from a legiti-
mate source. Fee: $40. Call 847-8757. 
Maine Animal Sanctuary is holding its 
monthly meeting forthoseconcemed with 
animal welfare on Feb 11, at 7:30 pm, at 
Clarl< Memorial Church, 15 Pleasant Ave, 
Portland. Call 883-0314 for details. 
Maine Ballroom Dance offers foxtrots, 
waltzes, iitterbugs, rumbas and cha-<:ha 
classes. All run in six-week sessions. The 
studio also offers Saturday night dance 
parties, which are open to the public. 
Fees: $5 parties, $30 classes . Can 773-
0002 for additional info. 
Natlon.1 A •• oclatlon of Working 
Wo .... n is available to answer all queries 
concerning health-care coverage, mater-
nity leave and salary levels upon your 
retum, favors and harassment, etc. Dial 
the 9--to-5 Job l.'urvival Hotline at 1-800-
522-0925. 
National March for Unlv ... al Health 
Care and an End to AIDS Make health 
care a reality for every person living in the 
United States. Join ACT UP in demanding 
that the presidential candidates produce 
a national plan to deal with the health-
care crisis this country is experiencing. 
Saturday, Feb 15 at 1 pm in Manchester, 
NH. Buses will be leaving Portland at 10 
am. Please call by Feb 10 to make your 
reservation . For more info call ACT UP! 
Portland at 772-6810. 
Parenta of Highly Gifted Children are 
invited to the Hollingworth Support 
Group's monthly meeting, Feb 11 from 7-
9 pm, inthelibrary conference room at St. 
Joseph's College, Windham. For further 
info call 655-3767 or 7762. 
People with Ald. Coalition of Maine will 
hold Its Winter Antiques & Collectibles 
Auction in earty February. Your generous 
donation wil beappreciated.ltems worth 
at least $50 can be picked up between 10 
am-4pm any weekday. Call 773--8500 for 
more info. 
Portland Communlt, Development 
'Commlttee Meeting will take place Feb 
6 at 4 pm, in City Hall, Room 209, 389 
Congress st, Portland. You're invited! 
Call 874-8608 for details. 
The Ro,al River Chorus of Sweet 
Adellneslntematlonal inv~esinterested 
women to weekly rehearsals on Thurs-
days at 7:30 pm, at the American Legion 
Log Cabin, Main St, Yarmouth. For fur-
ther info cal 846-4726. 
St. And .... Been Supper will tempt you 
with beked beans, lasagne, homemade 
bread, cold cuts and more. Feb 8, from 4-
7 pm, at St. Andre's Parish Hall, 38 High 
St, Biddeford. Cost: $4 adults, $2 chi -
dren. For more Info call 282-3333. 
Southworth Planetarium Astronomy 
shows Fri & Sal at 7 pm, laser light con-
certs Fri & Sat at 8:30, special children's 
shows Sat at 3. Admission: $3 adults, 
$2.SO kids & seniors, specials discounts 
for USM folks. The planetarium is located 
in USM Portland's Science Building. Call 
780-4249 for more info. 
Sufi Dance. 01 Unlv ..... 1 Peace cel-
ebrate the unity of religious ideals, based 
on the wo~d's spiritual traditions. First & 
second Sat of every month, 7-9 pm, althe 
Swedenborgian Church, 302 stevens Aile, 
Portland. For more info, call 846-6039. 
Ta ..... , ... Qat Ver Refund Checksl di-
rectly from the Internal Revenue Service. 
If you moved orchanged names and were 
expecting a refund, your check might 
have iust been retumed as undeliverable. 
One can hope, anyway. All indigent opti-
mists should call 1-800-829--1040 to get 
your money back . 
Veteran.' Support Services provide vets 
with the opportunity to socialize & gather 
in relaxed setting. Dinner served Thurs-
day nights, open to the public. Located at 
1St NewburySt,Portland.CaIl871-0911. 
VI.ual Aid "SprIng for Life,· the sixth 
annual Visual AID Art Auction, will beheld 
March 14 at 8 pm. All proceeds win ben-
efit The AIDS Project, which provides 
preventive education and support ser-
vices to people with AIDS & HIV in 
Cumbe<1and, Yorl<, Androscoggin and 
Oxford counties. The auction will take 
place at One City Center, Portland. For 
further detais, call 774-6877. 
Wo .... n'. V.lentlne'. Da, Dance, a 
chem-free event sponsored by Wold Iris 
Productions, will take place Feb 14, from 
8 pm-midnight, at State Street Church, 
159 State st, Portland. Tix: $5 in advance, 
$6 at the door. For more details caN 929-
3866or247-3461 . • 




333 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine (207) 773-6906 
Brunch so tasty you'll 
ioI-..T."' ....... to lick your plate. 
erving Sundays 9-3 
oTony's CornedbeefHash oOmlettes ol!gg' Benedict 
• Fruit Filled Crepes • Salmon & Eggs 0 Cneese Blintzes 
oUsa's Baked Be2n. oCreek Soul Food oAlroond Crusted Toast 
oServing Bloodies & Ceasats HONEST FOOD IiI HONEST PRICES 
: The Good Table Restaurant : 
• Itt. 77 Cape Elilall"th 79\H,OOD MOIl·'IIIl"" 2 for $9.9S • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Delicious • Homemade' 
"'~'lE:XICAN ~ I 
Feliz Dia 
de los d Enamora OS 












"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide 
A sensible, direct and , 
sasy-to-read parenting guide. 
Designed to provide direction for 
parents, to furnish them with 
understanding of their child's 
behavior and to instill confidence. 
Issues and behaviors are 
common In childhood and 
adolescence. Tells parents what 
to do and what not to do. Indexed 
and alphabetized. Written by Carl 
Metzger, M.D., who has a private 
psychotherapy practice in . 
Portland, and hosts "Health line: 
a weekly radio talk show. Send 
$10.95 check or money order to: 
Good Parenting Guide 
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101 
Kama 
Sutra 
The Art of Love 
for 
Valentine's 
Day and Night 
A gift YOU'll 
both remember 
e pleasure balms 
e massage oils 
e bathing gels 
. 
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CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A caw CLASSIFIED AD 
body & soul 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen, 
MA, l.M. T., Licensed Massage Therapist. 
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches, neck 
and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress, im-
prove flexibility, muscle tone, circulation, 
athletic pel1onnance. By apPoinbnent, 865-
0672. 
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese Mar-
tial Art, based on mental and physical bal-
ance. One learns to blend with an opponents 
force to control it. TAl CHI is a fluid system 
based on meditation in movement. Excellent 
for spiritual growth, radiant physical health 
and unequaled in reducing the effects of 
stress and tension in ones life. Beginners 
through advanced classes, including Push-
Hands. VISitors welcome. For infonnation 
call Gene Golden, 772-9039. 
MIDWIFE- HEALTHY MOTHERS, HEALTHY 
BABIES. Complete pre-natal care, infonned 
chilbirth education. Explore your choices 
and options. Initial consultation FREE. Call 
Sdlyla St. Laurent at casco Bay Midwifery, 
761-2658. 
LIVE PSYCHICS ONE ON ONE- An in-depth 
forecast of whars in store for you in·1992. 
All cards. 1-800-824-3456, ext. 772 or 1-
900-903-9911, $2.99hnin. 
BACK IN BALANCE- Your poor posture and 
stress are causing your back pain! Change 
your ways through this ingenious corrective 
exercise method. Instructor Craig 
Williamson. Thursdays 6:30-7:45. $56/8 
wks. 799-5749. 
MAINSTREAM MEN'S GROUPS- Starting in 
Portland and Kennebunk. for men who are 
interested in creating more meaning in life, 
improving relationships, and developing 
more serenity. The approach is common 
sense and down to earth (nothing funky or 
lrom another dimension). For inlonnation, 
contact David Lee, M.Ed., LSAC at 985-
7655. 
OPENINGS IN ON-GOING WOMEN'S DI-
VORCE SUPPORT group that meets Wednes-
day momings. Diane Paige, psychotherapist 
specializing in divorce and women's issues, 
leads the group. call 828-{)526 for more 
infonnation. 
ON-GOING THERAPY RECOVERY GROUP. 
Some openings for women and men chang-
ing behaviors around: relationships, bound-
aries, self-esteem, shame, and empower-
ment. Opportunities for experiential pro-
cessing. can Sarbara Hare Noonan, M.S. 
772-1896. 
ENNEA GRAM I WORKSHOP to identifyyour 
personality type. Combines psychology with 
Christian spirituality for self-understanding 
and growth. Used by counselors, teachers, 
spouses, teams, staffs. At Mercy Life Cen-
ter, 605 Stevens Ave., Portland. feb. 28, (7-
9) and Feb. 29, (9:30-4). $30. Sr. Anne 
Lauritano. 797-786t . 
PROSPERITY WORKSHOP by ONE BRAIN 
CENTER of Maine uses Kinesiology method 
to defuse stress on money, abundance, and 
self-esteem issues. Fri., Feb. 7, eve. and 
Sat., Feb. 8, daylong. $75 paid by Feb. 1st, 
$100 thereafter. Phone Kavi David Cohen, 
M.S. at 76f-{)840. 
EXPLORE CHANNELING IN A GROUP- 772-
8256. 
GIVE YOUR LOVED ONE THE GIFT THAT 
RELAXES- THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax 
tired, aching, stiff muscles while improving 
circulation and soothing tension. Sliding 
scale. Call Pam Richards, A.B.M. P. Certified. 
775-6636. 
The art of being yourself. Mark Nakell- psy-
chotherapis~ 773-4413. 
MONEY, HEALTH, LOVE, CAREER? Astro-
logical or Tarot readings. Phone, mail, or in 
person. Visa and Mastercard accepted. Jan 
Moody, Certified Astrologer and Psychic. 
207-725-8226. 
TRREATING ACUTE AND CHRONIC PAIN, 
stress-related disorders, stop smoking, im-
mune disfunction, more. call Scott Whitney, 
Licensed Acupuncturist, 729-2849, 
Brunswick. Discounts to seniors, students, 
unemployed . 
YOGA fOR RECOVERINGALCOHOLlCSAND 
DRUG ADDICTS: Yoga program used at a 
resident drug treatment center to help heal 
the effects of substance abuse. Now offered 
in Portland at The Expressive Therapy Cen-
ter. Starts Feb. 26, 8Iwks. $80. 5:3O-7p.m. 
Call Kamala Raab, 583-6607. 
DRAWING AND WRITING FOR SELF-
AWARENESS: Recognizeand experience the 
Inner-Self through drawing and writing ex-
ercises. The focus is on intuitive expression 
and spontaneity rather than artistic tech-
nique. Offered in Portland at The Expressive 
Therapy Center. Starts Feb. 26, 8 wks. $80. 
7:30-9p.m. call Kamala Raab, 583-6607. 
BODYWORK: CREATE NEW FREEDOM of 
breath, thought and movement through 
therapeutic massage, breath work, and body-
mind repatteming. Andrea E. Price, L.M.T., 
87f-{)121 . Sliding scale, barter possible. 
Anpond to any penonaI.cI by eating 
8QG.370-2041 
Calle _ $1.48 • min.n.. 
WO~IEN RUN FREE PERSONAL ADS NOW TlIRU FEBRUARY! 
Place your 45 word personal ad under "women seeking men" or 
"women seeking women" and recieve a 4 week FREE personal 
ad with FREE Personal Call.al 
CBW Box Service $S/wk., use coupon on page 34. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE FOR WOMEN-
Also offering herbal facials- a great intro-
duction to massage, ·or a whole treatment in 
itself. Sliding scale starting from $25. Mel-
issa Oliphant, Ucensed Massage Therapist. 
879-1572. 
WAY OFWOMEN-In a space surrounded by 
nature come enjoy a time to relax in a sacred 
quiet and the shared wisdom of women. 
Starting february 20th and held on the thi rd 
Thursday of every month. Time: 7:30-9:00. 
Fee: $10. Location: Center for Essential Be-
ing . call Kathleen Luke, MA. for more infor-
mation. 
A PAST LIfE THERAPY GROUP, based on 
the work of JungianAnalyst RogerWoolger, 
Ph.D., will be starting February 27th. Um-
ited enrollment. Call Kathleen Luke, MA. for 
more infonnation, 799-4927. 
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION -TM, the 
most scientifically researched, effective tech-
nique to remove stress and to unfold full 
potential. Classes can be offered in your 
home. call 865-3467 for more infonnation. 
ON BECOMING THEOLOGICAL- 8-week 
seminar beginning Thursday, February 20th. 
Forfurtherinformation call : Michael Dwinell 
at 799-1024. 
JUICE JUICE JUICE We have every 
make and model available with lowest prices. 
967-5322. 
SHAMANIC JOURNEYING FOR HEALTH & 
HEAlING- Sat. Feb. 22, 9:30-4:30. An expe-
riential tool for those on the path of self-
discovery, this workshop integrates modern 
recovery work with ancient shamanic meth-
ods. $55. Led by Sheldon Ganberg, O.k . 
Sponsored bykupuncture Healthcare. 775-
5020. 
SELF-HYPNOSIS GROUPS 
Learn useful skills and 
practical techniques that will 
help you to manage your life 
more effectively. 
SeferUs and Trottier 
Counseling 
222 St. John Sl 
Portland, ME 
can 871-8134 
Groups Starting Now. 
Student Rates Available. 




Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW 
Ucensed Clinical Social Wlrker 











Meditation -in -M otion 
Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy 




It's hard to believe, but many 
people don't. Find your dream 
job. Discover the link between 
dreams and a career. For more 






lose up to 29 Ibs. in 
the next 30 days ... 
and 
KEEP IT OFF! 
• No Drugs 
• 100% Natural 
• Doctor Recommended 




VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN 
Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist 
.:. 772-6411 .:. 
A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIEF 
OF ACUTE &. CHRONIC PAIN 
MONEY control your life? 
your relationship with Money 
tI] DISC~~!tra~~~~~!fw~~RGY ~ p""""",,, "" -..... """"'" '" ""-=,, March 8 at The Yoga Center, 2-4 pm 
Building lA, Thompson's Point 
Limited enrollment, $S fee, Call now for reservations. 
871-8163 in Portland 
363-8939 in York CAROL V.JENKINS, M.A., CR.S. 
4-PART WORKSHOP ON 
WOMEN, EATING AND BODY IMAGE 
These workshops are educational and experiential. So~ topics include: 
Listening to our bodies, Ways to nurture ourselves, Eatmg as a metaphor. 
LED BY, Lisa Bussey, MA., Certified Eating Disorders Therapist 
WHEN. Saturday mornings, 9am - Noon 
Feb. 29, Mar. 7 & 21, Apr. 4 
COST. $30 per workshop or $100 in advance for all 4 
Advance registration required. Send check by 2.24.92 to Lisa Bussey, 
232 St. John St., Portland, ME 04102. For more informatin, call 775-7927. 
shiatsu IS'-acupressure !..~,; 
Gtn~'tl r'Uzx;ng, htlZlinl '-' .... _.~/ 
An IxP!, iuu ilf du p b"ian(t 
Ann lloltcr Tabbutt,. ,.OI TA 
799-9258 
c!&~
The Yoga Center 
'00 O~ Winter Session 
through March 14 
Classes in the/yanger Tradition 





CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 775-6601 ORDER FORM 
RATES 
1 week IIdd'l weeks 
up to 30 words $9 $6 
31 to 45 words $12 $8 
each additional word .25~ 
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16, no changes, 
no refunds 20 word limit 
DEADLINES 
Line ads: Monday at 6PM 
Display ads: Friday at 5PM 
Call 775-6601 for display rates. 
FINE PRINT . 
CIIIoei1ied ada muot be paid for it aa"ance w~h caeh, 
pereonaI chack, money Older, Visa or Maateroard. Loet 
& Found ~ems listed free . Oasaified eds are 
non-ntfundable. OON ahaIl not be liable for 8!Y"/ 




OapW ... nt 
Ohou-.f .. nt 
o offie .. / .. nt 
o etudiDlII .. nt 
o eeaeonaV .. nt 
O .. aI ...... 
Oauetions 
o ehilde_ 
o help' wanted 
o jot. wanted 
o dating eeIVices 
o etuff fnr ""Ie 









o 1000t & fnund (free) 
o buaineee aervice. 0 legal notices 
o bueineee opportuniti.. 0 bullatin board 
ad which do not affect the value or content, or 
subotantialy change the meaning of the ad. Cntd~ w~ 
be iesued when a viable enor has been detenninad 
w~hin one week of publication. Taar eheets available 
for $2!copy. 
Your classified ad: ______________________ _ 
Name: ____________ _ Total words:. ______ _ 
Addrn5S;~· ___________ _ 1st week:. ______ _ 
___ add'i weeks at: ______ _ 
Telephone· Total :. ______ _ 
PHONE IT tN: 207-775-6601 Visa or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order 
FAX tT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa or Mastercard 0 Visa 0 Mastercard 
MAiLlWALK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St. , Credit Card II: ----------
Portland, ME 041 01 Exp.date·;", ______ _ 
body & soul 
aEMG BIOFEEDBACK 
TREATMENT for: 
Headaches, smoking' cesaation, 
Ilypertenoion, anxiety, chronic pain, 
atreea management 
Family Institute of Maine 
38 Deering St., Portland· 773-6658 
Insu ranee reimbursable 
MIDDLE-AGED GENTLEMAN would like to 
share house with someone the same age. 
$SO/wIt includes all. Portland area. call 772-
5257. 
RESPONSI BLE NIS FEMALE would like to 
share apartment with other female(s) or 
room in nice lamily home in Portland area. 
Call 773-6743, Cathy. 
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE & SMALL DOG 
seek female to share 3 BR High land Lake 
... ________ , home.20minutesfromPordand,Windham/ 
• INTUITIVE READINGS Falmouth line. $3OO1mo. includes utilities. 1 I_CaI_18_9_~7_~_7_. __________ _ 
1 From fit. frofd. 1 ROOMMATE WANTED- MIF, NIS, getting 
1 Dr. Swaggert • 771.26731 married, leaving ~pacious apartment and r D_' -d "h S · two greatguys behlnd.Veryclean,two baths, L rree rlllarOi WI., eSSIon .J $25Ohno. oil heat (reasonable) West End. 
- - - - - - - - Steve or Shep, 775-2194 anyti~e. 
Women's Therapy Group l 
"Health is when 
your past is no longer 
controlling your present." 
MIF NlS, SOUTH PORTLAND, $205/mo. + 
sec. dep. and 1/2 utilities. 7 minutes to 
Portland. call Randy, 772-9634. 
A GREAT ROOM, REDUCED RENT in fur-
nished two bedroom Park Avenue apart-
ment. Physical therapy and dog sitting 
Judith K. Burwell, MPS needed for small handicapped dog. 774-
3958. 
42 Main Street. Yarmouth 
Starts /ate Fehruary . 846-6700 
roommates 
WALK TO USM- Responsible female NIS 
wanted to share large sunny 4 bedroom apt. 
WID, balconies, off-street parking, heated. 
Must like cats. 5250 + 1/3 utilities. 773-
7701. 
YIKES! I GETTWOADJOINING BEDROOMS? 
Ayuh, and share deck, dining room, den, 
kitchen, laundry room, and living room. 
Straig ht dog and gay male seek NIS, respon-
sible roommate. cals may be OK, orconsid-
ered food. $300/mo. plus 112 utilities. 874-
7475. 
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, NIS G or tolerant 
MIF roommate to share 14 room country 
house, desirable Portland suburb. Near 
beaches, acreage, garage, all utilities in-
cluded. Must value privacy and be commit-
ted to keeping the house clean and comfort-
able. Security deposit and references. $300/ 
mo. 799-9761. 
WELCOME HOME! BR & OFFICE w/cathe-
dral ceilings, skylights, baywindow, French 
door, walk-in closet. Available in 3 BR South 
Portland home of similar architecture. All 
appliances. $290hno. 799-1073. 
CAPE ELiZABETH- 10 mins. to Portland. 
Warm, clean apartment to share with 1 per-
son. auie~ $250/mo. + phone. Call 799-
~, Ieave message on machine. 
GORHAM. FEMALE HOUSEMATE WANTED. 
Large private room with full bath, lots of 
storage, share kitchen, WID, pets o.k. $325/ 
mo. + phone. 839-6240. 
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE GITOLERANT 
roommate wanted to share nice home with 
NlS GM. 3 acres private setting, WID, heat! 
cable included. 10 minutes 10 Portland. Pre-
fer 25-35. $325/mo. 892-1056 . 
SWF WITH 13 yr. old son looking to share 
apt. or house with health-oriented room-
mate in Ihe Mahoney Middle School area of 
South Portland. call 799-1606. References. 
MATURE NIS ROOMMA TEWANTED to share 
2 (large) BR apt. near Eastem Prom with 42 
yr. old male teacher/social worker. $200/ 
mo. +112 util. Parking, WID, busline. 772-
5606. Paul. 
GM SEEKS RESPONSI BLE NIS MIf room-
mate to share new, large home in 
Scarborough Beach area. Wann & friendly 
abnosphere in quiet neighborhood. $360 + 
112 utilities. 883-8454. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, NIS, ART-
IST or grad-student preferred to share big 
West End apartment with parking and studio 
space. Sunny, first floor. cats, p1anls wel-
come. $300/mo.+ utils. call 772-1967. 
GREAT LOCATION IN The Heart of the Old 
Port! MIF needed to share 2 BR condo. Rent 
$240 + 112 utilities. NIS preferred. Please 
call anytime! 874-{)691. 
GMIF to share home near USM. NIS, 1 
bedroom available. WID, large yard, deck, 
parking, garage,storage. $255/mo. plus 1/3 
utilities. 871-1867, leave message. 
NlS FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE pleas-
ant first 1100r South Portland apt. with 2 
women. Large furnished bed/sitting room. 
Heated, parking, laundry, TV~ VCR. Near 
SMTC and beach. 5 miles from USM. $200/ 
mo. + 113 electricity/phone. call 799-1013 or 
780-4329, message Phyllis. 
WEST END- NEED A PLACE TO STAY a 
couple of nights a week? Looking for a part-
time roommate to share apartment F NlS, 
musllike animals. Sunny,large room, $250/ 
mo. 773-8368. 
GM SEEKS MIF ROOMMATE TO SHARE 
very large Baxter Blvd. area apt. 8 rooms 
fully furnished! applianced. Includes WID, 
plenty of closet! storage. A must to see. 
$270/mo. plus 112 util. 772-6655. 
SINGLE MOM IS LOOKING FOR A ROOM-
MATE to share her large sunny apt. on Salem 
st. WID, yard, heated. S312.50/mo., NIS 
preferred. Give a call please! 76t-4069. 
PROfESSIONAL MIF WANTED to share apt. 
in So. Portland house. Off-street parking, 
laundry facilities, no lease. $75Jweek. 799-
5988. 
GREAT 2 BR APT. ON EASTERN PROM- has 
WID, DIW, & deck overlooking bay. $350 
plus utilities (gas heat). I'm 24, F, profes-
sional, looking for someone responsible, 
easy-ooing & likes pets. call 767-5611. 
ROOM FURNISHED OR NOT- in comfort-
able, channing Victorian home, with WID, 
woodstove & private yard, on quiet street in 
Portland's West End. Available for quiet, 
responsible, independent NIS with positive 
atitude. Mature professional woman pre-
ferred . Available immediately. $320/mo. in-
cludes utilities. References and sec. dep. 
please. m-I831. 
YOU GET BOTH: CLEAN LIVING & lowered 
rent! $250+ for large West End 2 BR with all 
the fixin's. Ready when you are (FEB or 
MAR). 773-1782. 
apts/rent 
PORTLAND- 54 STATE ST.- Large 1 bed-
room afjartments. Clean & nicely decorated. 
Includes all utilities. $5OO/mo. + dep. Lease. 
Call 761-0557 or 772-7977. 
PORTLAND- 2-3 BEDROOM, hardwood 
floors, decks, WID, fully applianced, fire-
place, 5 minute walk to MMC & USM. $650/ 
mo. + utilities. Security deposit. Call 874-
2448. 
PORTLAND. SUNNYTHREE BEDROOM plus 
den, lead-free and carpeted, with eat-in 
kitchen plus pantry, parking, deck, yard, 
laundry. Available 3/1. $620/mo. heated. 
774-2397. 
OUTER CONGRESS STREET. Studio apt., 
WID, parking, woodstove on raised brick 
hearth. $300/mo. 774 -3165. Call 8 :30 am or 
5:00 pm. 
WEST END, QUIET BRICK BUILDING, 2 BR, 
LR, kitchen, bath, HWF, sunny, yard, park-
ing. $45O/mo. plus utilities, sec. dep., refer-
ences. call Beth, 773-1268. 
YWCA WOMEN'S RESIDENCE- In the heart 
of downtown Portland. Single and double 
rooms. Lounges with TV, laundry, kitchen-
ette. fitness studio, indoor pool privileges. 
Peer group support, free workshops on self-
empowennent, self-defense, smoking ces-
sation. Comfortable, safe, 24hourstaffingin 
reception area. Reasonable rates. call 87 4-
1130. 
GRAY STUDIO APT. in old colonial house. 
New, sunny, quiet, private, secure. Garden 
site available. 1 mile from Pineland Ctr.ldeal 
for single person. Security dep. $300/mo. 
657-4085. 
Avon Street: Cozy loft style 1 bedroom, 
sunny, wide pine floors, sky lights, kitchen, 
living room, bath, laundry, heated, parking 
in secure renovated victorian. $475 call 
828-1426. 
Deering Street Area: Largesunnyefficlroom 
in quite victorian near USM. All utilities 
included, free laundry, storage. $275. call 
828-1426. 
FEMALE TO SHARE FULLY-FURNISHED 
WESTERN prom household in safe area on 
bus line. $55.00Iweek. Short or long-term 
arrangement. 772-1402. 
FALMOUTH- 2 room, kitchen & bath, heat & 
utilities included, short walkto private beach, 
laundry, no pets. $450/mo. call 781-5205. 
EfFICIENCY APT. 1st FLOOR, heated, Ig. 





Soutb Portland, ME 
$600 to $625 
• Heat included 
• W/W carpeting, appliances 
• Laundry room factltttes 
• Palto and walk-in storage 
• Close to marina and beach 
• Ample parking 
• No pets, one year lease 
Modern two bedroom 
apartments 





NEAR MAINE MALL 
295 & 1-95 
Modern Spacious 2 Bedrooms. 





• Self cleaning oven. 
• Frost free refrigerator t: ~~e~i~~~ry faCiliI11'ii:;i' 
. , ..• WfIN Carpeting /',""0·.·.· · 
• Private balconies 
M • F: 9-8, Sat & Sun: 12-5 
761-2881 
,.,.".aIonai/y managed 





START 1992 OfF RIGHT. Join other artists! 
craft people in building at 317 Cumberland 
Ave. 400-1200 sq. ft. Lights and heat in-
cluded. Parking available. No lease required. 
Call 772-6527. 
ARTIST ONLY BUILDING- Very large, light, 
airy, huge windows overlook downtown 
Portland, storerooml darkroom, lots of wall 
space. S425hno. incl. utiis. 799-7890. 
BE HEALTHY, LIVE IN BALANCE.lrsagroovy 
cl)ooperatlve home! Looking for 4 progres-
sive, sprituaJ, relatively neat folks to live in 
beautiful home. Portland. About $200hno. 
596-1025. WE MAKE NEWS MATTER 
real estate 
BLENDEDIPARTTIME FAMILY? 5 bedroom 
split accomodates new lifestyles. New fam-
ily room, skylights, multi-level deck, master 
bedroom suite, overiookswoods andstream. 
Great family neighborhood. $136,000. Call 
owner 775-{)092. 
FALMOUTH CAPE fOR SALE BY OWNER- 3 
bedrooms, large kitchen, walkout basement, 
private yard with perrenial gardens, rural 
setting but quick access to highway and 
Portland. $107,000. Call 781-3493. 
WEST END- 3 BR, 1.5 bath. Recently reno-
vated house with hardwood floors and spa-
cious feeling. Fenced-inyard, off-street park-
ing. Excellent invesbnent as home"!)r rental. 
$85,000. BrticeGingrich, Century21 Salfour, 
774-2121. .. ' ........ . 
WHERE?? 
can you buy a NEW 
3 bedroom for $14,995 or a 
4 bedroom for $18,995 
and for the $14,995 put 
$1,499 down 180 at $141 , 
APR 9.5? Double wide 
$24,995. 





Rt 1, Holden, ME 
Daily 9-6, Sunday 1 0-5 
Mansion 
2 bedroom $19,995 has 
a Jacuzzi in the 
prettiest bathroom 
you'll ever see, 
Two bow windows, 
and even 6" walls. 
$19,995 or $1,999 
down, and 180 at $199, 
APR 10.5%. 
Also 16' wides and 28' . 
Homes from Champion, 
Fleetwood, Henderson, 
Imperial, Mansion, 
Norris & Sterling. 
********* LUVHOMES 
Rt 26 Oxford, Maine 
Daily 9-6, Sun 10-5 
539·4759 
help wanted 
$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and TV scripts. 
Fill out simple "like/don't like" form. EASY! 
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations. 
Guaranteed paycheck. fREE 24 hour re-
cording. 801-379 -2925. Copyright 
I MEI14EB. 
$200-$500 WEEKLY! Assemble products at 
home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct. 
Fully guaranteed. FREE 24 hour recording. 
801 -379-2900 Copyright I ME114DH 
ACTIVISTS NEEDED! Want to make a posi-
tive social change in loday's troubled world? 
Then canvass for The Maine Peoples' Alli -
ance! Hours: 2-10 p.m. M-F. $220-$300/ 
wk. call Dan at 761 -4400. 
CHILD CARE- INfANT EXPERIENCE, refer-
ences required. Available days and week-
ends. COOK- Breakfast experience, 1 yr.+ 
excellent references. Apply in person at 
Bintlifl's Cafe, 98 Portland SI. 1:30-2:30, 
Tues.-Thurs. 
POSTALJOBS: $11.41lhr. PLUS BENEFITS. 
Rural carriers needed. No experience neces-
sary. call for exaam preparation: 1-800-
285-7678. 
LEGAL SECRETARY- SMALL, ACTIVE LAW 
FIRM seeks legal secretary with top organi-
zational skills. WP 5.1 & Timeslips III. Send 
resume and references to LEDA, 10 Molton 
St., Portland, ME 04101 
FebTIIIJry 6, 1992 31 
BE ON T.V. many needed for commercials. 
Now hiring all ages. For casting info call 
(615) 779-7111 ext. T-1265 
PART -TIME HOUSEKEEPER: Dependable, 
hard-working person needed for 10-12 hrsl 
wk. of housecleaning, laundry, etc. Flexible 
hours, fair pay. please call n4-374S. 
HOME-PRENEURS WANTED- Moms, retir-
ees, seasonal workers. Run a successful 
business from home while having fun and 
helping olhers. call 733-2042 . 
SELLING SUPERVISOR 
Carroll Reed, a leading retailer of 
women's apparel, has an immediate 
opening for a PT selling supervisor. 
Responsibilities include supervision 
of sales associates, customer service 
and visual presentation. IfJou are 
enthusiastic/outgoing an have 
retail experience contact: 
Susan Gold, 865-1172 




HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE to 
do odd jobs and moving. I'll move you 
locally or long distance. Experienced & de-
pendable with references. Call for my low 
rates, 774-2159 anytime. 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION- Virginia M. 
Johnson, Certified Public Accountant, 686 
Brighton Ave., Portland, ME 04102-1012. 
207-772-2322. 
FASTIDIOUS HOME/OFFICE CLEANING SER-
VICE- Call Tonyforlree estimates. Excellent 
references. 828-1410. 
GOLDEN RULE BUILDERS,INC.- Donners, 
family rooms, additions, kitchens, bath-
rooms, etc. Experienced remodelers- Resi-
dential and Commercial. Fullyinsured, refer-
ences. Serving Southern Maine. Oualitywork 
at good rates. New Gloucester, 926-3925; 
Saco, 282-7142. 
ATTRACTIVE COUPLE WANT TO PERFORM 
the music for your wedding ceremony and 
reception. Keyboard and woman vocalist. 
Jazzy, rhythmic, upbeat, fun. For references 
and rates call Andrea, 878-5362. 
STRIVING ARTISTS CLEANING SERVICE -
·Supporting the Arts"! Residential & Com-
mercial cleaning. Reasonable rates/cleaning 
supplies provided. Many years of experi-
ence. Please contact: Sarah Spalding 775-
2557. 
HOUSECLEANING BY LAURA- Reliable, ref-
erences. Call 846-3213. 
_pond to any perwonal lid by eating 
Il00-370-20011 
Calla coat $I .411. minute. 
FINALLY ... AFFORDABLE 
Cost-Effective 
Health Insurance for 
Self-Employed Individuals 
Undrwrltten by 
PFL Life Insurance Company 




Nat/on'" Assocl.lion for .he Sell-Employed-
INCOME TAX 
PREPARATION 
• QUICK REFUNDS· 
Many-Retums Completed 






FOT estimate OT appointnunt, 
call John Hudson at 
772·1199 








32 Ozsco Bay W~kly 
CHARLES B, MELCHER 
PHOTOGRAP=H=ER== 
55 GALLON FISH TANK with 2 filters, deco· 
rations, heater, thermostat, and 24 mixed 
fish. Excellent condition. $350 or B.O. Call 
871-8684 or n2-2008. 
PHOTO ENLARGER: New Beseler enlarger 
and all dalkroom eqUipment, trays, lights, 
etc., etc. Must sell. $275. call 828-1426. 
WHIRLPOOL MATCHING WASHER & 
DRYER· heavy duty, like new, complete with 
hoses and cables. $435 clc for pair. 878-
2280. 
music 
LOOKIN' FOR A BAND: Harp Playerlsingerl 
writer into all blues styles, soul, R + B, 
rockabilly. New intown, ready to boogie. 
Pete Miller 761-4527. 
TOYOTA LANDCRUISER WAGON, 1974- 4 
WD, 4 dr., elec. rear window, tr. hitch. West 
coast vehicle, minimal rust. $1000 or B.O. 
Call Matt, 871-7028. 
learning 
DATELINE N.E. ADULTS SINGLES DANCE 
every Friday night at 8 p.m. at the PorUand 
Marriott Sable's Lounge, exit 7 off Rt. 95. 
Dateline D.J., great buffet, doorprizes, cover 
charge, no jeans. 871-8000. 
CUPID • 4 • HIRE 
t·,: .'. (207) 856-2135 " A Man 4 All Seasons , . S cial Del' Seroice 
\ ipe ADMIIOH"!2.9ITB¥'R1IES 
SOUND STUDIO RECORDING GEAR· Ampex 
AG 6005, need wolk, $75-$95 each; Shure 
mixer,$I99; Mics,$49lup; 16volumesound 
effects library, 5134. For list call 761-4397. 
MUSIC CENTER OF MAINE· Maine's Per· 
cussion Specialists. Private lessons and 
classes available for Latin Peltussion (conga, 
timbales, etc.) and full drumset sludies. 
Phone Phil Verrill, 883-4449for more infor· 
mation. 
LEARNING ENHANCEMENT AND STRESS 
DEFUSION offered by One Brain Center of 
Maine· Kinesiology based sytem for improv· 
ing learning abilities and achieving brain 
integration resulting in stress defusion. 
Openhouse Feb. 4, March 3. Individual ses· 






501 Cumberland Ave. 
Portland 775-6301 
CAMPING GEAR· 2 PERSON DOME TENT, 
$84; sleeping bags, $28-$35; mattresses, 
59-$46; Coleman lantern, $35; backpack, 
$34; cooking gear & more. $1200 value for 
$787. For list call 761-4397. 
TRAIN SET· HO SHIFTER LOCOMOTIVE and 
tender, 2 cars & caboose, 18 sections track, 
Railline 370 powerpack, $50. 761-4397. 
PIANO·YAMAHA MIA, Continental styling, 
showroom condition, beaulnul polished 
Ebony finish, full body sound. $2450. 797-
0258, leave message. 
wheels 
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED '89 
Mercedes ... 5200; '86 VW ... $50; '87 
Mercedes ... $I00; '65 Mustang ... $50. Choose 
Cohen, M.S., 761-0840. 
WOMEN'S ART WORKS: Validating the cre· 
ative nature of women. Fun, 6-week classes 
in drawing, watercolor, and our popular 
"Paint Your Heart Out" course in intuitive 
action ·painting. Small, supportive groups 
meet in comlortable Portland studios. 565. 
Treat yourself to something different. Call 
now, 775-2442. 
EVERY CHILD IS AN ARTIST! Recent art 
school graduatel working artist wants to 
60 Dealers 
Feb. 9 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
NASTY~NEAT 
COMPULSIVE CLEANING • 
... and other I~e support 88fVices 
HARMONICA'S· Marine Band, 513; Blues, 
$14 each; Super Chromonica, 560. For list 
call 761-4397. 
from thousands starting at $25. FREE 24 
hour recording reveals details. 801-379· 
2929. -Copyright IMEI14JC . 
Bath Junior High School 
$2 Admission - Catered 
Information call 
443-8983 help nurture your childs creativity. Lessons I 
in my home. Very reasonable rates. 773- .--------------'-
If you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleaning person ... or worse, 
cleaned up after them ... 
You need me in your life 
KAYAK· NAUTIRAID II, 2 person or solo, 
fo'lding,52400; dry bags, $7-$27; Sailor II 
compass, $39; Sawyer paddles, 5149 each; 
Extrasport PFDs, $81 each. More. For list 
call 761-4397. Katherine Clark 
772-8784 DICTATION SYSTEM· PORTABLE hand·held 
unit and desk transcriber, foot switch, head· 
i!-==========;;;'I set, desk mic, all accessories, $550; desk 
residential commercial 
business opps 
GET RICH SLOWLY! New book describes a 
walk! oftreasure hunting few know. Be your 
own boss, profitable, exciting wolk. Free 
details. Pete Ea~, 200 Blackwater Rd., Do· 
ver, NH 03820. 
dadng services 
MEET BEAUTIFUL, FAITHFUL, Marriage· 
minded ladies from Asia, Russia, Europe, 
North & South America. For FREE photo 
brochure and complete details call 702-451-
3070 anytime and leave mailing address. 
CREATING COUPLES 
A DATING SERVICE 
Designed for discriminating 
people Over 40. 
• Affordable 
• Confidential 





%e. 'JI{fw Way 
Meet in tfie 90s 
How do single adults meet, 
really? The best way to meet is 
Compatibles. At Compatibles, 
we know singles just like you, 







stun for sale 
ACOUSTIC GUITAR$92. call n3-nOl any· 
time. 
GUITARS· HARMONY ACOUSTIC, $75, 
Barclay Acoustic $100, Yamaha RGX 110 
calculator, $SO. 761-4397. 
X·COUNTRY SKIS· SOLOMON BINDINGS, 
poles, $95; Karhu 42 boots, $48; gators, 
$15; Sierra Designs coat, $59; pants, 545; 
Bolle goggles, $13. More. For list call 761-
4397. 
COMPUTER· MAC Plus, 4 meg RAM, 20 
meg hard drive, $975; Imagewriler II, $325; 
Imagewriter carrypack, $35; disc case, $13; 





COUCH & CHAIR· Good condition, 592. Call 
eves. n2-8746. 
1 KUSTOM 100 AMP SILVER· $92. 774-
2338. 
ONEFIFTH INTERESTIN 3,500 SO. FT. Peaks 
Island beach, intertidaillats, ocean bottom, 
$92.767-2314 
$92 BUYS: DOUBLE BED BOX SPRING; 
dough mixer; wickerhamper; 2 trunks. 767-
2314 evenings. 
PAGERIBEEPER· NEW CONDITION, also 
hand·held scanner, 100 channel: 592. 772-
5737. 
SKIS· 1989 ATOMIC· SIZE 160. Boots· size 
7-112. Tyrolia bindings. Very good condi· 
tion. $92. 846-5279. 
IBM SELECTRIC II TYPEWRITER· Once the 
ultimate. Needs cleaning and minor repair. 
Camden. 236-1029. $92. 
PARIS MANUFACTURING CO. TOBOGGAN, 
solid wood, 7 feet long, complete with pad: 
592. call 797-8722. 
JENNY LIND BABY CRADLE, white, solid 
wood with matress, like new, and teddy bear 
curtains for baby's nursery, brand new, tJoth 
for $92! Call 797-8722. 
OAK Rocking Chair $32, Telephone Table 
Chair Combo$30, Oak Chair, $92 takes ALL, 
28209202. 
Four 750R 16" retreads, new condition $92, 
774-2159. 
KING SIZE WATERBED, complete, will help 
assemble, just no room in apartment, $92. 
797-3951. 
MISCELLANEOUS HOUSEHOLD STUFF: 16 
drop~iling liles, baby items, books, 797-
3845. 
$$CASH CASH CASH$$-WEHAULAWAY 
JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any condition, 
seven days a week, 9-9. 773-6878 
TOYOTA COROLLA GTS, 1985- Twin Cam 
liltback, excellent condition, 68K, PIS, 
sunroof, cruise control, power mirrors, Ami 
Fm/cass. $3800 or B.O. n2-8701. 
DODGE ASPEN· 1979, 4 dr., 102,500 miles, 
inspected 'til May. Interior in great shape. 
$350 or B.O. 767-1009 eves. 
VW Gn 1984- 75 K, new sticker, looks and 
runs excellent. Kenwood stereo. $2900 or 
B.O. 871-8684 or 772-2008. 
8368. 
CLAY CLASSES FOR ANY LEVEL Sawyer 
Street Studios, South Portland, throwing 
and hand·building. Wed. 6:30-9:30 or Tues. 
4:30-7:30. Starts week of Feb. 10. Call immed. 
Abby 767-4394. 
bulletIn board 
CALIFORNIA· $149! Ay coast to coast any· 
time. EUROPE· only $160! Hitch a ride on a 
commercial jet. CARRIBBEAN· only 5189! 
Round·trip air to somewhere warm & sunny! 
AIRHITCH(r)· 212-864-2000. 
If You're Single, 
We're Free 
Trying to meet someone new? Try Casco Bay Weekly's Personal 
Call® On FAX FREE THURSDAY fax your ad of 30 words or less 
to 775-1615 between 9 am and 4 pm and get your Personal Call® 
ad absolutely FREE. Don't forget to include your name, address & 
phone number so we can send you your Personal Call® number. 
ernie oak By Lynda Barry 
V4mpfrt BaH IIrl. rca.!, Thty ~ve spu/It! 
S~fII4~h -All' di9,Sh~~ b/~", FI~st Su.n b.':j 
Cha.lts P4.rWil\ j,lh~ alfo InVtnted our fhlnq 
ill 1iJ.. 1},~ rr.onke.~$, Tht~·rt Cln'~ arovlla M /P"g 
a.r your 101\9 f,nger .a"d tht~ can rvn m 
w~7/S, rhe~ 5Ut the vtiM OF VIctimS wrlJ. t 
.fMrp F/'O/lt tnt" But 1'he~ rvt;O BOld. (,l 
It 1jO\A C<t/d ho.~~ fetl It. 'Thtn 1'I>ey he "-
tht b~'Dd. ND+ ru.L ... ~ II. I:>i~ deaL v,.ctpt, 
1'he'1 ~vt l'Io.jDt jtr/ll~ 01) -t'Ioeie -foNjUU. 
ohM, 
Electric guitar, $125, Fender contemporaty REFRIGERATOMREEZER, Kelvinator, no-
Slratocasterw/hardshelicase,$300.CLARI. frost, white; cobbler's bench toffee table, 
NETS.Artley$I00, Bundy$50, bothw/cases. :.;$9:.:;2,:..;7..;.97;....-3845 __ . ______ _ 
773-7701. Weights(completeset)$30; HooverVacuum 
PAPASON CHAIR· round chair with pad Cleaner $27; Antique Dress Form $35; $92 
(tan), great condition. Asking $50 or B.O. takes ALL. 772-2029. 
775-1421. 









FRIENDSHIP, PLAYFULNESS, the courage 
to change & create your me and the ability to 
celebrateare qualitiesthiswoman (51 ) seeks. 
P.O. Box 373, South Harpswell, ME 04079. 
11' 5029 
ERNIE, YUKON CORNELIUS, Theodore 
Geissel; put 'em all together you get a silly, 
romantic, cute, intelligent, tall, musical, geeky 
sorta guy who is feartess, friendly, at ease, 
helps those in need, and likes chocolate chip 
cookies. Let's lasso the moon. F, 26.11' 5028 
SWF, PORTLAND,MAINE· Oon'tletthegrass 
grow over this 48 yr. old redhead. Need a 
younger man to liven me up on weekends 
and keep me from the ol'folks home. Just in 
time to be my Valentine! No suits or ties that 
bind. Photo appreciated. 11' 5044 
I STILL DO WINDOWS!! Excessively edu· 
cated SWF with legs that "go on forever" 
who is WIlli versed in all social graces and 
domestic skills seeks adventurous, capable, 
& physically fit 30ish SWM who believes 
marriage is a business venture. Letter and 
photo please. Preference given to those who 
include business plan. P.O. Box 533, Port· 
land, 04112. 11' 5040 
THIS NEW TO TOWN REBEL W/A CAUSE 
activist seeks 28+ open-minded eco·warrior 
to share adventures and some quiet times. 
Love for outdoors a must! Couch potatoes, 
hunters and pro-war mongers need not ap-
ply. 11' 5038 
DWF, 30s, PROFESSIONAL, FIT, attractive 
& fun . What more doyou want? Enjoy walk· 
ing, dancing, hiking, biking, skating, ice fish· 
ing, more. Willing to try any new sport. Love 
to cook and enjoy pampering the right man. 
Mature, 26-40. Photo preferred. tr 5050 
UINIOUE, PSYCHOLOGICALLY SOPHISTI· 
CATED professional woman, 45, 5'3·, 
115Ibs., who hates writing personal ads & 
blind dates, looking for Single professional 
male friend for companionship, 
contradancing, movies, X·C skiing, etc. CBW 
Box 904. 11' 5053 
DWF WOULD LIKE TO MEET DWM, NIS, 35-
41, over 5'6' who, like me, is: expressive, 
emotionally and physically healthy, monoga· 
mous, considers yourself attractive, has 
sense of spirituality and values solitude. 
Love animals, exercise, the outdoors, film, 
reading, music and good conversation. Must 
be open·minded toward the metaphysical. 
Prefer someone childfree and brunette. CBW 
Box 924. 11' 5054 
SEEKING SINCERE, ONE WOMAN MAN, 
Hartey owner (if applicable), who knows 
how to useaphonewhen plans can't be kept. 
I'm fai~ attractive, blonde blue-eyed woman 
who enjoys Ha~eys, good times, racing and 
quiet times at home. If you know how to use 
the phone, I'd like to hear from you. Letters 
preferred. Please include photo of Harley, 
and yourself of course. 11' 5055 
LITERATE (NOT SNOBBISH), WITTY, IRISH, 
smoker, travelled SF, 40, inexplicably drawn 
to younger men, preferably intelligent, thor· 
oughly decent, slightly off·the·wall. I love 
alternative music, poetry, theatre, general 
silliness. Hate crowds. You? Letters strongly 
preferred, Voicemaildetested. P.O. Box9715-
980, Portland, ME 04104. tr 5064 
DWF EDUCATOR, 49, SEEKS FRIENDLY reo 
lationship with senSitive, caring, NlS man 
for dining in or out, x-i:ountry skiing, enjoy· 
ing classical music, and cultural events. 11' 
5081 
HIKING, CAMPING, SKATING, crOSS-i:oun· 
try skiing, dining out or in, and movie-going 
would be much more fun with a tall, fit, 
intelligent, easy-going, NIS, 38-45 y.o. man. 
This tall, slim, attractive woman seeks such 
a man for a loving, long·term relationship. 11' 
5079 
Respond to any per.onalad by callng 
1IOO-37(J..2041 
Cal. co.t S1.48 • minute . 
FdlruAry 6, 1992 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL (Calls cost 1.49/min) 
BIG (NOT FAT) HUGGY BEAR WANTED for 
TLC by cuddle bear who likes outdoors, 
animals, quiet times, quiet talks, movies, 
music & dancing. Write P.O. Box 118, Bar 
Mills, ME 04004~118. 11' 5069 
SWF, 40. ON A GOOD DAY I'M intellectual, 
educational,. serious. On a great day I'm 
foolish, affectionate, !lakey, but can speak in 
complete sentences. Enjoy movies, hiking, 
theatre, blues, travel, bookstores and junk 
shops. Seek intense sensitive male, 35·45. 
P.O. Box 8436, Portland 04104. 11' 5068 
ATTRACTIVE, SLENDER, FIT 44 SWF seek· 
ing attractive man who is intelligent, nice, 
normal, personable, fun. Must by definition 
be attractive· nice looking. tr 5067 
READYFORAGREATRELATIIONSHIP?Me, 
too! College educated, DWF, artistic, slim, 
fit, attractive and caring, would like to meet 
a college educated, tall, fit DWM, 48-56, 
livedllravelled outside of Maine, interested 
in art, poetry, good books, jazz, the great 
outdoors. CBW Box 914. 11' 5089 
FIRST CLASS FLIGHT: Non·smoking sec· 
tion, full meal selVice, smile and humor. 
Smooth take-off and landing. Fifty year·oId 
female seeks humorous, well·travelled and 
well·versed male, 45-55. Don't let the pic· 
ture on yourflight be "Home Alone". 11' 5090 
CUPI D'S COMING! Short, sassy, DWF seeks 
ONLY attractiv~ S1DWM, 5'9· + up, NIS, 
social drinker, no drugs, 34-42, in Greater 
Portland area who admires openness, hon· 
esty, romance & senstivity in a person and 
enjoys skiing, dancing, beaches, camping, 
movies, dining in/out, etc. Photo please. 11' 
5092 
ATTRACTIVE, EDUCATED, CARING and lov· 
ing SWF, 31, who is an everyday person, 
looking to connect with SWM, 30-40, who is 
sensitive, educated, loving and caring· one 
who knows about growth and is willing to 
wolk on the process ofgening to know one 
another for long·term, committed relation· 
ship. CBW Box 923. 11' 5101 
FAT & SNUGGLY BUT FAR FROM UGLY. 
SWF, 32, 5'4', amorous, fun, intelligent and 
great conversationalist. Seeks NlS chem· 
free, fun, Sincere, honest guy who doesn't 
mind dating a lady whose weight is not 
proportionate to height. 11' 5129 
SWF, INTERESTED IN MEETING A VERY 
special man, 35-45 from the Portland area 
who is attractive, professional, NlS, outdoor 
oriented, sensitive, secure, sincere & mo· 
nogamous. Please help me find you. P.O. 
Box 3493, Portland, ME 04104. 11' 5130 
FOXY, FUN, FIREY FEMINIST SEEKS sin· 
cere, sensitive, sexy, New Age Guy. I enjoy 
the outdoors, sports, music, movies and 
books. I am asophisticated, intelligent, bub· 
bly, blue-eyed blond, new in town, looking 
for a real friend or more. 11' 5127 
LET'S COOK UP A GOURMET FEAST OF LIFE 
together· Chef: DWF, NIS, Lt.lD, 110 Ibs. 
5'6·, 55+ y.o. Ingredients: mUSiC, theater, 
dancing, karaoke, movies, hiking, biking, 
wolking out, running, books, hugs, hand· 
holding, beach walks. Looking for: cO-i:hef, 
o or StM with matching fire at 55+! (No 
couch potatoes need applyl) 11' 5125 
26 AND SEEKING SENSUAL SOMEONE to 
spoil with breakfast in bed, candlelight din· 
ners, danCing, music and all night jam ses-
sions. I'm a profeSSional, educated, intelli· 
gent woman who's ready to meet a man who 
is uninhibited and not easily intimidated, NI 
S. Letters preferred, photos appreciated. 11' 
5122 
YOUNG SINGLE FEMALE LOOKINGforsingle 
man, 18-25, someone who likes dancing, 
dining and intimate, clean fun. 11' 5120 
SWF, 22 AND PREGNANT, LOOKING FOR 
SWM for immediate marriage. Must really 
want a child! I am-college educated, 10 of 
172, W.A.S.P., drug and smoke free, and 
emotionally very stable. Please be sincere, 
devoted, and trustworthy. I promise the 
same. CBW Box 927.11' 5119 
IT'S BEEN A LONG COLD WINTER, and with 
at least another six weeks to go, this single 
female, 24, 5'6', very slim, seeks anon·furry 
SM, 25-35, who's not afraid of his own 
shadow. Let's brave the elements together! 
tr5118 
TIRED OF LIVING IN A SOCIAL WASTE· 
LAND? Attractive, fun, intelligent, caring, 
5'9 slender, blonde, SWF, 31, seeks tall, 
funloving, physically fit, NIS, professional, 
SWM, 30-40, for good conversation and 
recreation. Let's grow some sociality! Photo 
appreciated. CBW Box 928. tr 5117 
JUST FORTY, FABULOUS, FUN·LOVING FE· 
MALE seeks adventurous mate for dancing, 
especially slow dancing, romantic outings, 
candlelight dinners, long talks and long walks 
on the beach, along with intimacy at its 
fullest. I love traveling, photography, and 
politics plus ... Age and race unimportantl 11' 
5114 
SWF, 23, GORGEOUS PROFESSIONAL, out· 
going girt that has no time to meet people, 
willing to slow career down for the right 
SWM professional, 20-27, athletic, secure, 
good·looking guy with a heart of gold. Is 
the re anyone who fits this description? Send 
letter & photo. 11' 5110 
WITTY &INDEPENDENTREDHEAD, 48, 5'1, 
ex·NewYolkerthinking spring. Background 
in the arts· eclectic interests including 
Mozart, travel, theater, frozen yogurt, week· 
end jaunts. Seeking humorous and confi· 
dent M. Please, no homophobes, republi· 
cans, yuppies. 11' 5140 
I AM AN ATTRACTIVE 27 yr. old plus·size 
woman seeking a 25-35 yr. old single man 
who likes country music and dancing, chil· 
dren, sliding, snowball fights, beaches, yard 
sales, monogamy, and plus·size women. 
Must be over 5'10· with a sense of humor. 11' 
5149 
CLASSY, SPIRITED, DYNAMITE LADY, SW, 
attractive, smart and sassy, 4Os, N/S, NID, 
loves nature, outdoor activities, dining, danc· 
ing, travel, the arts, much more. Looking for 
SWM, 38-52, NIS, NID, profesSional, healthy, 
self·actualized, honest, sense of humor to 
share same interests and more. 11' 5147 
HI! YES, YOU FROM FLORIDA· I'M 5'6', 
145.1 love the beach butthis time of year it's 
too cold for me. I also workout. Let's meet & 
wolk·out together? Maybe I can keep your 
cold blood warm? 11' 5170 
person of the week 
39, PROFESSIONAL SWM. I love Marsden 
Hartley's Maine landscapes in the Portland 
Museum of Art. Even more, I love to bike, 
paddle, hike, and skate through those 
landscapes myself. Preferably with a coura-
geous, fun-loving, educated, honest woman 
who revels in her, and others', sense of 
humor. 1t5184 
Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as caws "Person or the 
Week· and is awarded two !ree movie tickets. compliments or Maine Mall Cinemas. 
All personal ads are entered in the drawing. 
WHERE HAVE ALL THE FLOWERS GONE, 
picked by young girls everyone? A 
fortysomething flower lover seeks stable 
stamen of a hardy perennial· like the lupine· 
predictable, colorful and does well in the 
house or field. Forget·me·not on Valentine's 
Day. CBW Box 929. 11' 5106 
AN ABUSED HEART (BUT STILL DREAM· 
INGI) residing in a 30 yr. old body ... Single 
parent with minorvices who smokes, drinks, 
occasionally overindulges. My kids say I'm 
beautiful, but they already love me ... Sick to 
death of crumbs, bums, & B.S. artists. Are 
you? 11' 5139 
SWF, N/S, 6'1', BRlBR, GOOD LOOKING, 
physically fit, adventurous P.O. Interests: 
dancing, sports, darts, dining out, long walks 
& talks. Oualities: affectionate, independent, 
honest, sincere, compassionate, understand· 
ing with great sense of humor. Looking forSI 
DWM, 28-35, 5'11· & up, physically fit & 
attractive with same interestsl qualities for 
relationship or just friendship. CBW Box 
93t. tr 5136 
FUN,SKI,FUN, SKI, WHATSHALLlTBE?SF, 
35, educated, profeSSional, all·American, 
pretty, blond, average size, N/S, extrovert, 
would like to meet Greater Portland SM, 35-
40 (+ or·) with similar qualities to have fun 
rock n' rolling or playing Beethoven. 11' 5134 
THERE'S ROOM IN MY LIFE FOR A thought· 
ful man with depth, soul, courage, integrity, 
and wicked good sense of humor. I'm an 
attractive SWF, 38, with all the above. I love 
nature, independent thinking, the arts, the 
mystery of life, lunch at Alberta's, and my 
dog ... I hate dogmatic fundamentalism, 
wishy·washiness, hard·rock, cocktail chat, 
and flossing. Et tu? CBW Box 933. 11' 5132 
DIVORCED FEMALE HUMAN, RESI DENT of 
earth for 36 years. Wholesome background, 
even temperament, sunny disposition, two 
"older" offspring. Smoker, light brown hair, 
blue-eyed and fair. 5'9', 1251bs. well propor· 
tioned. Avoiding bars, wishing on stars for 
tall, kind, articulate human male for friend· 
ship/companion. CBW Box 938.11' 5162 
SWF, 24, SEEKS BLOND, BLUE·EYED J. 
Crew·styled intellectual humanist, 25-28. 
Ideal man enjoys wolking through the pro· 
cess both physically and mentally. Perlect 
man shall have the mind of a lawyer and the 
spirit of a preacher. Call, I know you exist. 11' 
5173 
SWF, 30s, PROFESSIONAL, ACTIVE, Chris· 
tian, open-minded, wih passion for books, 
animals, and enjoying natu re, desires to meet 
sensitive, honest, single man. 11' 5158 
I:'LL SHOW YOU MINE IF you'll show me 
yoursl Mine is an early 4Os, good looking, 
trim, blonde Portland professional who likes 
to have fun and is ready to take somechances. 
What's yours? 11' 5155 
SWF· VERY ATTRACTIVE, PROFESSIONAL, 
looking for SWM, 35-43, to teach me to 
downhill ski and Whatever else may develop. 
CBW Box 934. tr 5169 
THE MARINES ARE LOOKING FOR a few 
good men, I just need one. Basic training 
includes movies, long walks, Red Sox, horse· 
back riding, yogaand candlelight dinners. An 
extended tour of duly in Maine with a cute 
SWF, 33, 5'2, lIotbs.foliows graduation. 11' 
5175 
DARE YOU TO TRY SOMETHING DIFFER· 
ENT, have some fun! SWF, 28, tall and 
attractive, looking to meet exciting new 
friends. Maybe that someone special. Why 
not try something different, I am. Photo. 
CBW Box 950. 11' 5196 
LOVE SPORTS BUT TIRED OF PLAYING 
GAMES? Are you looking for a woman to 
share your passion for sports? This 31 y.o. 
attractive DWF could be your ticket to fun 
and romance. Looking for attractive, intelli· 
gent NlS S/DWM 25-35 who is ready to build 
a relationship. CBW Box 942. 11' 5176 
SW MOM· 35,5'6', ATTRACTIVE, heelthy, 
active, adventurous, educated and indepen-
dent.1 enjoy travel, music, hiking, skiing and 
camping, I'm ahopeless romantic who loves 
to laugh. Are you mature, attractive, intelli· 
gent, 5'9' or over, trim, N/S, sensitive, sin· 
cere, passionate? Let's gettogether. Letters 
preferred. CBW Box 943.11' 5178 
SHARING, CARING, LOVING, LAUGHING and 
learning are the values; hiking, biking, danc· 
ing & conversing are among the interests of 
this mid-40s SWF looking for male with 
similar values and interests. 11' 5t77 
IF OPUS WERE HUMAN, I'D ASK HIM OUT. 
I'm 24, NlS, universily grad, slim; into con· 
versation, college radio, dancing, and puns. 
If you're N/S, in 20s, honest, open·minded, 
and don't have herring breath, call me! 11' 
5182 
T.V. DATING IS OUT, bars are meat markets, 
did OK with an ad, trying again for better. 
SWF, 5'4', II00bs., blue eyes. Pretty and 
attractive I am. Drinkerand drugger I am not. 
Lady, tomboy, honest is me. call to find out 
more about me. 11' 5179 
TO GO: ONE SWFWITH BLONDE HAIR, blue 
eyes, one bol\1e of wine aged 22 yrs., side 
order of wit and pizzaz needed formovies,x· 
country skiing, theater, dining & sailing. 11' 
5181 
CELTICS ANYONE? SWF, 30, TALL, SLIM, 
attractive, seeks SWM with love of sports, 
music & Sunday brunch. Let's meet for a 
Bloody Mal)' and compare notes. Lakers' 
fans need not reW' 11' 5195 
men ... women 
SWM, 27 y.O., looking for a fun-loving kind 
of girl, 20-35. Likes to dance, loves sports, 
love God, want someone to talk with, any 
subject, and watch movies. Either call or 
write. tr 5051 
SWM, 40, NIS, GOOD HEALTH, likes the 
outdoors, hiking, X·Cskiing, skating, biking, 
running, working out, home·made cooking. 
Knows how to appreciate a woman. Enjoys 
Mariners hockey games. Looking for SWF, 
25-40. P.O. Box 1132, Gray, ME 04039. 11' 
5128 
WRITER· ATTRACTIVE SM, mid-30s, harm· 
less eccentric, loves the solitary life but still 
has plenty of passion. Seeks creative single 
woman with similar needs for a special, 
flexible relationship. Must value: honesty, 
trust, romance, bizarre postcards. P.O. Box 
1005t, Portland. Letters preferred. 11' 5123 
I AM AN ATTRACTIVE 22 yr. old SM, em· 
ployed, living alone, and what matters most 
to me is finding a lady (20-30) who has the 
desire and the ability to build a long·term, 
honest, faithful, one·on·one relationship. 
This 5'10· 1501b. blonde offers trust, mo· 
nogamy, and a heart full of gold to someone 
who knows what she wants in a guy! I'm not 
a snob, but I'm not into the "in" thing, 
whatever it may be. And for some reason, I 
dislike people who are loud, nosey, or un· 
clean and unkept. I enjoy modern country 
music, Rock 'n Roll, trying to cook, reading, 
and mUCh, much more. If you feel you're 
compatible, please call or write. All reponses 
will recieve a fast reply! CBW Box 926. 11' 
5121 
RECIPE FOR LOVE ... A Ii Ide bit of me and a 
whole lot of you, add a dash of starlight and 
a dozen roses too, then let it rise for a 
hundred years or two, and that's the recipe 
for making love. SWM-28, seeking missing 
ingredient! tr 5112 
FREE PERSONAL 
ADS FOR WOMEN 
THIS WEEK 
34 Usco &y Weekly 
SWM, 27 y.o., looking for a fun-loving kind 
of girl, 20-35. Likes to dance, loves sports, 
love God, want someone to talk with, any 
subject, and watch movies. Either call or 
write. .. 5111 
RECESSION SPECIAL- DWM WRITER 42, 
attractive, thin, sensitive, athletic- perfect, 
but I smoke and I'm nearly broke. Seeking 
intelligent 30-SO feminist who is fun, fit, 
pretty, creative and (obviously) non-materi-
alistic, for conversation and ... who knows? 
Maybe candlelight dinners of rice & beans. 
.. 5109 
BEARDED ENTREPRENEURIAL CHEF, SWM, 
39, 1751bs., attractive, hardworking, skiing, 
sailing, scuba diving , romance, sharing, sin-
cere friendships (relationship). Lives in W. 
ME. Mt. Seeks heart pure, mind $trong., 
fem. lady. CBW Box 9~ ... 5105 
PROFESSOR OF PROPHYLACTIC STUDIES 
(SWM, 23, handsome, well-educated) nJl8ds 
intelligent, articulate female assistant (SF, 
20-30) to help conduct intimate, discrete 
experiments. Please enclose photo andlor 
research proposal detaili ng your background 
and ideas for experiments. Indulge your 
imagination and shed those inhibitions! to 
5138 
SWF, AITRACTIVE, PROfESSIONAL, HET-
EROSEXUAL,Iooking fo r other single women 
(30-45) who would like to form a support 
group to find the right man (dances, night 
clubs, etc.). Most of my female friends are 
married. CBW Box 934. to 5142 
MOST WOMEN SEEKING MEN DON'T leave 
a response on Personal Call, most women 
seeking women do. I'm tall, curious, open, in 
search of a woman who wants a man and 
isn't just going through the motions. to 5145 
WHAT CAN BE LONlIER THAN LONlINESS 
in marriage. This 38 yr. old MWM is looking 
to meet a woman for friendship and ro-
mance, companionship and sensuality, ex-
citement and fulfillment. Call or write so we 
'can find these things in each other. CBWBox 
935 ... 5146 
TALL, ATHLETIC PROFESSIONAL, attrac-
tive, easy and fun to be with gentleman, 
seeks bright, happy, serious, but fun lady, 
25-32, looking great in a bikini, for sailing 
adventure in British Virgin Islands on char-
tered yacht, for vacation with other experi-
enced sailors in APril. Southern Maine per-
son preferred. Loads of music, sun, fun and 
rum. Let's meet to talk over coffee. to 5174 
WARM, GOOD-LOOKING, HAPPY, TALL, 
rugged man, 30s, would like to meet profes-
sional lady (M.D., J.D., R.N., teacher), late 
20s, athletic, slim, shapely, interested in 
settling down, outdoor activities, raising a 
family, intellectual pursuits, and travel . If 
you have kids attached, that's great. Port-
land-Lewiston area ... 5159 
OUTDOORSY, INDEPENDENT SWM, 34, 
looking for SWF to share times and same 
interests. CBW Box 940 . .. 5164 
LADIES, I'M 26 YR. OLD STALLION sick of 
relationships that end in heartache, 5'11· 
1421bs., brownlbrown, slim, verygood-Iook-
ing, disease-free, looking for a good time, 
not a long time. Don't be shy. Greater Port-
land area. Picture would be nice. to 5161 
RESPOND TO IKf 
PER&ONAL AD BY CALLING 
BROWN-EYEDI BROWN-HAIR MAN would 
like to enjoyspring forever with brown-eyed! 
brown-hair women ... 5160 
AITENrtON: ADVENTUROUS, ADROIT afi-
cionado attracted to alluring acquiantance 
(F, 25-45). Aberrations acceptable, affair de 
coeur affirmed. Anonymity assured. Allit-
eration apprenticeships accepted; aptitude 
ancillary. Amicable antics agreeable; apathy 
appalling. All answers acknowledged (a la 
photo) abruptly. Author (WM, 40) anxiously 
awaiting ... 5171 
HEYCUPID!REMEMBERME?l'mtheSWM, 
33, who pointed out educated, attractive 
women, 25-35, for you to target with your 
love arrows. Well, I'm still waiting for thaI 
one pierced heart. What's the matter? Can't 
you shoot straight? Or are you still having 
problems with your quiver? Please try again 
and keep your aim below 5'6". And please 
don't deny a smitten heart. Her letter (and 
photo?) is a very good start. CBW Box 946. 
"5183 
CABIN FEVER? NOT TOO SHABBY SWM, 
43, seeks compassionate, outdoors oriented, 
pulchritudinous and mellowing overachiever, 
whoconsiderspersonalgrowthand a healthy 
relationship a priority, but fears she may 
have more depth than most men, because 
she keeps meeting guys who prove it. Hu-
mor mandatory, wealth considered, your 
photo gets mine. P.O. Box 9715-986, Port-
land, ME 04104. 
KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR fm not. But I 
ama dependable, good-natured SWM. Look-
ing to find a lifetime friendship, possibly 
marriage with a professional woman who's 
ready to share career with romance. I'm 32, 
160lb., 5'8". Love music, photography, rac-
quetball, dancing, sailing, hiking, or cud-
dling watching movies. Try me! Call .. 5187 
MWM, 32, AITRACTIVE AND SHY, loves 
sports and the outdoors, seeks attractive, 
thin female for conversation and intimacy. 
Call, and discretion is assured. " 5186 
39, PROFESSIONAL SWM. I love Marsden 
Hartley's Maine landscapes in the Portland 
Museum of Art. Even more, I love to bike, 
paddle, hike, and skate through those land-
scapes myself. Preferablywith acourageous, 
fun~oving, educated, honest woman who 
revels in her, and others', sense of humor." 
5184 
GORGEOUS FIT PROFESsiONAL, 32, looks 
25, speaks four languages, loves art, the-
ater, literature and radical workouts, seeks 
compatible, clean, cultured, woman who 
flosses, for serious friendship and ? Photo 
gets photo. CBW Box 948. 
A ITRACTIVE, UNFULFILLED MWM, 36,6'0·, 
180lb. seeks physically fit N/S, M/SWF, 25-
45 for friendship, fulfillment, fantasy and 
fun. Shed your inhibitions and let's spend 
some discreet time together ... 5192 
DWM, 36, NIS, LIGHT DRINKING, very fit, 
attractive and sincere, slightly introverted, 
blue collar background with a white collar 
job. Seeking woman, 30-40, fit, slighdy 
extrovertd, who appreciates a wide range of 
physical activities, music, good food, open 
conversation, and friendship atfirst. Aphoto 
would be appreciated and returned if de-
sired. CBW Box 951 . 
900-370-2041 
DWM, 31, 6'2", 190 Ibs. IN SEARCH OF 
intelligent, vivacious lady to spend Quality 
time with. My interests include photogra-
phy, nature, outdoor activities, cooking, 
music, reading & more. If you are SIDWF, 
24-35, 5'10" & up slim professional, intelli-
gent. I hope to hear from you. ,. 5197 
women .. women 
GWF, 20s SEEKING SAME FOR FRIENDI 
LOVER, enjoy quiet times, long walks, din-
ing out, etc. Looking to meet new people ... 
5030 
BiF, 22, SEEKS SAME, 20-25, for friendship 
& companionship. I enjoy classical music, 
dancing & some quiet evenings athome.l'm 
quite shy, but I want to meet someone 
special . Are you the person I'm looking for? 
NlS please. ,. 5036 
GWF, VEGETARIAN, NIS, CAT CRAZY, se-
cretly in love with Madonna, seeks similar, 
20-30, for fun, dancing, etc. C'mon, express 
yourself! .. 5052 
BiWF, MARRIED, 5T, 1101bs. Long brown 
hair, brown eyes. Enjoys horseback riding, 
good movies, soft music, long rides and 
quiet walks. 3O-something, fun-loving and 
relatively adventurous. Seeks other like-
minded females to share friendship, frolic, 
fun and quiet times. Clean and safe, discre-
tion a must. Photo and phone appreciated ... 
5084 
THERE MUST BE A PRETTY WOMAN who 
wants someone who will happily be their 
sidekick and more. Your beaulywill help me 
and my writing. You look great! .. 5071 
GWF lOOKING FOR SINGLE GF to have 
friendship and possibly more. I enjoy danc-
ing, movies, walks on the beach and many 
other things, how about you? Write me and 
tell meaboutyourselfandyour interests and 
let's get together. Send' if possible ... 5070 
Bi(?)WF IN RECOVERY SEEKS FRIEND to 
step through new way of lifewith.Am attrac-
tive, mid 3Os, single parent. "My bottom 
wasn't very low but need help mending this 
heart and SOUl" . .. 5094 
GWF, AITRACTIVE, PROFESSIONAL, a 
young 40, seeking to meet other women 
who have self-awareness and a willingness 
to work on intimacy issues. ,. 5115 
WILDWOMON ON THE LOOSE I This BiF, 24, 
can be seen dancing at ZoOlz, playing con-
tact air-hockey, and ocean-dipping in April. 
She desires BiF companionship to help her 
forget the suit-n-tie establishment in which 
she works. Are you up for the challenge? .. 
5108 -
GWF, CUTE, AFFECTIONATE, well-educated 
professional searching for"Ms. Right". love 
·to dine out, go to movies and P.S.O., country 
walks, and snuggling. Warm welcome to 
women 30-45 who yearn for a genUe but 
powerful love. Happy New Year. CBW Box 
900." 5133 
SENSUOUS BUT SHY DAMSEL, desires 
beautiful princess for nights of enchant-
ment. Are you literate and love fairy tales? 
Adventurous butno tomboy? Open the book 
to a storybook romance with this pretty, 
feminine BiF ... 5141 
Call costs 
1.49 a mnut •• 
TIRED OF BEING ALONE, WANT SOMEONE 
special to share life's joys and sorrows, 
laughter and tears? Me too. I enjoy classical 
music, reading, talking, Quiet evenings, the 
ocean, cooking and snuggling. LF seeks 
same, 45-SO, for friendship, maybe more." 
5143 
SWF, 35, WELL-EDUCATED,ATHLETlC, who 
enjoys laughing, intelligent conversation, 
CNN, outdoors activities, piua, movies, 
plays, music, dancing, dining out, walking 
the beach! Back Bay. Looking for someone 
who loves to have fun, analyze the world, 
and challenges me to grow. Howaboutyou? 
.. 5167 
GWF- ATIRACTIVE THIRTYSOMETHING-I 
sit here racking my brain about figuring 
what's importanl1o me. Honesty keeps com-
ing to mind- sounds corny, but honesly in a 
relationship is what I want.. and need most. 
Love for animals is important, too. A sense 
of humoris a bonus, we need to laugh at this 
world. I love quiet times. Age 30-35, NlS. 
CBW Box 939. ,. 5163 
THIS SAUCY, SASSY, SMART, SEXY, sweet 
smilin', sensitive, spirited lesbian is seeking 
lesbian woman to savor a friendship, per-
haps simmer with love. lam sevenxsix, self-
aware, semi-political, secure, soulful and 
sociable. I like the siule of the city and the 
serenity of the woods. My serenades are 
sincere. I'm setting my own script. Scarry! 
The sky and the sea are reserved foryou and 
me. CBW Box 941 ... 5165 
GORGEOUS, WilD, Bi-F, ultimate-submis-
sive, needs aggressive women! Absolutely 
no limits! Slim, 5'9", blonde, 32. Have run 
previous ads but am tired of "sweetcake 
meetings" with inexperienced litHe girls who 
have fantasies but lack confident follow-
through. I now want suprise arrangem~nts 
handled by my fiance- whom absolutely will 
have no contact with you- because I crave 
fantasy fulfilment- not pleasantries! Will 
converse with you first- at his command- to 
assure I am for real. Then I'll be pre-pre-
pared, and anxiously awaiting your every 
instruction! CBW Box 944." 5154 
YOU'RE A BiMF, 35-45; a professional who 
takes care of herself without being nutsy 
about it; has a readiness for laughter, adven-
ture, and independence; loves music. Hey, 
what a coincidence, so am I! Let's discover 
what else we have in common. CBW Box 
947 . .. 5188 . 
men .. men 
GM, 30, 6'2", 220 Ibs., NIS, York County. 
Seeking to meet men to enjoy life with . I 
enjoy cross-country skiing, quiet times at 
home, watching movies, working out, swim-
ming laps, photography and Portland Dine-
around. Friendships and honesty are impor-
tantto me ... 5124 
CHRISTIAN MYSTIC, 32, 145 Ibs., seeks 
youthful (24-30) initiate into Mysteries of 
the Universe." 5116 
MAM SEEKS FIT SANE MEN to trade mas-
sage regularly. Sane, honest, good shape, 
healthy, strong hands- looking for same, 
muscular or athletic a plus. Non-sexual. 
Daytime best. YarmouthlPordand. Relieve 
stress, soothe, relax. Experience nice, but 
not necessary. Box 1573, Portland, ME 
04104 ... 5137 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 1.49/min) 
How to respond to a personal ad 
Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-tone phone. 
When Personal Callilll answers, follow the instructions and 
enter the four-dgit .. number of the ad that interests you. 
You may then leave a response, enter another .. number or 
browse through other messages. (Calls cost 1.49 aminute.) 
To respond to an ad without a" number, write to the P.O. 
box or CBW box indicated. When addrassingmail toaCBW 
box, be sure to print the box number clearly on the lower left 
hand comer of your envelope. 
How to place a CBW personal ad 
You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping 
by our office at 551A Congress 51. in downtown Portland. 
Call 775-6601 to find out more. 
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes w~h free use 
of a Personal CalliIIl .. number. When you place your ad, 
you'll be you11 be given a .. number and an easy-to-follow 
instruction sheet Ifs important that you call and leave your 
personal greeting before the papar comes out on Thursday 
- that way you won't miss any of your responses. 
When recording your 9G-second greeting, relax and be 
creative. Desaibe yourself - but don't leave your full 
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you 
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to 
leave their telephone numbers and best times to call. 
You can change your .. message as often as you like. 
And you can start getting responses right away. 
What does a personal cost? 
Personal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week. 
Additional words cost 25~ each. All parsonal ads must be 
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or 
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.) 
Use of a Personal CallI!!>" number is free. Use of a CBW 
box (including mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a 
CBWboxwloa"numbercosts$9aweek. Visa, Mastercard, 
personal checks or money orders ·are welcome. All par-
sonal ads and box services must be paid in advance. 
Rules & deadines 
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seek-
ing relationships. CBW will refuse ads im!t seek to buy or 
sell sexual services. No full names, street addresses or 
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomi-
cal language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to 
edit or refuse any ad. . 
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on 1If!I 
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send your ~ to: Casco 
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress SI., Portland, ME 04tOl . 
Phone: 775-6601. FAX: 775-1615 ". , 
Your ad: 
Confidential infonnation: 




cfty, lIate, '" 
BISEXUAL WMM, 38, PROFESSIONAL with 
children, trying, but struggling to remain in 
his marriage. Wishes to meet other men with 
similar characteristics for support and dis-
cussion of coping strategies. P.O. Box 664, 
Raymond, ME 04071. to 5131 
HI, THIS IS WHAT I'M LOOKING FOR: Some-
one who's 25-32, good looking, weight pro-
portionate to height, straight in appearance, 
action and speech, has his act together, and 
loves to have a good time. Someone to do 
things in public with without being labeled 
gay. Someone normal. CBW Box 936 ... 
5148 
WM, MID 205, MASCULINE, good looking, 
not into gay social scene. Many interests, 
sports, working out and quiet times. Look-
ing to meet Bi/G WM, masculine, good look-
ing, 20s to early 3Os, for friendship firstand 
possibly more after. Be honest and real. 
CBW Box 937 ... 5150 
OPTIMISTS WANTEDI Professional man, 
3Os, NIS, who enjoys acting like a kid some-
times and making the most of whatlife offers 
seeks same. Enjoy intimate talks, fires, na-
ture, films, theatre, travel, sense of humor. 
Curious? Definitely worth a calli .. 5151 
BiWM, BR. HRl BR. EYES, 5'11·, 165lbs., 
seeks same for friendship-fun. I enjoysports, 
cooking, theatre, and reading . (Discretion 
assured). Are you NlS, health conSCiOUS, 
and between 20 and 45 yrs. old? CBW Box 
945. " 5180 
GWM, 34, SEEKS MWM or BiWM, 25-40, 
who need special attention. I live a clean 
lifeslyle and seek same. let me help you 
relax with a great meal and massage. No 
strings- call today .. 5185 
GM, 25, 5'9", 165Ibs.lookingforGM, 22-30, 
N/S, to form friendship or more. I like to 
dance, take walks, talk honesUy, workout, 
drives, home time. I am straight acting but 
tired of being alone. Contact me, all will be 
answered. CBW Box 949 ... 5t90 
GM, 45, TRIM BUILD, attractive, NIS, seeks 
similar, intelligent, stable GM, 3O-SO, to share 
outdoorlindoor activities and possible spring 
vacation . P.O. Box 683. Waterboro, ME 
04087. " 5191 
WHO ABE YOU? WED. JAN. 29, 1 :30 p.m. 
opened Maine Bank & Trust doors for me in 
and out. Mid 2Os, black hair,sneakers, baggy 
pants, big smile, granite eyes. New account, 
made deposit, asked aboutcard. Greatvibes! 
Me- 32, glasses, beardl magic. Call ... 5198 
others 
THERE ARE FANTASIES WAITING TO HAP-
PEN. Weare an attractive and creative couple, 
early 30s and 4Os. You can be male or 
female, single or married, but you must be 
literate and you must have a fantasy. Please 
write, the results could be fulfilling for us all. 
Box Holder, P.O. Box 526, Strong, ME 04983. 
.. 5135 
HOWARD, YOU KNOW HOW MUCH WE ALL 
want you! Don't you think it's time to do 
something about it? What'd'ya say? -A,A,L 
.. 5166 
SEEKING CURIOUS 20ish FEMALE- Have 
you ever secreHy fantasized about having an 
adventure with an attractive, physically fit, 
sexy, and clean 20ish couple? Areyou blush-
ing? Call us! NlD, NIS please. Discretion 
expected and assured . ... 5172 
Category: 
o women or men 
o men or women 
o women or women 
Omen or men 
o others 
o companions 
, 0' words: ----
(~ """" Ihan 45) 
c~ .. k: ------
Sea rat8& ill Eft 
, 0' w .. ks: ___ _ 
2-week ITinmum 
CBW bOll: ___ _ 
Add S5 or $9.-k 
See rat. at loft 
Total due: ___ _ 
. , 
FIESTY, BLONDE AND BRUNEm looking 
for devilish pleasure from tall dark hand-
some young male, 18-25, non~e reQuired, 
photo please!" 5157 
SWC,30s, LOOKING FOR OTHER COUPLES 
to share fantasies and friendship, open to 
female experiences. Discretion assured all 
replies answered . .. 5168 ' 
WALLEYBALL PLAYERS WANTED: (Volley-
ball in a racquetball court). Very non-com-
petitive, co-ed games; we aren't great ath-
letes, just people who like to get together 
after work for some activity. We play at the 
Racquet and Fitness Center, Quter Congress 
Sl Call 934-1745, Todd. 
MODEL BLONDE NEEDS BLACK MEN! Slim, 
long~egged, high-heeled wildcat is explor-
ing thedeep-insidelantasies I've never dared 
to look at! All thanks to my man who makes 
the movie "9 112 Weeks" & Mickey Rourt<e 
look like a Disneyl Mickey Mouse moYie! 
Please! CBW Box 944 ... 5156 
FEMALE TAG TEAM WANTED FOR FAN-
TASY fulfillment. We all think about ~ but 
fewofustryit.Adventurous, pretty, inspired 
WFs wanted to at least discuss it. Imagine 
the possibilities! .. 5153 
I Re'Yck ,bl. pap:] 
SENSUOUS WM, 29 yrs., whose heart has 
already been captured, l>eeks female or bi 
female couple for fun and pleasure. Open, 
honest, clean only ... 5194 
companions 
HIGHLY MOTIVATED MALE TURNING cur-
rent challenges- into cheers seeks: 
I)Nightengalel Conant, Career Track P51 
utilizers; 2)Happy, successful, risk-bking 
achievers to interview; 3)Mentors in motiva-
tion, growth, counseling, human resource 
public speakingl presenting fields; 4) othe; 
empowered, empowering individuals . .. 
5f13 
M and BiF SNOWBUNNIES ARE HOPPING 
ABOUTtheir warren (read: Bouncing off the 
waRs) in search ala BiF bunny to share time 
and fun. NIS preferred, preppies need not 
apply. Those bunnies with altemate reli-
gions welcomed with open paws!" 5107 
IF YOU'RE STRAIGHT, 55+, staying home 
not going out to social activities in state 0; 
out because you don'twantto go alone,lers 
get together, M or F. I'm F in the same boat! 
Write: P.O. Box 10233, Portland, ME. Can 
phone later after letter. to 5152 
WWM SEEKS SLENDER WF NURSE or health 
field worker, 20-45, for companionship & 
movies. ,. 5193 
Send 
your loved one 
A VALENTINE MESSAGE 
on the Personals Page! 
Mail,' walk, or fax your 20 word 
Testimonial of Love 
to Casco Bay Weekly 
for publication in our Feb. 13th 
issue for only $5 and let that 
special person in your life 
read your mind! 
Ftbrwry 6, 1992 35 
real uzzle BI/ DO/I Rubell 
Negative 
Space 
Color in these 
shapes. You'll find 
10 words - a total 
of 37 letters -
hidden among them. 
1) _ ___ _ 
2) ____ _ 
3) ____ _ 
4) _ ___ _ 
5) ____ _ 
6) _ _ __ _ 
7) 
8) -----
9) ____ _ 
10) _ ___ _ 
Can you solve the Real 
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift 
certificate from Alberta's for the 
first-prize winner. The second-
prize winner receives two free 
passes to The Movies at Ex-
change Street. Winners will 
receive their prizes in the mail. 
Drawings are done at random . 
Contestants are ineligible to win 
more than one prize in a four-
week span. Only one entry is 
allowed per person per week. 
. All entries for this week's 
puzzle must be received by 
Wednesday, Feb. 12. The 
solution to this week's puzzle 
will appear in the Feb. 20 issue of 
Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best 
guess to: 
Real Puzzle #108 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress St. 
Portland, Maine 04101 
Solution to Real Puzzle # 1 06 (Empty -handed) 
10 Benny Goodman 
(playing darinet) 
- Earl Anthony 
I Adam 
(Sistine Chapel ceiling by 
Michelangelo) 
12 Randy Newman 
(playing piano) 
3 Mickey Mantle 
(a switch hitter, batting right 
if Evans is in the lineup) 
11 Richard Nixon 
(victory sign) 
- Lily Tomlin 
9 Pablo Casals 
(playing cello) 
7 Unde Sam 
Games Montgomery Aags's poster) 
8 Bruce Springsteen 
(playing guitar) 
5 Rodney Dangerfield 
(straightening tie) 
4 Darrell Evans 
(bats left, throws right) 
2 Mona Lisa 
(by Leonardo da Vinci) 
6 Hany Callahan 
(Dirty Harry, shooting pistol) 
- Minnesota Fa Is 
You could have dropped Evans, if you 
had Mantle batting right- and left-
handed. 
.. .. ". I..,H.··· " 
~ .:, ........... "1: •. 
(6~'~ ~\~tj 
. This week, Portland's good 01' Jeffrey Manuel and a friend will dine at Alberta's. Portland's Don Mathews full of 
VISIon, and a fnend WIll take In a movie at The Movies at Exchange Street. ' 




Offering a huge selection of 
videos, magazines andJ~Y~ for 
the discriminating -adult.. ~ _ 
b>< 
Newly Remodeled & Newly E~panded! 
"We Have What You're 
Searching For ... And Then Somtd" 
PORTLAND 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
666 Congress St 
Open M-Sat. 10-10 e 
Also in KITTERY 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
Route 236 e 439-6285 
Open M-Sat. 10-10 e Sun. 12-7 
- -- -.. 
.. 
36 Usro &y Wakly 
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FTD HEARTS AND 
FLOWERS BOUQUET 
FTD FLOWER BASKET • 
BOUQUET • 
. Candy and flowers have long been a. 
Valentines tradition. Harmons and 
Bartons along with Havens Candy of 
Portland brings this special bouquet 
together for you this Valentines. It is a 
wonderful assortment of traditional 
Valentine flowers in a pretty heart 
motH container. Choose from 8 or 16 
ounces of Havens boxed chocolates. 
A fabulous leaded crystal glass heart 
is tastefully designed with a cymbid-
ium orchid and fragrant wax flower's. 
A sophisticated way to say, I love youl 
A charming bouquet of assorted 
Valentine flowers. Red miniature • 
carnations, white daisies and rosario • 
alstroemeria, all accented with fluffy 
baby's breath and eucalypytus. • 
Especially arranged for you in a white 
bamboo basket with brightly painted • 
red hearts. A Valentines greeting that 
Send this bouquet anywhere in the 
country. 
will surely please. ., 
A Harmon and Bartons exclusive. 
Send this bouquet • 
anywhere in the 
. country. • 
• 32.50 37.50 40.00 8 oz. 160z. 160z. 25.00 ~~~~/'4.--;J ·Candy can be purchased with 




• • • • • • • • • • • • FLO ERS 
HEARTS DELIGHT 
A lovely profusion of color and garden 
fragrances in a beautiful vase, bowed 
for Valentines. Nestled among this 
enchanting bouquet is a sampler of 
Havens candies. The perfect touch Ie 
complete this extraordinary 
~7'<JW arrangement. 
A Harmons and Bartons exclusive. 
PORCEI.:;AI - HEART _ ._ 
BOUQUET 
Here is a heart in the right place. A 
whispy bouquet of dendrobiam orchids, .--
pink carnations, iris and other special 
Valentineflowers.AII designed in a lovely 
porcelain bisque heart-shaped vase. A 
very Special way to send your love this 
~~ . 
• 
• ~==:;:~ · ~~ Valentines Day . A Harmons and Bartons exclusive. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • .... ~ 
FRENCH GARDEN 
BOUQUET 
A captivating bouquet that will bring a 
smile to the heart. This romantic 
assortment of fresh cut spring flowers 
is casually arranged in a handsome 
white washed basket. All beautHully 
bowed with red french ribbon. 
A Harmons and Bartons Exclusive. 
35.00 45.00 55.00 
30.00 35.00 40.00 
VALENTINO 
ROSE 
Make it an unforgetable Valentines 
Day with a gilt of a single splendid 
rose displayed in a classic bud vase 
adorned with baby's breath, natural 
mosses, galix leaves and bear grass: 
A Harmons and Bartons exclusive. 
,15.00 
Add $6.00 for each additional rose. 
THE LOVE MUG 
A beautiful hand-painted ceramic 
mug with a sturdy heart-shaped 
handle is filled with all your favorite 
Valentine flowers. A functional , yet 
beautHul g~t for the one you love th is 
Valentines. 
A Harmons and Bartons exclusive. , • 
• 22.50 25.00 27.50 ., 
; HARMONS BARTONS ; 
• 584 Congress Street 11 7 Brown Street • 
• PORTLAND WESTBROOK • 
• 774,5946 854,2518 • 
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